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ABSTRACT 

This is a sociological study of children's work in Indian families based on research carried 

out in Coventry (UK) and Lucknow (India). The data was gathered through unstructured 

and in-depth interviews of children from 10 Indian families in Coventry and 10 Indian 

families in Lucknow who run small-scale retailing businesses in each city. The research 

questions the assumptions of the existing literature on children's work in the family, where 

it is considered as a useful and beneficial task, and something that children ought to learn . 

. Contrary to this understanding which marginalises the importance of children's work in the 

family, the evidence presented in this thesis demonstrates that children's work in the family 

is a specific part of their agency, which helps them to construct and reconstruct their own 

childhood and maintain their family's social order. It is the contention of the thesis that 

children's domestic activities are to be considered as meaningful 'work' that is not always 

oriented toward (future) goals of socialization, but rather toward the structuring of social 

relationships between children and adults. The data shows that although there is a slight 

difference in the expression of children's agency in Coventry and Lucknow due to different 

socio-cultural contexts, children's active involvement in housework and shop-work in both 

cities places them within the division of domestic labour. In particular, children's 

experiences in family businesses not only demonstrate them to be socially and economically 

useful members of their families, it also provides them with an opportunity to realise their 

potential. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 

This thesis is about children's work in the family. The principal issues it addresses are: how 

children experience domestic work; what meaning they draw from it; and how it is 

significant for their own lives and for the social order of the family? In considering these 

questions it will explore the extent and nature of children's work in Indian families who 

own small-scale retail businesses in Coventry (Britain) and Lucknow (India). Related issues 

pertaining to 'gender' and 'seniority-juniority' in the domestic work of children will also be 

examined. The uniqueness of the research consists in its approach to the issue by addressing 

children's own perspectives. In the comparative examination of the work of children in 

Lucknow and Coventry, the study finds that in both locations children's involvement in 

domestic work is substantial; that it is socially and economically meaningful for both the 

children and their families; and that the socio-cultural factors which influence their 

contribution, to some extent, are not strong enough either to put them off their contribution 

or checkmate it. The main argument of this thesis is that children's work occupies a 

significant place in the division of domestic work and that it constitutes a positive 

contribution to the maintenance of the social order of the family and its economy. On the 

basis of comparative analysis this study further argues that children's domestic work helps 

them in constructing and reconstructing their own childhood. This study also underlines the 

social significance of children's work in the family by showing how children utilise their 

domestic work for structuring and re-structuring 'gender' and 'age' relationships. 
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1.1 Reconsidering Children's Work 

A sociology of children's work has been slow to develop. Where children figured in 

sociological analysis, this tended to be restricted to the sociology of family and the 

sociology of education, but in both, an examination of the social meaning of their work 

finds no place. Even in the sociology of work, children have failed to feature to any 

significant degree. In fact the definition which has for a long time prevailed in discussions 

of the sociology of work is not self-contained and comprehensive enough. It addresses only 

those activities as 'work', which are performed by adults and found to be productive. This 

definition of work ceased to conceptualise 'work' in 'essentialist terms' (James et al 

1998: 102). The omission of various unpaid tasks (e.g. household tasks, self-provisioning 

activities, gardening, etc.), which are directly or indirectly responsible for the production or 

reproduction of the economy, has come under severe criticism (Morris 1990, Pahl 1984). 

Feminist scholars, in particular, have stressed the need to expand notions of work to 

include unpaid work (e.g. housework, caring etc.) in any sociological definition. To some 

extent, the domestic labour debate has succeeded in securing the acknowledgement of 

women's unpaid housework in the wider division of labour. Nevertheless, children's unpaid 

housework has been left out altogether in the domestic labour debate. However, children 

perform numerous unpaid tasks which contribute to both the productivity and the income 

of the family and which at the same time make it possible for a member of the family to 

augment the family income e.g. the tasks which, if not done by children, would entail a cost 

to the family. 

More importantly, the conventional concept of work regards it as the province of adults. 

Work is usually discussed in relation to the concept of adulthood, while the concept of 
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childhood traditionally belongs to the realms of development and socialisation (James et al 

1998). When children's work is studied it tends to be examined within the parameters of 

development and socialisation. Work in children's life tends to appear as an apprenticeship 

or as work-experience and preparation for adult life. As a consequence, the social meaning 

of work in children's lives has been largely obscured or restricted to notions of 'child 

labour'. 

The invisibility of the social meaning of children's work is inextricably linked to the concept 

of the child. 'What is considered as 'the child' has a direct bearing on the understanding of 

children's work. Historically, the concept of 'the child' in the West gradually developed 

during the nineteenth and twentieth century (Aries 1962). This social constructionist view 

explains how children became progressively separated from the adult social world, 

particularly in the area of work (Aries 1962; Archard 1993) as legislative provisions were 

introduced to prohibit children from working in factories during this period. The 

compulsory education system on a national level placed children in schools (Fyfe 1989; 

Weiner 1991). Thus participation in fonnal waged work was removed from children's lives 

and they were progressively excluded from the production process. After retrieval from the 

labour market children were placed either in school or the family which were considered as 

areas of 'free' from the exertions of work. Their activities in the family and school were 

regarded as beneficial for their development. The exclusion of children from the world of 

productive work resulted in the development of an image of children as unproductive and, 

therefore, dependent upon others for their well-being. This image further placed great 

emphasis on children's biological immaturity, irresponsibility and incompetence, and 

childhood was considered as a period of transfonnation to full social being. Treating 

children in terms of their future and not the present, effectively renders them as a deficient 
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· social group. In this approach, children's work was seen as an index of developmental 

processes and further underlined the invisibility of work to children's lives (James and 

Prout 1997). That is why Mizen et al. have aptly commented that children's work is seen 

'primarily as a marker of adolescent development or as pre-figurative episode in their 

socialisation into normative patterns of working life' (1999:426). Consequently. 

considerations of the meanings of work for children themselves have been largely excluded 

from debate. 

In general terms, children's paid employment is generally seen to have undesirable 

implications for their development and hence it is usually regarded as, at best problematic 

and at worst unsuitable. Children's work in factories is termed unsuitable on the grounds of 

its hazardous nature and unhealthy conditions, and philanthropist organisations and labour 

movements tend to designate it as 'child labour' necessitating abolition. 'Much of the 

attempt to map and quantify children's work comes from agencies inte~t on its reduction, 

control or elimination' (James et al 1998: 123). Agencies such as the International Labour 

Organisation (ILO) and UNICEF campaign against abusive and exploitative forms of child 

labour and have developed a distinction between suitable and unsuitable work for children. 

In common usage the term 'child work' has been used for suitable and acceptable forms of 

work, while the term 'child labour' denotes exploitative and unsuitable forms of work. For 

example Fyfe holds: 

'Clearly not all work is bad for children. This view commands almost 

universal agreement. There is little doubt that many children welcome the 

opportunity to work, seeing in it the rite of passage to adulthood and a 

positive element in the child's development. Light work, properly 

structured and phased, is not child labour. Work which does not detract 

from the other essential activities for children, namely leisure, play and 
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education, is not child labor. Child labour is work which impairs their 

health and development'. (1989:4) 

Similarly, Whitakar (1986) observes that economic compulsion drives children into 'child 

labour', whereas children's help in household chores or delivering newspapers are suitable. 

On the distinction between suitable and exploitative work, Lavalette (1996) notes the 

situation in Britain: 

'Of course, children continued to undertake work tasks but from the turn 

of the twentieth century they have been identified with a particular type of 

employment, part-time out of school work, performed before or after 

school, at weekends or during school holidays. These jobs are' not 

normally identified as exploitative child labour but as 'light work tasks', 

particularly suitable for children. Thus they are more commonly perceived 

to be invigorating and healthy past times which children carry out for a 

little extra pocket money.' (1996:175) 

The policy driven distinction of 'child work' and 'child labour' developed by international 

agencies is fundamentally clouded by political and moral considerations (James et al 1998, 

Nieuwenhuys 1994). It does not map the whole picture. The suitable forms of children's 

work have been subsumed under the process of socialisation and only unsuitable forms of 

children's work have been discussed in debates about children's work. Child labour as an 

immoral and exploitative activity thus represents only a small element of the work that 

children do. The distinction between child labour and child work appears to promote the 

healthy development of children but the writings on child labour, at times, fail to make out 

even a clear distinction between the diverse forms of labour, let alone children's work 

(James et al, 1998). Children's activities are not only co-extensive with morality; they lie 

much beyond it. 
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This incomplete picture of children's work has come about because of the dominance of 

adult perspectives. The full circumstances of children's work have not been understood. 

Children's own views and experiences have not been considered as a· means of 

understanding their work. The adult-centric child-development view precludes children's 

work in its full context. This situation has prevailed in the research on children's work for a 

long time. Theoretically and empirically it has contributed to a failure to understand the full 

extent of work to children's lives. However, the recent rethinking of children and their 

childhood offers the opportunity to throw new light on the issue of children's work. In 

these debates children have been considered as social beings in all senses and children are 

reconceptualised as a permanent structure condition of every society (Corsaro, 1997). 

Furthermore, accepting the children as social actors in their own rights suggests the need to 

place them in the division oflabour in society. Thus Qvortrup (1985) argues: 

'that children's objective position in the social division of labour would 

justify, on theoretical grounds, the child group being assigned a distinct 

status or class. Children take part in socially necessary activities, 

contribute towards the accumulation of knowledge and labour power to be 

used in society, are permanently a part of social renewal, and from early 

age are in integral part of social organization' (1985:141-2). 

The concern with children's position in society received a further impetus through the UN 

Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC) in 1989. The CRC represented a further 

challenge to the traditional way of looking at children solely in terms of their potential as a 

future citizens. It posed a challenge to the 'conceptual pair of socialization and 

development' (lames and Prout, 1997: ix). One of the key recommendations of the eRe is 

to recognise and ensure children's participation in wider society. The eRe's perspective 

emphasised certain rights for the child (as that of adults) in society. Within this approach 

the child as a person in hislher own right has been legitimised. The understanding of 
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children's work only from the vantage point of the developmental perspective also received 

qualification. Pettitt maintains that 'there has been a move to look at children as active 

social and economic participants -- as workers rather than as passive consumers' (1998:2). 

What is glossed over by the earlier approach is now recalled for reconsideration. To place it 

in perspective, a reconsideration of children's work requires two simultaneous efforts. The 

first is to recognise the renewed concept of child and childhood and to respect their 

competencies as workers; and the second is to take into account the purlieus of work - i.e. 

activities akin and close to the concept of work and examine their content as well as 

meaning for children and others. 

Given the recognised need for studies to focus on the meanings of work, including the 

meaning for children themselves, this study explores the significance of children's work 

within the boundaries of the household. In this context, the children of Indian families, who 

run their retail businesses shops, are an appropriate group to study. This for two reasons. 

Firstly, the existing research on small-scale ethnic businesses in Britain informs us that 

along with ethnic shop owners are heavily engaged in pooling of labour in the business 

(Srinivasan 1995, Basi and Johnson 1996). This certainly creates a good opportunity for 

examining how children contribute to domestic work. Secondly, these families also offer 

opportunities for children to contribute to family businesses too, which existing research 

suggests is another important element of family life (Song 1996). 

1.2 Locating Children's Domestic Work In The Debate 

Children's work in the family has remained marginalised both in the debate about the 

division of domestic labour and in the debate about child-labour. Commenting on this 

lacuna Corsaro (1997) argues that whenever children do figure in the debate on domestic 
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labour it is striking that they have been seen only as the object of additional labour. 

Feminist authors such as Delphy and Leonard (1992) have recently realised that one of the 

major limitations of the debate on domestic labour is that it ignores the contribution of men 

and children. When we try to look into the reason for the prolonged exclusion of children 

from the domestic labour debate we find that the feminist movement gained currency 

during the 1970s and 1980s, when feminists were mainly concerned with women's position. 

The issue of domestic labour was concerned only with the role of women in the family and 

children were marginalised. In addition to this, the prevailing concept of the child and 

childhood positioned children as both dependent and incompetent. This socially constructed 

image thus excluded the possibility that children are competent contributors to domestic 

work. These two factors contributed to the non-recognition of children's work in the 

family. 

The child labour debate does appear to offer an area where children's work in the family 

should find a place. However, as referred to above, it so happens that under the concept of 

acceptable forms of activity it has been subsumed under the developmental framework. 

Using this framework to understand children's work is itself highly contentious. It is based 

upon a particularly narrow view of work according to which child work cannot be 

recognised within the family atmosphere since it is here that children are considered 

completely under the protection of parents (James et al, 1998). This assumption has been 

challenged by a number of researchers (e.g. Light et al 1985, Taylor, 1973). They argue 

that it is not always true that children's work within the family and under the supervision of 

parents, is essentially beneficial. Light et al (1985) found that the majority of the children of 

migrant workers (68% of their total sample) in the United States, were contributing 

substantially to both domestic work and farm work. Their work was also found to be 
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arduous. 

The emphasis on the distinction between 'acceptable' and 'unacceptable' forms of work 

further marginalises the importance of the social and economic values of children's work. 

However, in the recent past the attempt has been made to highlight the importance of 

children's work for others too. It has been shown that children's work in the family affects 

all the people who live around them and who relate to them in any way. For example 

Mayall (1996) has shown that children's activities affect the social order of the family, 

while Solberg (1990) has found that children's household activities can affect parent's 

working life. Morrow (1992) has also demonstrated how children's domestic work 

contributes to the domestic economy. Children's school activities have also been shown as 

work which affects others (James and Prout 1997). The findings of recent research gives a 

further impetus to recognising a diverse range of children's activities as work that is 

socially meaningful (James et al1998). 

In sum, both the domestic labour debate and the child labour debate have marginalised 

children's contribution to family work for different reasons. It is to the credit of recent 

research that children's labours have been increasingly recognised but it is noteworthy that 

this has dealt with only specific points in relation to children's work in the family. There has 

been no research which has examined children's domestic work after discussing and 

defining 'work' crisply so as to make out a justifiable case for children's work in the 

division of labour in' the wider society and so as to vindicate its social and economic 

meaning. 
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1.3 Towards A Definition Of Children's Domestic Work 

As noted above, children's domestic work has largely been ignored. Recently developed 

sociological research on children's work, however, has unearthed the multiple contexts and 

motives which suggest a broader horizon of children's activities, particularly in relation to 

the division of labour. Solberg's (1990) attempt to explain the social implications of 

children's work for the negotiation of age and its meaning; Morrow's (1994) account of 

children's work within their families or in the educational system to explain children's 

economic role in labour market and their household; Song's (1996) research on children 

'helping out' in Chinese take-away businesses; and James and Prout's (1997b) attempt to 

explain children's school activities as work all point to a far more extended area of 

children's productive work than is traditionally acknowledged. Emphasising a 

reconsideration of the scope of children's work, James et al (1998) have suggested that the 

scope of the definition of work should be widened. They suggest that this reassessment 

should not only include an idea of which activities should be classified as 'work' but also 

how their context and motivation change and how children understand them. It should also 

try to find out how children's involvement in work affects and is affected by their social 

relationships, and how children's work 'is involved in the construction of children's lives as 

a whole' (1998:120). With this object in view an operational definition of work will be 

suggested to include all activities of children which affect their and others lives in some way 

in the family. It will encompass activities like caring for themselves and for siblings and 

others, cooking, house maintenance, laundry, gardening, shopping, and taking part in family 

business. 
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1.4 The Importance Of Children's Perspectives: The Speaker Without A Platform 

Until recently little attention has been given to children's own experience of work, 

particularly in the construction of their own social and economic life. Children's own 

perspective on their work has been largely invisible in analysis since most studies of 

children's work rely on information offered by parents. Wherever children have been 

included in the research process it is remarkable that they have been asked only to report on 

what work they do and the conditions under which they perform these tasks. Their 

experiences and views have not been engaged in exploring the social meaning they attach to 

their work. In such studies the role of children has been that of an informant only. They are 

not heard on their work and they are not allowed to appear as meaning-makers. Thus, 

others (who are either parents or researchers) make judgements about the value of their 

work. 

Some recent studies have taken note of children's perspectives while examining children's 

work. During the investigation of children's work, Save the Children (1998) for example, 

have examined not only the reasons why children work but also what they think about it; 

how they are treated at work; and how work fits into their lives. This approach brings out 

several new factors concerning work. For example, the reasons for working include 

responsibility, gaining independence from parents, gaining parental respect and establishing 

relationships with others. In this way. the stereotyped reasons for gaining money either for 

themselves or for the family are left far behind. The question of what the children thought 

about work also received interesting replies. The children tended to see work as playing an 

important role in their lives and it also gave them a degree of satisfaction. However, 

elements of work were found to be stressful and problematic at times. Their descriptions of 
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the treatment meted out to them at work also demonstrates how fundamental this point is 

to experience. Apart from discrimination on the grounds of sex they were also given the 

worst jobs. They were not even listened to and were often ill treated by parents on the plea 

of protection. They were aware of their own economic exploitation. In short, the study 

found that work played a key part in children's lives. In addition to this, while studying the 

work undertaken by Danish children Frederiksen (1999) discloses several reasons for 

working apart from money. Indeed adult assumptions about the working life of children 
, 

may not be the only valuable and insightful approach. This observation, which confirms the 

views of Petititt above, underlines the importance of children's perspective. 

Woodhead (1998) has also commented that children's work experience alone can elucidate 

the positive and negative effect of work, including their personal vulnerability, its causes 

and its contexts, the value placed on their activities and ultimately how they are or can be 

seen as social actors. Listening to children's feelings, views and perceptions is an essential 

source of evidence on the way that work affects them. 

Morrow (1994) arrives at an interesting point in understanding why children work through 

her fmding that work-roles articulate those of adults and mirror adult's work. She realises 

the need to move away from the socialisation view that children are pure dependants and, 

therefore, primarily a burden on the family. In another contribution (1996) Morrow also 

argues that far from merely being a burden on their families, some children may be making 

an important contribution to household labour through the routine of daily tasks and child 

care they undertake. The concept of dependency in her view masks children's capability, 

competency, agency and responsibility. Her study in fact, paves the way for a fuller 

examination of children's views of work. 
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Julia Brannen (1995) has pinpointed the main reason for ignoring children's contribution to 

household work. It is on account of the absence of a child's perspective in sociology~ Of 

the recent studies which have taken note of children's perspectives Solberg's (1990) has a 

special significance as it deals with their contribution to the family's economy - fishing -

and family work in the absence of parents. It makes a strong case for attitudinal change by 

taking children's perspective in the research of children's work. 

In an attempt to theorise childhood, James et al (1998) note that the view of the child has 

not been appropriately considered in studies of their work. They therefore suggest that 

research should now take into account children's perspectives in considering how work 

takes places in their life and how it is made socially meaningful. It is not only necessary to 

give greater attention to their own account but also essential to regard with respect their 

ability to take decisions about their lives. Boyden et al (1998) also suggest that children's 

work should be empirically investigated through their own perspective. 

In the recent past, research conducted on issues related to children in areas other than work 

also underpins the importance of children's perspectives. The issues of health (Mayall 

1996), religion (Nesbitt 2000) and schooling (Prout 1987) in children's lives have been 

addressed through children's perspective and added a new dimension to the understanding 

of children's social worlds. The scope of religion's embrace is considered as a powerful 

reason by Nesbitt (2000) for wishing to understand children's perspectives on religion. So 

is the case with children's work in the family which spans a vast area of work in the present 

study. It includes domestic work as well as work related to family shops. 
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The concept of many 'childhoods' leads to the understanding that work has different 

meanings in different situations. What meaning work has and for whom is an important 

consideration in this context. An outsider cannot derive the meaning which work has for 

the worker himself. It is, therefore, in this sense that the experience of work among children 

counts when we want to know its meaning and significance. This study deals with the work 

of children in different social settings: Coventry and Lucknow. This inevitably warrants 

children's views and their interpretation of work done by them. Children's perspectives are 

therefore of key importance and ideally one of the multiple perspectives (parents' 

perspective, employer's perspective) required to determine the ambit and impact of work 

on children. At the present juncture it is not merely a complementary perspective but a 

perspective that is all-important as it rectifies and counter balances the view on their work 

provided by others. 

1.5 The Importance Of The Comparison 

The importance of children corresponds to the idea of childhood. According to the social 

constructionist position the notion of childhood is only a way of looking. In this view the 

idea of childhood came into being 'through discourses that created their own objects' 

(James et alI998:140). Childhood, however, can be constructed in diverse ways. Hendrick 

(1990) has suggested ten different models of childhood after examining recent British 

history. Commenting on this James and others have said that 'the main intellectual task of 

the sociology of childhood is to uncover the conditions of the discursive possibility of these 

different versions of childhood' (1998: 140). Some small-scale empirical studies have added 

a significant direction to the analysis of childhood by emphasising the 'particularities' of 

childhoods (e.g. Kallarackal and Herbert 1976, Nuttall et al 1988, Pinto et al 1991). These 

studies were responsible for diverting the direction of the debate to an awareness of many 
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childhoods. The 'particularity' in childhoods, which emerges from the comparative analysis 

of childhoods both in industrial and in developing countries, laid emphasis on structural 

diversities and the specificity of childhoods (see James et al1998). 

The main thrust of the comparative analysis of childhood is on understanding the role of 

various socio-cultural factors in the construction of childhood in a given society. For 

example, the cross-cultural anthropological studies of Whiting and Whiting (1975) and 

Mead (1954) exemplify how cultural values and beliefs which inform childbearing practices, 

go towards constructing the shape of childhood in a specific setting. The comparative study 

of Kallarakal and Herbert (1976), based on 100 Indian and 98 English children in the 

United Kingdom, finds that the childhood of Indian children differs from English childhood 

on account of a family environment characterised by strictness and discipline and close 

supervision, as well as by the affectionate and protective sentiment of Indian families. 

Another study by Nuttall et al (1988) compares the views of Chinese and the US children 

about the family. Chinese children see themselves as members of nuclear and extended 

families, while the US children are wont to express more of a sense of individualism. The 

difference in their views is traced to the influence of Chinese parents and grandparents. The 

cultural and family norms in this way play an influential role in determining their 

childhoods. The study of Farver and Howes (1988) marks the difference between 

Indonesian and US children's social behaviour in play groups and links it to their cultural 

differences. Pinto et al.'s (1991) comparative study of Indian children in India and the US 

also finds that the cultural influences of a particular home environment affect children's 

behaviour similarly in both sets of data. It finds that the features of Indian family norms are 

consistently related to several behaviours of children in both the countries. These 

comparative studies suggest that childhoods differ on cultural grounds. This one-
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dimensional approach is made at the expense of minimising the social and economic context 

of childhood. Myers (1992) attempt to. study children from a merely cultural point of view 

has been criticised on this account by Burman (1996). James et al have also remarked that 

such an attempt 'effectively ignores vast tracks of economic, cultural and social change 

which cannot but shape how children are raised' (1998:141). 

There has been no comparative study made of children's domestic work or study that takes 

a holistic view; the social, economic and cultural views as a whole. The realities of 

children's social worlds with their diversity and significance remain largely unexplored. 

How children's circumstances of work in the family are to be addressed and understood can 

be best done through a holistic approach which includes social, economic and cultural 

background (Boyden et al1998, James et aI1998). 

1.6 . Outline Of Chapters Of The Thesis 

In the following chapters issues related to the theme are placed against the background 

which is essential to the understanding of their full import. Chapter 11 addresses the issue of 

children's work in the family through a review of the literature and refers to recent 

sociological studies showing changing trends in the concept of children and childhood. The 

value of children's domestic work has been changing over the years in the literature of both 

developing and industrialised countries, with the greater acknowledgement of children's 

agency and the recognition of the need for a new perspective centred on the child. Chapters 

II and III together explore this background. Chapter III states the theoretical development 

justifYing the new approach. The critique of socialisation theory leads to the development 

of 'new sociology of childhood' and validates the need for the new approach in future 

research on children. The signs of change, and the research conducted on this basis 
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indicated in Chapter 11 and Ill, together serve as pointers to the position adopted in the 

present study. Chapter IV outlines the methodology deployed in this study and considers 

the reasons for adopting a qualitative methodology. 

Chapter V explores empirically whether the activities of children in the family can be 

considered as 'work' by describing the various types of activities that children are engaged 

in -- self-provisioning, house maintenance and caring -- in addition to examining their 

extent. It concludes that child's contribution to domestic work is substantial; and children's 

domestic activities help in the maintenance of domestic economy too. The argument that 

children are contributors to domestic work, in contrast to the view that they create work 

for others, is reinforced through the exploration of the extent and nature of their work in 

Chapter V. Their experience helps in understanding domestic activities as work. Similar 

experiences are analysed in Chapter VI to establish their sociological implications. The 

meanings domestic work has in different contexts for children, and its significance for them 

and the family, are probed here. Domestic work is seen as a tool in their hands, which 

affects both their childhood and the social order of the family. The subtle role of gender and 

age as structural factors in constructing the experiences of children's domestic work in the 

earlier Chapters (V and VI) warrants a detailed examination of their influence. This is 

carried out in Chapter VII. To understand children's lives in their social and economic 

context it is noted that gender and age are not sufficient considerations: attention to their 

interaction is imperative. This is specifically done in Chapter VII. Gender and age are found 

not only to limit domestic work but also to motivate children to find ways and means to 

exercise their agency. When gender and age interact this provides a good opportunity for 

children to utilise their capacity to negotiate. The immanence of agency through the 

constraints of gender and age has enabled children to re-construct their childhood and 
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refined their social relationships. How the concept of seniority in the consideration of age 

plays a unique part in Indian families is revealed in this chapter. 

Though domestic economy figures in Chapter V it needs greater space as it calls for a fuller 

discussion of the theme which relates to families carrying on business on a small scale. This, 

therefore, forms the subject of Chapter VIII. To run the gamut of children's work in the 

family and cover the widest possible area of their contribution, Chapter VIII examines what 

it is that motivates them to contribute to work directly or directly in family business, and 

what their experience of this involvement is. It concludes by noting that children are not 

only drawn into family business but they also deliberately stand in and willingly share 

substantially in the work. Their contribution to domestic economy is a fact of life 

acknowledged by their parents too. 

Chapter IX concludes the thesis by analysing the main argument with particular reference 

to children in Coventry and Lucknow. The findings and conclusions are discussed along 

with their implications. In sum, it is argued that children's experience goes to show that 

their contribution to domestic work and the domestic economy stands out and is 

substantial, and children in both Coventry and Lucknow demonstrate that, altqough the 

socio-economic and cultural context does play a part, they express the force of agency in 

constructing and reconstructing their childhood and defining and refining social 

relationship. It follows that children's work has a social significance. It does not merely 

have a narrow developmental value in the personal context of the child, which has mostly 

been the view so far. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Children's \Vork In The Family: A Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Children's work in the family is an under-researched subject. The last few decades have 

seen a plethora of literature produced on children's work in the developing world. 

However, this literature primarily focuses on the hazardous and exploitative forms of paid 

employment. Much of children's work is left out in this literature as it is seen non-

exploitative and unhannful. This has happened partly because the research reported in the 

literature was basically founded on the definition of work set by international agencies. For 

example, the International Labour Organisation (ILO) defines work as an economic activity 

which emphasises only paid activities (Boyden et al 1998). Children's paid labour is seen to 

be more vulnerable to exploitation. The nature of work, the conditions of work, and the 

motivations for work are considered as main criteria for exploitation. These criteria vary 

from region to region and from context to context. A type of work may be exploitative for 

children in one regional context while the same is beneficial in another. Given this difficulty, 

the wide range of children's work such as farm work, housework and work in an artisan's 

family has largely been left out of the discussions. Moreover, those kinds of work which are 

done under parental supervision have largely been ignored as they are generally seen as 

their training for the future. It is also believed that there is no or only very little scope for 

the exploitation of children in such work. 

By contrast, exploitative forms of child labour in western countries are usually seen as the 

problem of the past. As such they have rarely been the subject of research. Although some 

efforts have been made to rediscover the problem of child labour in the western world in 

. the recent past, research has mainly concentrated on children's paid work just as it has in 
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the developing countries (e.g. MacLennan et al 1985, Light et al 1985, Greenberger and 

Steinberg 1986, Hobbs and Mckechnie 1997, Lavalette et al 1995, Q'Donnell and White 

1998, Mizen 1992). In this way, children's unpaid work particularly within and for the 

family has largely been ignored in both parts of the world. This is so because the generally 

accepted concept of the child did not allow children to work productively and, therefore, 

wherever they have been found to be working their work was either condemned or 

explained as beneficial to their development and a part of their socialisation process. Within 

this conceptua1isation, children are supposedly trained in the family under the best 

supervision of parents who are deemed agents of socialisation. This led to a situation where 

there is little reason for scholars to suspect that children contribute to domestic work and 

have a productive role in the family. 

However, there are a number of studies on children in western countries which have dealt 

with the issue of children's domestic activities (Straus 1962, Thrall 1978, White and 

Brinkerhoff 1981, Goldscheider and Waite 1991, Benin and Edwards 1990, Manke et al 

1994, Gill 1998). Although the focus of these studies was to understand children's 

domestic activities, this was only as a part of their socialisation. These studies have 

examined related issues such as the extent and nature of children's involvement in 

housework, their motivations to housework, the impact of their housework on their 

development and factors affecting their involvement in housework. 

This chapter offers a review of the literature on children's domestic work. We will consider 

three main questions: What is the meaning attached to children's domestic activities so far?; 

What is the source of information about children's domestic activities and how far is this 

reliable?; And what are the explanations offered for children's domestic activities so far? To 
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achieve this, the review will begin by examining the underlying major issues related to 

children's work in the family such as its extent and nature; explanations offered for its 

causes and consequences; factors affecting it; its use and abuse. Then the latest research 

within the 'new sociology of childhood' will be discussed to highlight the issues that have 

been ignored. Finally, the chapter will conclude by pointing out the need for future research 

on children's domestic activities. 

2.2 The Main Issues Related To Children's Work In The Family 

2.2.1 The Nature And Extent Of Children's Work In The Family 

The existing literature on children's activities in the family reveals that children undertake 

household tasks in both developing and western countries. For example, children of the 

developing countries undertake various types of work in and for the family, ranging from 

work in the house to work on family farms. Particularly in peasant economies boys work in 

the fields; they help in farming during the peak season of the harvest; and girls do domestic 

chores such as cooking, cleaning, fetching water and fuel, and caring (Mamdani 1981). 

These children substantially contribute to both productive work and social re-productive 

work within the families (Maharatna 1997). For example Maharatna's study of peasant 

families in Orissa (India) finds that during the harvest season children, particularly girls, 

were found to be involved in domestic activities for long hours as their work 'presumably 

provides support, enabling adult members to devote longer hours to directly productive 

work' (1997:367). Kanitkar's (1996) study of 200 girls (from both rural and urban areas) 

reveals that more than 90 percent of the girls were involved in regular domestic chores 

which include cooking, cleaning vessels, sweeping, stitching, care of siblings, minor repairs 

and shopping for everyday household items. Reynolds's anthropological study of children's 
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work in the subsistence agriculture of the Tonga people of Zimbabwe reveals that children 

contribute 57 percent of their family's productive work including domestic work. These 

families might not be able to meet the labour demands of farming without children's 

contribution. 

These studies have also explored the extent of children's work and find that they spend a 

considerable number of hours on domestic work. For example, Maharatna's study finds that 

boys and girls devote 2.33 hours and 3.59 hours per day respectively to domestic work. In 

another study, Bhattacharjee finds that 'in rural India a girl works for nine hours and, on an 

average, for 315 days in a year in the fields and at home. By the time she ceases to be a 

child (i.e., 14 years), she has provided economic help to the family worth Rs. 39,600' 

(1985:2). A study undertaken by the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, shows that a 

girl child spends 29 per cent of her total time on gathering fuel wood and 20 per cent on 

fetching water. Nieuwenhuy's study in Poornkara (Kerala, India) finds that children 'rise at 

6.00 a.m. and only lay down as late as 10.00 p.m. which leaves them with eleven hours to 

devote to work in and around the house' (1994:73). Her study finds that girls spend the 

major part of the day in assisting their mother in household chores. It is also interesting to 

note that these children begin to contribute to housework from a very young age. For 

instance, Dube (1988) notes that in the household of fishermen of coastal Andhra Pradesh 

(India) boys of the age of 12 started accompanying their father fishing and girls aged 10 

started cooking with their mothers, while five-year olds started collecting firewood. 

In some cases the extent of children's involvement is so heavy that they have to drop out of 

their schools (Nieuwenhuys 1994, Das 1988). In her study Nieuwenhuys (1994) finds that 

some girls have given up their schooling because of the excessive load of domestic chores. 
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Das's study also reports the similar findings that 

'some girls do join school but most leave soon after. Nishtha started a 

school with 45 students, of whom 25 were girls. After six months, there 

were only four girls left. The girls were so busy with household chores that 

they had no time to come to school. They had to look after siblings, 

collect firewood, organise food for domestic animals, fetch water, ete.' 

(1988:33). 

Due to their responsibilities for housework children have to compromise on school, play or 

leisure. This situation is acute in developing countries as reported above but there is some 

evidence in western countries too, which shows that children lose their school and 

entertainment at the cost of their family responsibility. Morrow (1996) reports that in her 

study of Cambridgeshire children there are a few instances where girls disclosed that they 

have to drop their school for a day or so because of the increased household responsibilities 

at the time of contingencies. 

Studies in western societies too have noticed the extent and nature of children's housework 

(White and Brinkerhoff 1981, Goldscheider and Waite 1991, Manke et alI994). White and 

Brinkerhoffs (1981) study of 790 Nebraska (America) families explores the actual extent 

and nature of children's housework. Children of these families were found to be 

contributing substantially to housework. They undertake tasks ranging from self-care to 

house maintenance. This study shows that children of the age of ten and above help their 

parents in various domestic chores. In some situations these children not only help but also 

replace their parents by undertaking their jobs. 
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In another· study Goldscheider and Waite (1991) find that children share almost 15 percent 

of household tasks according to their mothers. Mothers in American families reported, 

according to the study, that out of seven frequently shared tasks, washing dishes and 

cleaning the house are the tasks which children do with a good deal of responsibility. The 

study reports that children undertake mainly cooking, cleaning, laundry, child care, dishes, 

yard work and grocery shopping. Since the information on children' s share in household 

tasks is gathered only from mothers, possibly under-estimates their involvement. Despite 

this qualification the study recognises the three cornered division of domestic labour - i.e. 

mother, father and children. 

The extent of children's share in domestic work in western families is measured in time-use 

studies too (Benin and Edwards 1990, Manke et al 1994). For example, Benin and 

Edwards compare the time spent by children in domestic work in full-time dual earner 

families and part-time dual earner families. They find that in full-time dual earner families, 

daughters spent 7.S hours per week in excess of boys while in part-time dual earner families 

both boys and girls spent 2.5 hours per week on domestic chores. Manke et al's (1994) 

study compared children's work in single earner and dual earner families. They have also 

found that children of dual earner families contribute substantially to domestic chores. 

British studies also indicate fmdings similar to those of the American studies. For example, . 

Morrow's (1992) study reports that children's contribution to household tasks is 

substantial. These children undertake a wide range of tasks in the family. A Norwegian 

study (Solberg 1990) also produced similar findings. 

Studies in both developing countries and western countries shed new light on children's 

contribution to domestic work. Whatever the focus of these studies, at least this research 
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has clearly shown that children's work in the family is not such that it can only be seen in 

terms of their training of future roles. 

2.2.2 The Explanations For Children's Work In The Family 

Children's involvement in domestic work has been explained mainly by demographic, 

economic, socialisation (child development), and anthropological perspectives. The 

demographic perspective chiefly explains the causes of children's involvement in peasant 

economies. Scholars who share this perspective were interested in explaining the 

population growth in developing countries. They have paid attention to fertility behaviour, 

the demand for children and the need for birth control. They have expounded the utility of 

children for peasant households and documented children's contribution to their economy 

(White 1975). High fertility was traced to a wider socio-economic environment in which 

parents hoped that their children would contribute to the domestic economy (White 1975; 

Nadkami 1976; Mamdani 1973, 1981). It is argued that the children's availability for 

domestic chores and farm work in peasant families is the major motivation for a high birth 

rate (Caldwell 1976; Wong 1977). For example, Mamdani's research on Indian peasant 

families notes that these families need a large number of working children to achieve their 

ends as children were found to contribute substantially to both domestic work and farm 

work. However, Maharatna (1997) fInds that, besides the children's value as a source of 

labour in peasant families, there are some other considerations for having a large number of 

children. For example, he fInds that socio-cultural obligations and old age security for 

parents are equally important considerations which play a decisive role in the greater 

number of children per family. Moreover, he confIrms that the demand for more working 

hands is one of the important reasons for having a higher number of children. Of course, the 

main objective of demographic research was to examine population growth, but this 
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research has additionally put forward a theoretical explanation for children's contribution to 

domestic work too. However, this explanation for children's involvement in family work is 

limited to peasant economies or agrarian societies. The argument developed from this 

perspective cannot viably be extended to the families in industrialised societies. Given this, 

the population perspective fails to explain children's work in families at large. 

A dominant theoretical explanation for children's work in the family has been put forward 

from an economic perspective. According to this perspective the economic needs of the 

family necessitate children's domestic work. With this approach children are considered as 

economic assets for poor families. The main thrust is on poverty, which is regarded as a 

compelling factor for children to work in farms and peasant families (Mamdani 1981, 

Reynolds 1991). The productive and reproductive needs of the peasant family require 

children for household chores. Adults in these families are directly engaged in productive 

work and do not find time for domestic chores. Children have to carry out all those 

domestic chores which adults cannot undertake because of their engagement outside the 

domestic space. For example, Dube (1988) illustrates that when both parents go out to 

work on plantations young children have to share the household tasks. She argues that 

'by performing indispensable household tasks and by minding siblings, a 

child indirectly contributes to the income-earning activities of the 

household by freeing the mother or older sibling for work in the field or in 

the wage sector; or he/she relieves the mother who can then do 

indispensable domestic work' (1988:201). 

As we have noted earlier that child labour is usually considered as a problem of the past the 

economic perspective has not found a place in the study of children's work in 

contemporary western countries. However, ZiIl and Peterson's (1982) study, based on US 
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data, fmds that the lower the income of a family the greater the involvement of children in 

work. Given this, the assumption that a family with low income requires all members 

including children to work for their subsistence may be true in industrialised countries too. 

By and large, scholars fail to address the issue of children's work in the western family 

through the economic perspective. 

Children's domestic work in western countries has been mainly seen from the perspective 

of socialisation. This emphasises the causes and consequences of children's involvement in 

domestic activities in western countries. The major limitation of this perspective is that it 

sees children's domestic work only in terms of their development and socialisation. It 

neglects the recognition of its contribution to the division of labour. As psychologists were 

primarily interested in understanding the individual development of the child, they used the 

socialisation perspective to explain why children are involved in domestic activities; what 

are their motivations; what is the effect of their domestic activities on their development; 

and how they are rewarded or punished. For example, McClelland (1961) after analysing 

children's housework discovered that 'care-taking tasks' served as antecedents of 

achievement for boys. Relating children's housework to the achievement syndrome, he 

argued that the reason why children are involved in housework activities is to give them an 

achievement orientation which will equip them later for the labour market. Similarly, Elder 

(1974) reasoned that developing responsibility is the purpose of children's household work. 

Earlier, Winterbottom (1958) had noted that 'expectations on early ages for care-taking 

clustered with expectations of an early ages on items' were related to mastery and to 

independence in children. Children, therefore, are made to work in order to inculcate 

freedom of action and skill. Zill and Peters on (1982) also noted the growth in autonomy as 

an important cause for children's household activities. They found that parents' educational 
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levels gave greater leeway to children's freedom to work. Children were not required to do 

the 'need tasks' then. In another study Wittner (1980) also finds that children's housework 

is an index of their socialisation as they start learning about the concerns of their parents 

and other members of the family. Their gradual involvement in household tasks converts 

them into responsible members of the family. Children's involvement in domestic activities 

is further seen to develop their cognitive skills (Scribner, 1984; Carraher, 1986) and social 

qualities (Goodnow 1988). The instance is taken of a potter's son who acquires accelerated 

skills as he works with his parents (Price-Williams et al, 1969). Goodnow and Delaney 

(1989) find that children's household activities help them even in developing family 

relationships which is one of the important purposes of the socialisation process. Beside the 

benefiCial effects of children's household activities on their development some negative 

affects have also been noted in this research. Dasen (1980) and Laturey (1980) have found 

that where parents assign housework which is non-negotiable and, to some extent, 

compulsory to children, the effect of these tasks is negative on their development. 

The early sociological studies have also pursued the socialisation perspective for the study 

of children's housework (Straus 1962, Thrall 1978, Goldstein and Oldham 1979, White and 

Brinkerhoff 1981, Zelizer 1985). These studies have argued that children's domestic 

activities are their work-role socialisation. The principal focus of these studies was 

children's activities as an act of learning generational and gender related work roles in the 

family. Children's housework is examined in terms of the parent-child relationship, where 

parents are seen as the 'trainer or master' and children the 'trainee or pupil'. (Straus, 1962; 

Thrall, 1978; White and Brinkerhoff, 1981; and Zelizer, 1985). 
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Straus (1962) examined the housework of 470 children in Wisconsin (America) on the basis 

of a cost-benefit ratio. His study fmds that the parents assigned regular jobs to children 

which were undertaken more for their training value than for their productive 

accomplishment. He finds that children, particularly girls, understand a mother's role in the 

domestic division of labour through their housework. On the basis of these findings he 

argues that children's work in the family is more beneficial for themselves than for their 

parents. Thrall's (1978) study endorses that of Straus. He studied the housework of 

children of 99 families in Boston (America). The focus of his study was to understand the 

distribution of stereotypical household tasks in the division of domestic labour. On 

examining parents' views, Thrall (1978) finds that parents own experiences as children are 

the basis for the distribution of housework to their own children. Interestingly, his study 

finds that parents assign household tasks to children to buttress the socialisation perspective 

that children have to do some work primarily for the purpose of training and partly also for 

developing a sense of belonging to the family. It also suggested that some parents created 

chores for the children for similar reasons. Thrall says 'implicit in this response is the idea 

that the actual labour contribution of the children is secondary, perhaps even negative' 

( 1978:259). 

White and Brinkerhoffs (1981) study came as an important landmark in the research of 

children's domestic work because it noticed children's share in the division of domestic 

labour. Earlier studies made by Thrall and Straus failed to recognise children's actual labour 

contribution in the family but this study corrected the imbalance in research on housework 

which ignored children's role. White and Brinkerhoffs (1981) study was also influenced by 

the socialisation perspective. Like previous studies, this study also examines the parental 

reports of how housework comes to be allotted in particular ways but goes further to 
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explore what accounts for different patterns of child development. White and Brinkerhoffs 

(1981) study fmds that children start undertaking self-care tasks (such as making their own 

beds, setting the tables, arranging their toys and the like) at an early age. As they grow 

older, and by the age of ten, they move beyond self-centred tasks to family-centred tasks. 

They shift from helping parents to replacing them by assuming full responsibility 

(1981 :792). They argue that children develop a sense of responsibility and character 

building through their involvement in housework which is an essential part of their training. 

The most striking aspect of this research is that it notes, for perhaps the first time, that the 

meaning of children's housework is not limited to their own development but that their 

work also has meaning for the family as a whole. 

Zelizer's (1985) study of American children is worth mentioning in this context. She 

examines how the 'economically useful' images of the child shift to its 'priceless' 

recognition. In her examination she fmds that children's household activities are neither 

work nor exploitation but are necessary to raise them as child. Even the case of selling 

newspapers is called entrepreneurship and extensive work on family farms is exempted as 

necessary for creating 'unselfishness' and 'family solidarity'. She justifies children's 

. housework on developmental grounds. Her argument is that the usefulness of children's 

chores is secondary; child work is supposed to train the child, not to help the parents. 

Another explanation for children's work in the family has been put forward from an 

anthropological perspective. This perspective explains children's work in the family with 

particular reference to the social and cultural practices of communities (Schildkrout 1978, 

1980; Nieuwenhuys 1994). According to this perspective children's work in the family is 

determined by the social and cultural norms of the family and of the community to which it 
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belongs. The family environment, which is formed by social and cultural ethos, is discussed 

as an important variable in the determination of children's domestic work. Schildkrout 

(1980), for example, discusses the work of children of the Hausa-speaking Muslim 

community of Kano, Nigeria. and describes children's work in terms of particular cultural 

practices. His study finds that some cultural practices 'necessitate a complement between 

adult and child roles'(1980:482). There is a sea-change in the range of performance of 

children in such circumstances. The normal performance of children, like running errands 

for their mothers or working for the maintenance of the household, gets a very wide 

extension in such cases. The special set of cultural values for women secludes them from 

society. Evidence in Schildkrout's (1980) study shows that, because of seclusion, the 

women do not go out of their houses except on rare occasions such as for medical care or 

social ceremonies. He finds that in such circumstances children have to come forward to 

take over women's work or to help them. In his study of children's work of the weaving 

community of Chinnallipatti of South India, George (1990) also finds, like Schildkrout, that 

there are some instances when children escort women when they go outside the house to 

hospitals or to visit family friends or relatives. In such circumstances the burden of 

domestic work on children increases significantly because children become essential links 

between the women and the outside world. 

Nieuwenhuys's (1994) study of children's work in a socio-cultural context also highlights 

the importance of kinship relationships, familial obligations on cultural grounds and the 

aura of respectability for children's housework. She studies children from families in a 

Kerala village of India who were engaged in coir making and fisheries. She argues that 'the 

standards by which children's work is valued and more generally, the way they are 

subordinated to seniors, reflect patterns of socialisation and, more in general, attitudes with 
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respect to children's role in society' (1994: 198). Her study finds that kinship plays a 

notable role in children's work. She finds that children's activities are not only limited to 

carrying out the demands of the parents, but they also extend to following the demands of 

their kin. In fact, these kinship obligations are given primary importance in children's daily 

routine in and around the house. Thus, culturally legitimised children's subordination in 

kinship relationship is an important reason for children's involvement in domestic work 

(Nieuwenhuys 1994). 

In another study, Munroe et al (1984)observed the variation in the allocation of work to 

children and children's subsequent involvement in such work with the degree of kinship. 

They have studied children of four cultures -- Lagoli children of Kenya, Garifuna children 

of Belize, Samoa children of America and Newars children of Nepal -- and found that 

children are less involved in domestic chores where the chores are assigned by the parents, 

while they are comparatively more involved if chores are assigned by their grandparents. 

They interpreted the variation in the assignment of chores as a result of closeness and 

distance in the relationship between child and parents and child and grandparents 

respectively. This study also finds the difference in children's assigned domestic chores in 

the families where parents are biological parents and in the families where the parent is 
, ' 

surrogate. In the case of biological parents the domestic chores of children are less, while 

they are more in the case of families of surrogate parents. This suggests that the 

genealogical distance between children and parents plays a significant role in the 

determination of children's domestic work. 

Thus, the anthropological perspective presents a view that the socio-cultural ethos, which 

determines the child-parent relationships, is the main cause of children's involvement in 
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domestic work. Like others, this perspective also largely ignored the place of children's 

domestic work in the division of labour. 

2.2.3 Factors Affecting Children's Work In The Family 

The research on children's housework brings out the factors which affect children's 

involvement. The mother's employment status, ethnic and cultural background, and the 

child's gender, age and the birth-order are some of the factors which have received the 

attention of scholars. These will be examined in turn. 

Firstly, maternal employment has been seen as a factor which influences the extent and 

nature of children's involvement in domestic chores. Studies inform us that the mother's 

employment status is the determining factor for the extent of children's involvement in 

housework (Proper 1972, Hedges and Barnett 1972, Medrich et al 1982, Manke et aI 1994, 

Brannen 1995). Hedges and Barnett's study provides evidence that 'when a mother takes a 

job, a portion of her chores are shifted to her children rather than to her husband' 

(1972: 11). Proper's (1972) study fmds that the children of working mothers do more 

housework and for longer hours than the children of non-working mothers. Manke et ai's 

(1994) study finds that children of full-time dual earner families do more housework than 

the children of part-time dual earner families. Children of single earner families undertake 

less housework than those of both type of dual earner families. However, Benin and 

Edward's (1990) study is an exception as it finds that some mothers regard themselves as 

'supermoms' and therefore, do not require their children to share the household chores. 

Hence in this study mothers reported that children's contribution is minimal. 
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However, this research does not tells us much about the children's experiences of their 

domestic work. This is so as the majority of studies were based on the information from 

parents - particularly mothers. Mothers accounts of children's activities in relation to 

domestic labour represent only a one-sided picture. It is possible that children's accounts of 

their housework might be the same as their mothers, but we cannot take this for granted. 

Solberg's (1990) study is certainly noteworthy in this context as it sheds light on this 

subject. She finds that in such families where parents work outside the home children often 

leave home last in the morning and return first in the afternoon. Children in such 

circumstances take possession of the house in their parents' absence. Her study reveals that 

the absence of parents gave free time to children to undertake as much work as they liked 

without parental intervention. She noted that children felt more comfortable and did more 

housework of their own free will in such situations. Morrow's (1996) study also reports 

that their share of housework increases in the case of maternal employment but she notes 

that it does not affect their freedom to undertake housework at a desirable time. Looking at 

this point further research is needed to ascertain children's views in order to understand the 

link between maternal employment and the constraints and/or opportunities for children for 

housework. 

Secondly, the child's ethnic and cultural background is seen as another significant factor 

which affects children's housework. In the above discussion we have already noted that few 

studies find that cultural practices demand extra involvement of children in domestic work 

(Schildkrout 1980, Brannen 1995). Schildkrouf s (1980) study shows that the Purdah (Le. 

the seclusion of women), a cultural practice found among the Muslim community of Kano, 

Nigeria, creates a situation where children have to come forward to help their mothers and 

other women in carrying out domestic responsibilities. Such cultural practices put an extra 
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burden of housework on children. For example, respect to elders, entertainment of family 

guests and relatives and kin-group obligations are some of the cultural norms of specific 

ethnic groups of Asians and Middle Eastern countries in Britain which have been found as 

significant factors for the degree and nature of children's involvement in household chores 

(Brannen 1995). On the basis of the finding that children of Asian origin are more likely to 

be involved in domestic chores than their white counterparts, Brannen (1995) argues that 

the underlying cultural factors are significant to the nature and extent of children's 

housework. She also notes that culturally determined gender differences among two sets of 

children are a determining factor in the distribution of domestic work. Her study finds that 

Asian girls are more involved in non-routine household tasks than the others and Asian 

boys make their beds more often than the UK born white children. Although Brannen has 

analysed the notable impact of cultural factors in specific ethnic groups, more efforts are 

needed to explain how children's experience of domestic work in specific cultural contexts 

relates to the construction of their childhood. 

Thirdly, children's age and birth order have been analysed as important factors in children's 

domestic work. Age becomes a synonym for ability, both physical and mental, and birth 

order justifies priorities in the allocation of work. It has been argued that children's age 

matters in the assignment of domestic chores by parents. Studies find that older children 

perform more household tasks than younger ones (White and Brinkerhoff 1981, 

Goldscheider and Waite 1991, Goldstein and Oldham 1979). Goldscheider and Waite fmd 

that: 

as children get older, they clearly become more involved in household 

chores, in- and outdoors. Families with teenage children share 

substantially more housework with their children than families with only 
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pre-teens. Teenage children are most particularly helpful with yard work, 

with about equal amounts of sharing from teenage boys and girls' 

(1991 :148). 

However, when children grow older and reach college age (Le. 16 and above) their 

participation in domestic chores decreases (Morrow 1992, Brannen 1995). So in this way 

children's age is seen as an important variable for the analysis of children's housework. 

Like age, birth order also plays an equally important role in the distribution of housework. 

Nieuwenhuys (1994) finds that the birth order in Poomkara (Kerala, India) families 

culturally legitimises a specific and distinct status for elder and younger children. It is on 

the basis of this culturally determined status that children's work varies. The seniority and 

juniority, bound with the respect for and obedience to each other, play a vital role in the 

distribution of work. They are significant in the type of work given to a particular child too. 

Brannen (1995) also notes that the birth order of children in the families of Asian origin in 

Britain plays a significant role in the distribution of housework. She finds, 'where there 

were several children in a household, birth order constituted a frequent excuse given by 

young people for doing or not doing housework' (1995:330). 

While, these studies notice age and birth order as factors which influence children's work, 

they fail to look at children's capacities to negotiate their position based on age and birth-

order within the family. Although Brannen noticed the overlapping of age and birth-order in 

children's housework but she failed to address the situation in which children negotiate 

their status on the basis of their substantial and meaningful contribution to domestic work. 

This dimension is further investigated in subsequent chapters in order to address more 

about children's position in the family. 
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The last but most significant factor in understanding children's domestic work is gender. A 

child's gender is found to be one of the fundamental bases for the division of domestic 

work between boys and girls within the family. Studies both from developing countries and 

western countries documented this feature in children's domestic work (White and 

Brinkerhoff 1981, Lynch 1975, Thrall 1978, Berk 1985, Manke et al1994, Solberg 1990, 

Brannen 1995, Anandlakshami 1990, Bhave 1988, Kanitkar 1996). These studies find that 

families assign the majority of tasks to children along lines segregated by traditional notions 

of gender. For example traditionally classified 'feminine chores' such as making beds, 

cooking, washing dishes, cleaning, laundry and caring go to girls; while 'masculine chores' 

such as repairing, grocery shopping, mowing the grass, washing the car go to boys. For 

example Goldstein and Oldham's (1979) study found that girls are more likely to help with 

kitchen work and wash and dry dishes, while boys are more likely to remove trash and do 

errands. These studies also find that girls do more jobs than boys. For example Brannen 

(1995) found that girls perform eleven out of the thirteen listed household tasks more 

frequently than boys. Not only this, but the amount of work and the time spent on it is also 

significantly different between girls and boys ( Goldscheider and Waite 1991). Berk (1985) 

reports that according to mothers, girls do twice as many household tasks as boys. White 

and Brinkerhoff s (1981) study provides evidence that girls spend two hours more per 

week on housework than boys. The research also shows that the quantitative and 

qualitative difference between genders begins at a very early age (White and Brinkerhoff 

1981). 

More importantly, these studies show that children accommodate the gender construction 

in their childhood through the division of domestic work on gender lines. In her study of 

200 school girls of 13 to 15 years in Pune (India) Kanitkar (1996) finds that 'girls have 
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been conditioned to think traditionally in that all chores within the house as fetching water 

were considered as a woman's prerogative' (1996:36). 

The research to date reveals that gender plays a decisive role in the assignment of domestic 

chores and that children undertake gender segregated work roles. However, this research 

does not explain how gender is constructed through domestic work or how children use 

their gendered identity in negotiating their domestic work. To answer these equally 

important questions children's experience of domestic work on gender lines should be 

ascertained. The meanings they draw and attach to their domestic work with special 

reference to gender are explored in the subsequent chapters. 

2.2.4 The Use And Abuse Of Children's Work In The Family 

Authors of the majority of studies believe that children's housework is either positively 

beneficial for children's development or at least non-exploitative. This is assumed because 

the work is normally performed under the supervision of parents who are considered as 

guardians of the best interest of the child. With this assumption, scholars have not 

suspected any kind of exploitation of children in the context of housework. However, the 

few studies which go into the details of children's family life find that this is not the case. 

Children's accounts tell a different story. For example, Nieuwenhuys (1995) finds that 

children's subordination to kinship obligations does not easily permit their work to be 

appreciated in its own right. Their subservience becomes coercion too. Because of the 

hierarchy of status within the family children's work is accorded a lower value. Children are 

always on the bottom rung of the hierarchical ladder while parents are at the top. 

Sometimes this low status decides the quality of the child's work in the family too. This 

suggests that children's domestic work is sometimes as exploitative as the work in waged 
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employment because children as workers do not get the due meanings because of their 

subordinate position, whereas the utility and desirability of their work is the same as that of 

adults' work in the family. 

The research on children's domestic work is also largely silent on the issue of the use of it 

by children. Except Solberg (1990), who notes that children negotiate their status and 

position in the family in performing their household responsibilities, no study acknowledged 

that children are consciously involved in domestic work and that they make use of it for 

their own purposes. Few psychological studies have mentioned that children work in the 

family because they want to help their parents (Eisenberg et al 1985, Grusec 1982, 1985). 

From children's accounts Eisenberg et a1 (1985) have pointed out that children work to 

help or assist others and that this is based on obedience and the concepts of reward and 

punishment. Grusec (1982) argues that children's 'offer' to work is a sign of their pro

social behaviour. According to him the three forms of social behaviour - helping, sharing 

and showing concern are the principal reasons for children's involvement in household 

chores (Coded in Goodnow, 1988). Children's ability to work (Goodnow 1988), their offer 

to help and their concern for family affairs (Grusec 1982, Eisenberg et al 1985) are positive 

signs of their emergent agency. Children's savoir-faire is a promising sign of their potential 

character as contributors in their own right. However, the over-commitment to the 

outcome of the socialisation process, which looms large in the literature, fails to recognise 

as something intrinsically significant for children themselves. 

2.3 The New Sociology Of Childhood And Children's Domestic Work 

The socialisation perspective on children's work in the family has been criticised in the last 

decade, mainly on two grounds. Firstly, the approach looking at children as 'recipients' of 
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the socialisation process was found to be incomplete. This approach does not allow us to 

see children as active participants in their own right. However, some studies have found 

that children do 'help' or 'assist' their parents in household chores. But their help or 

assistance is seen as an important step in developing a sense of responsibility and character 

building. More recent studies have shown that children not only help their parents but they 

replace their parents in domestic work (Morrow 1992, Solberg 1990). This suggests that to 

see children's domestic work as only work role-rehearsal is incorrect. Children's role as 

active agents needs to be built into analysis of children's involvement in domestic work. 

These studies which look at children as actors fmd that they contribute to the domestic 

work order in a socially meaningful way. For example, Solberg's study, based on the data 

collected in Norway during a period of ten years, provided strong empirical evidence of 

children's work, particularly in relation to household management. Her findings show that 

domestic work is shared not only between parents, but also by children (Solberg and 

Vestby, 1987; Solberg, 1990). She points out that mothers' workload in domestic tasks in 

Norway has diminished in the last decades because of their increased participation in the 

labour force~ and also that fathers' share in it has not increased. Her argument is that 

children's share of domestic work has substantially increased during these years and that 

the mother's workload has been transferred to the children. In this way, she finds that 

children's share in domestic work comes closer to their mothers'(Solberg, 1990). Her study 

also finds that children's negotiating capacity has increased in the household management 

which, she argues, helps them to define and construct their own childhood by means of 

their participation in domestic work (Solberg, 1990). 
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Morrow's (1992) study in Britain merits significant attention in this context, as it challenges 

the conventional approach to children and their work. She rejects the notion of children's 

overall dependence in the family and provides evidence to prove the 'interdependence' 

between children and parents in relation to domestic work. Out of four categories of 

children's work noticed by Morrow (1994) only two - the 'non-domestic family labour' and 

the 'domestic labour' - are relevant in the present context. She has found 'about 30 per 

cent of the boys in the sample and 50 per cent of the girls described undertaking some form 

of domestic labour' while '10 per cent of the children who worked described doing so for 

their family businesses' (1994:132). Morrow argues that children are not only caring for 

siblings but they also care for parents and grandparents, so contradicting the common 

notion that children's existence in the household increases the workload of parents. It 

shows that instead of being 'burdens' on the family they also contribute to it. Theoretically, 

Solberg's and Morrow's study are pointers to a shift in perspective on children's domestic 

work. This shift is important as it moves the direction of the study of children's work in the 

family from 'recipient' child to 'contributor' child. 

The second and most forceful criticism of the socialisation perspective on children's 

domestic work was the lack of children's perspective on their work. We have already 

noticed throughout this chapter that the main informants on children's work are adults 

(mainly parents). It is noticeable that children have not been used even as sounding boards 

for the information gathered through adults. If at all they have been tapped during data 

collection the exercise has been characterised by asking them to report only the number of 

tasks they perform, their opinion has not been allowed to interfere in the process. 

Morrow's (1994) and Solberg's (1990) study highlights the latent promise for future 

analysis of letting the children speak on the issue of their domestic work. 
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In this way, the new sociology of childhood which emerged as a criticism of the 

socialisation perspective, considers children as potential contributors to the domestic work 

order. However, this perspective is currently limited by the absence of any detailed study on 

children's domestic work, from the viewpoint of children themselves. 

2.4 Conclusion 

The above discussion identifies a number of issues of use in developing a framework for 

exploring children's domestic work. From the literature it can be ascertained that children's 

work in the family is not a subject to be subsumed under the socialisation process. The 

existing evidence points out that children's contribution to domestic work from 'assistance' 

and 'help' to 'substitution' are all important milestones in the actual realisation of the value 

of their work. Its significance in the context of personal development is only a small 

acceptance of what it means when judged against the social and cultural context i.e. how it 

adds to the value of work by others and the family as a whole. The importance of children's 

work is described by Nieuwenhuys as being like a 'small wheel' in the domestic economy 

(1994: 198). However, the predominant theme in most of the psychological and 

sociological literature, particularly in western countries, is that the child's activities at home 

are part of his/her socialisation; as an instrument of developing responsibility and morality 

(Good now 1988); as an achievement orientation for a future labour force (McClelland 

1961); as a role-rehearsal of future adulthood (Goldstein and Oldham 1979). This has been 

a limitation in acknowledging or evaluating the actual contribution of children to domestic 

work. 

However, the latest research provides sporadic glimpses of children's actorship. Children's 

help or assistance to parents in domestic chores is seen as a step further. Researchers 
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observed that their work is 'exchangeable' with adults. The argument is that children do 

housework as 'responsible' members (Seymour 1988, George 1990, Morrow, 1994) and 

offer their services to elders, sometimes even act as 'substitutes' for indispensable family 

tasks (Solberg 1990, Morrow 1992). These findings pose fundamental questions: does 

work belong to children's family life? Is this work socially meaningful? If yes, then what is 

the position of children in the division of labour? To answer these questions it is now 

necessary to investigate various issues related to children's domestic work and to analyse 

them from the children's perspectives. This is the primary objective of the empirical study 

to which we now turn. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Children's Domestic Work: Towards A Theoretical Conceptualisation 

3.1 Introduction 

Until the beginning of the 1990s, children figured in sociological studies largely in order to 

understand the institutions around them, such as the family and the school. The focus of 

these studies was to examine how these institutions influence a child's socialisation and 

children appeared only as the object of study, not as subjects in their own right. This 

resulted in the marginalisation of children in sociological discourse. This happened, as 

Alanen (1988) explains, because of the closely knitted triangular concepts of childhood, 

family and socialisation. These three concepts have been interwoven in such a way that it 

was not possible to see children as independent subjects. Children have been 'kept in a 

waiting position' for analysis as independent subjects 'until they can be classified as 'adults', 

living and competing in adult society' (Qvortrup 1985: 132). In the last decade a new 

debate has emerged in which children are seen as subjects in their own right. This debate 

has looked at children as structural entities and examines their work in relation to society 

and their childhood. 

To examine the marginalisation of children in early sociological studies it is necessary to 

take into account the most prominent approaches in order to understand the present 

theorisation of children and their work. In order to grasp children's changing theoretical 

status we need to consider early attempts at theorisation and note the changes in 

perspective. For a comprehensive understanding of the available approaches, their 

outstanding features as well as their limitations are examined. The principal task we have 

set in this chapter is to develop a theoretical conception of children's domestic work. Our 

discussion takes up a number of the latest developments in the sociology of childhood and 
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their emphasis on children's agency. Discussing children as actors and theorising their work 

in the family is a central issue of this endeavour. Whether the popular notion of work can 

apply to children and the family are examined and the role of children's work is discussed in 

the construction of childhood, society and its economy. In this process the potential of 

children's agency in constructing childhood, as well as contributing to the social structure, 

becomes apparent. During this discussion, the concepts of responsibility and autonomy are 

developed as conceptual tools for the exploration of the meaning and significance of 

children's domestic work. The primary concern here is to trace how children's domestic 

work contributes to the achievement of agency. 

SECTION· I 
The Study of the Child: The Theoretical Stages 

The study of children can be broadly distinguished into two distinctive theoretical stages. 

The first theoretical stage, which has dominated debates about children and childhood, 

explains the child through socialisation theory. Within this theoretical approach children are 

regarded as incompetent, immature and irrational humans who need to be socialised. The 

process through which they have been converted to competent, mature and rational social 

actors is explained in terms of a process of socialisation. The second and more recent 

approach to emerge through a critique of socialisation theory, emphasises children as actors 

in their own right. This approach argues that the social construction of children in terms of 

incompetence and dependence results in a failure to recognise them as a social category in 

their own right. The major argument is that children are active members of society and have 

a distinct social position. Both theoretical stages are discussed below in greater detail. 
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3.2.1 Socialisation Theory 

The evolution of socialisation theory can be traced to the images of the child propounded 

by sixteenth and seventeenth century western philosophers. The dominant ideology during 

this period separated 'the child' from mainstream society into which s/he had to be 

integrated. St. Augustine's notion of the 'original sin', for example, referred to children as 

'weak and innately prone to sin and corruption' (see Gittins 1998: 146-152) and set the 

stage for strict discipline and control over children by adults in society. In the late 

seventeenth century John Locke's concern with children marked a shift in discourse. Locke 

denied inborn knowledge and argued that human experiences derived from all possible 

forms of knowledge. On children, Locke argued that they are tabula rasa and that children 

are empty buckets or blank sheets waiting to be filled by experience. He maintains that all 

children are imperfect and incomplete versions of adults and childhood is a stage whose end 

is adulthood. In the eighteenth century, Rousseau also argued that children are born 

innocent and need adult supervision and guidance. They are corrupted by society. Children 

were either regarded as innocent and malleable or as sinful who had to be corrected. This 

view led to the idea that children are biologically given and thus 'natural'. 

The problem (that children need correct training and guidance) arising out of this 

theoretical shift demanded a solution. It was in response to this concern that education 

appeared to provide an obvious solution. The period of eighteenth and nineteenth century 

saw a mushrooming of educational institutions in the west. The debate began on how to 

tailor education to meet the needs of children and society. Both the family (the sites of 

children's first interactions with their social world) and school (where children are first 

introduced to the formal world) gained importance in these discussions. The ideational 
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currents that produced in these institutions had separated children from the society and 

placed them either in the family and or in the school. These currents dominated until the 

second half of the twentieth century. The circumstances and the process through which 

children were supposed to be re-inducted into society provided the context for a theory of 

socialisation. The measures instrumental to the transformation of the child in order to fit in 

the society, all formed the ingredients of socialisation theory. Thus 'both the term and the 

concept of socialisation originally emerged as a corollary of the concept of society, in an 

age when arguments for a separate scientific discipline of sociology were being advanced' 

(Alanen 1988:57). 

Historically, the term 'socialisation' came to be used for the study of the child in sociology 

and psychology at approximately the same time. However the emphasis was different in 

both the disciplines. In sociology, the socialisation process had been studied with reference 

to society and culture, while in psychology the emphasis was on the child's individual 

development. Despite the difference in their focus, both the disciplines developed a 

consensus on one point: that children are not 'adult' and therefore are inherently dependent 

upon adults. 

Clausen (1968) notes that socialisation theory formally emerged as a theoretical tool among 

American positivists, between 1930 and 1950, to understand the processes through which 

children internalise social values. This was given further impetus by Talcott Parsons during 

the 1950s and 1960s, through a focus on the two features involved in a child's 'needs 

disposition': the performance of an act and satisfaction. He observed the greater good for 

society through the interplay of a child's desires and constraints. An important concept 

developed in his socialisation theory is 'identification' (Parsons 1951). Social norms are a 
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source of 'identity' between the individual actor and the social system. This identification 

accounts for an individual's recognition as a member of the social system, their 

commitment to the social order and also their behavioural coherence. Parsons considered 

the family as key for socialisation. Thus, socialisation signifies two characteristic features in 

the Parsonian model: firstly, the transmission of culture and, secondly, the process of being 

human through interaction with others. Children were seen, in this functionalist endeavour, 

as an important pre-requisite for the maintenance and continuance functioning of society 

(lnkeles 1968). 

3.2.2 The Major Limitations Of Socialisation Theory 

Socialisation theory remained in currency for a long period. Until the first half of the 1980s . 

the hegemony of socialisation theory dominated all the major branches of social science 

dealing with the study of children. Only a few attempts were made to challenge this 

dominance (e.g. Dreitzel1973, Denzin 1977, lenks 1982). However, from the late 1980s a 

growing body of critical comment appeared (e.g. Ambert 1986, Qvortrup 1985, Alanen 

1988) that focused on two main issues. Firstly, its over-emphasis on a child's development 

through stages which led inevitably to an ignorance of children's capacities as actors. And 

secondly, the dominance of an adult perspective and a failure to recognise the legitimacy of 

children's views and experiences. 

Socialisation theory chiefly emphasises children's development. The role of family and 

school, and other social institutions in children's socialisation and development has been 

discussed. For instance, in the family attention was paid for the training of the child to 

equip himlher with the social nonns and values necessary to become an acceptable member 

of society. Similarly, in schools attention was paid to the education required to transform 
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the child into a good adult worker. In this approach children were studied primarily in 

terms of the end state. Social institutions become important because they decide what 

children are expected 'to become' and to transform children into the desired form of adults. 

Here children's present state of 'being' is considered to be an empty bucket which is to be 

fIlled by a 'cultural dope' through training. Thus socialisation theory positioned children as 

passive objects and saw their childhood 'as a stage of life that builds preparatory 

mechanism into the child's behaviour so that he [sic] is gradually equipped with the 

competence to participate in everyday activities' (Speir 1982: 181). This assumption 

regarded children's 'sharp corners' as in need of pruning to make them fIt into civilised 

society. The child, in this way, is considered a precursor to the civilised adult. 

This neglect of the present state of the child in socialisation theory has been criticised. It 

has been argued that 'in sociology the concept of socialisation acts as a kind of suppresser 

of childhood's present tense, orientating analysis either towards the past (what went wrong 

with socialisation) or the future (what the goals of socialisation should be)' (lames et al 

1998:28). Socialisation theory basically monopolised the concept of development and 

relegated the child to an abject passive state. The unquestionable mandates of all-powerful 

adults issued in uni-dimensional social relationships for children who were taught always to 

truckle to adults, created an atmosphere of silent submission. This was sufficient to stifle 

any attempt to react. Commenting on adult's manipulation of children, lenks says: 

'this unilateral manipulation of children within socialisation theories 

condemns them to the permanent conceptual status of absent presence. 

Ironically in relatioA to their actual intrusions into the best-laid plans of 

aspiration, children are depotentiated within socialisation theory, they 

become nominal ciphers seemingly without an active dimension' 

(1996:10). 
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The way of looking at the child as passive object ignores his or her capacity to act on their 

own. The passiveness of the child does not require hirn/her to react in any way and that is 

why s/he is expected to internalise all matter placed before them. The child's reactive and 

interactive capacities in social situations are glossed over and their meaningful interactions 

overlooked. The child's active participation in social processes is precluded either 

purposefully or on the assumption that his/her interests do not coalesce with those of 

adults. The avowed concern for the process under socialisation theory is neglected in 

actuality because it overlooks the possibility of children's own contribution as active 

participants. It is confined to internalisation -- an idea which remains deficient in view of 

the limitations during the process -- which is not a one way process (Corsaro 1997). Thus, 

it offers an over-simplistic view. 

The second major ground of criticism of socialisation theory is its 'adultist' perspective. 

The socialisation theory predominantly looked at adult's interests in children. Adult's have 

their own interests and they tailor social institutions to reproduce themselves. They, 

therefore, influence children in order to secure the interests conducive to their aim of 

reproduction. For instance, in a family parents are the persons who try to reproduce their 

interests in children while in school and teachers try to do the same. In total, socialisation 

theory explains the child from an adult's point of view. 

3.2.3 The 'New Sociology Of Childhood' 

Through criticism of socialisation theory, an alternative sociological approach has emerged 

to provide a fertile ground for the study of children as independent subjects. During the 

1980s and 1990s mainstream sociological theory was dominated by structuralist and post-
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structuralist debates which argues that society is to be understood in terms of 'structures' 

and 'agency' respectively. James and Prout (1990). in their work on social construction and 

the re-construction of childhood. make a strong case for the post-structuralist position. 

They argue that children should be studied as a social and cultural category just like any 

other. Qvortrup and others' (1994) in their structuralist approach have also argued that 

children constitute a permanent structure of every society. Children's views should be 

interpreted not only in their own context but also in relation to other social structures, 'as a 

kind of intertextuality' (Editorial 1999: Childhood). 

The emergence of this new idea in the context of children, and concerned with childhood as 

belonging to children, marks a departure from the previous position. James and others 

(1998) have aptly described this as a process of transitional theorising that stretches from 

the concepts of the 'pre-sociological child' to the 'sociological child'. This new 

sociological approach sees children as active social actors grounded on six basic tenets 

(Prout and James1990; Jenks 1996; and MayalI1996). They are: 

• The child and childhood is a social construction rather than a biological and natural 

category. Children form a distinctive social group with specific structural and cultural 

expressions. 

• Childhood varies according to specific cultures and therefore exists in a plurality of 

forms. The emphasis is therefore on various childhoods not one universal childhood. 

Childhood is as good a variable of social analysis as any other like class. gender etc. 

• It is not only the interest of adults that is involved in the construction of childhood. 

Children are real entity and have their own interests. There is always an interplay 
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between the interests of children and others, and the social relations that these involve. 

Since children are found to have both social relationship and their own sub-cultures, 

they are worthy of independent study. 

• Children are social actors who construct their own lives, the lives of those around them 

and their societies. 

• Children are not the mere beneficiaries of economic resources but are also contributors 

to societal resources and engaged in production. 

• Children are both actors and participants and therefore have a right to a 'voice'. The 

meaning that social life has, should filter down to its participants as well for which the 

ethnographic methodology is found useful. 

In sum, the basic assumption of the 'new' sociological theory is that childhood is exposed 

to the same societal forces as adulthood. It assumes that like adults, children participate in 

society'S organised activities, may be in the form of economic production or consumption. 

It also assumes that both children and adults affect each other, as well as those events 

occurring in wider society. 

SECTION 11 
Children and Work 

Socialisation theory, as noted in the above section, considers the child as a meek, mute and 

malleable person in need of nurturing and care. Their activities are explained in terms of 

their development. The question whether it was at all possible for children to work or that 

it was implied in children's agency to work under specific structures, were never considered 
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within the socialisation approach. However, the new sociological approach discussed above 

has created the possibility for analysis of 'children's work within the political economy of 

particular localities and their connections into regional and global systems of production, 

exchange and distribution' (James et al1998: 102-3). The understanding of children's work 

which is formed by its mutual interchange with socio-economic forces, allows for the 

consideration of children as actively embedded in the division of labour (Qvortrup 1994a). 

For example, it has been claimed that children's school activities in western countries are a 

form of socio-economic activity, in some ways equivalent to classical child labour. This 

argument not only emphasises children as actors, it also argues that children's activities are 

systematically exploited by adults too. For example, Oldman (1994) points out that 

children's activities produce adult's 'childwork'. He maintains that the interests of adults 

are to occupy children with a number of different activities in order to create paid jobs. So, 

children's activities in school or in 'children's jobs' are economically significant for adults 

too. In contrast to the structural approach that regards children and adults as separate 

groups, this approach advocates the idea of looking at children's work in relation to their 

structural existence in the wider division of labour in society. 

3.3.1 Children's Work And Society 

The role of children's work in society's division of labour has been largely ignored in the 

social construction of modern childhood. It has been noted that children's participation in 

the waged labour market largely ended during the nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

on the grounds of their socially constructed incompetence, and their direct productive roles 

were withdrawn (Qvortrup 1994a). As the socialisation approach emphasises children's 

development it neglects the importance of children's work for the organisation of society. 

The social construction of childhood was directed towards the separation of children from 
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adult society. In this process children's immediate contribution to society was devalued, 

while they were seen as assets of future. Zelizer (1985) maintains that children's previous 

usefulness is converted to a present uselessness, thus positioning children as 'priceless'. 

This conceptualisation, however, has been challenged in the sociology of childhood. 

Scholars pose a question on the absence of children from the division of labour. For 

example, Qvortrup (1985) argues that children's placement in the school does not mean 

their exclusion from the division of labour, since school labour is also a form of work. 

According to him only the form of children's labour has changed from classical child labour 

to school work. 'Children's school activities, as they are organised systematically by adults 

and continuously adapted to new modem conditions of technology and economy, must in 

principle be understood as the continuation of child labour of previous modes of 

production' (Qvortrup 1994b:334). It has been argued that children's school labour is an 

integral part of societal division of labour, thus children contribute to 'human capital 

formation' (1994a:23). This argument rejects the idea that children are moved from useless 

to useful status, as argued by Zelizer (1985), and maintains that children are a permanent 

and significant component of the society. 

Children's activities are of paramount importance for adults. Whether it is in the developed 

or developing world we can see that children are an important segment of social life. If 

children are dependants on adults, as argued by socialisation theory, adul~s also depend 

upon children in other ways. Oldman (1994) points out how adults and other social 

structures depend upon children for their interests by arguing that 'childwork' (the work 

done by adults for children) of adults is an important economic activity in the industrial 

world. Child-care has developed as an gainful economic activity both within and outside the 

family. Initially it is adults who create jobs engaged with children (e.g. schools, nurseries, 
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institutional caring etc.) and use them for economic gain. This is not to say that children's 

interests are not fulfIlled in these institutions but that' these institutions may serve the 

interests of both. Furthermore, Oldman (1994) maintains that adults and children constitute 

different classes on the basis of their different sets of interests. The point here is not so 

much whether we agree or not with Oldman's argument but that it cannot be denied that 

children's activities have social and economic value for adults. Thus children's activities 

effect and are affected by social and economic interests of other structures of society. 

The social and economic value of children's activities can be ascertained in family 

circumstances too. Children are seen either directly helping in the family business, for 

example in Chinese 'take-away' businesses in Britain where they work as interpreters or 

helpers to their Chinese speaking parents (Song, 1996). They are also indirectly involved in 

taking over their parent's household responsibilities to free them to undertake economic 

activities, especially in case of maternal employment (Morrow, 1992). Thus, children's 

activities in families might not produce a direct economic return but these activities do 

influence the balance between adult's participation in the labour market and their 

contribution to domestic labour. 

Children's work is also found significant in producing and re-producing social relationships. 

The role of children's work in the social dynamics of Hausa people of Kano in Nigeria is 

exemplified by Schildkrout (1980). He found that children were playing an important role in 

maintaining the Purdah system in which women were excluded from communicating with 

mainstream social life. With this tradition women are not permitted to attend to visitors in 

the family; they can move only with female relatives or friends; and they are not allowed to 

attend social gatherings such as birth ceremonies, marriages, or funerals. Men also have to 
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keep a social distance from women. It is in this context that 'Hausa children enjoy a 

freedom that no other group in the society commands - the right to wander in and out of 

people's houses. Children are not expected to observe formal greetings behaviour, and they 

casually walk into the houses of neighbour, relatives, friends and even strangers, to look for 

playmates, to make purchases, to offer things for sale, or to carry message' (1978: 124). 

Hausa children demonstrate how through their work they are essential to the maintenance 

of the social order of the family and community life. 

The contribution of children to the maintenance of social order can also be perceived in the 

societies of developing countries where it is common for children to take a substantial part 

in work essential for the subsistence of the family. The child labour debate also at least 

agrees that children's work in most situations is an economic necessity in developing 

countries. Children's involvement in various paid and unpaid work activities maintains and 

fulfIls the social and economic needs of the family. This also suggests that child labour, if 

not in hazardous industrial conditions, helps the maintenance of social order of local 

communities as well. 

Nieuwenhuys' (1994) work on Poomkara children's of Kerala, India, is another recent 

example of children's work assisting in the construction of society. In a two year extensive 

field project, Nieuwenhuys argues that these children start work from a very early age and 

gradually take over the work responsibilities of adults. Their work is not merely essential 

for the family economy but 'this has sustained their resilience in the face of technical 

modemisation'(1994:201). Except for crucial help in maintaining and extending family 

income, the very existence of the family stands in danger of extinction because of 

technological advances. Another important finding of her research is that work undertaken 
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by children creates confidence in them and leads to social mobility. They covered long 

distances away from home to work in the coir and fishing industry. This practice not only 

meant more work and money but it augmented the social status of the family in the eyes of 

local community. An important feature of Poomkara children's work noted by 

Nieuwenhuys is that kinship obligations help in household activities. This helps them 'in 

achieving social status' of the kin's because of the role of the children (1994:199). 

What is material in the example is the way it illustrates, firstly, the degree of agency among 

children and, secondly, their contribution not only to the maintenance of the social order 

but also to its resilience and reproduction. Lastly, the children are also involved in an 

extensive area of activity that goes beyond the immediate family structure and makes a 

positive contribution to the family structure of other component of the society that is kin 

whose social status is upgraded because of their work. Such multiple consequences of 

children's work in the maintenance and upgrading of social structures is difficult else 

where. 

3.3.2 Children's Work And Their Childhood 

For a long period, the principal question asked about children's work has been its impact 

on their health and development? Until the 1990's the child labour debate was usually 

devoted towards this query. In the recent past researchers started exploring how children's 

work is meaningful for their own childhood (see Boyden et al 1998). It is found that they 

carry out various types of work both in a personal and social context. It is their work which 

provides a chance for them to realise their social presence and subsequently shape their 

childhood. For instance children are seen working in the family either singly or along with 

others. When they participate in a joint family experience, by being actively involved with 
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others in carrying out household tasks, it becomes easier to see how they contribute to the 

creation of their own childhood. For example, the responsibility of care of younger children 

is shared by older siblings and parents in India (Dube 1988). This practice provides an 

opportunity for children to participate in the daily family life as responsible members. Of 

course, their childhood is different from those children where they are not involved in such 

activities. Therefore, children shape their childhood by participating or not participating in 

various tasks. 

The forms of involvement in various tasks through which children realise their agency and 

give shape to their childhood, differs in various social classes. Children born into poor 

families are often brought up under circumstances which demand hard work from a very 

young age. Their childhood is naturally different from those who born in affluent class. 

Similarly, childhood in rural and urban areas also differs because of life-chances. Children in 

rural areas have more opportunities to work and share with their parents. This is a strange 

situation as children's farm work has not been effectively addressed in social legislation and 

they still work in farms and houses even in western countries. However, legislation 

prohibits children's work in paid employment in urban areas and as paid employment is 

mainly located in urban areas, these children are effectively prevented from working with 

adults. This pattern suggests that childhood in urban areas are definitely different from rural 

areas because of the opportunities and circumstances of involvement of children in work. In 

this way it is clear that the different social situations provide different opportunities for 

children to realise their agency, which consequently shapes their childhood. 

In the" construction of their childhood children also use and negotiate their social position, 

power and status through their work in different situations. Children as a social structure 

negotiate their position through their work with other social structures so as to construct 
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their childhood. For example, a child negotiates its position and power in the family with 

other adult members as well as with peers through his/her contribution to domestic work. 

Julia Brannen (1995) examines parents and young people to find out how they negotiate 

their contribution to and their exemption from housework, which gives empirical support to 

the above argument. 

We have already noted in Chapter 2 that research on children's work at home has shown 

that where only one parent is working in dual parent families, children's contribution to 

work is less than in families where both parents are working. The dependency of children 

on adults in both the cases is also different. It is thus the agency of the child and its 

expression which makes for the vital change in the form of its childhood and which at the 

same time strengthens or weakens a child's relationships with an adult. Morrow (1992) has 

shown that in the inter-dependency of child and parents in terms of housework, children 

command a different position of power and have a wider scope to display their agency. 

Thus, through their work children play a significant role in the construction of their 

childhood. 

3.3.3 Children And Domestic Work 

In conventional economics the market and households have been separated. Under this 

dualism, work has been defined as a paid activity linked to the market economy whereas 

household work has been marginalised. This marginalisation poses serious problems when 

the unpaid household activities started replacing paid work during the growth of 

specialisation in economies of the west. Feminist scholars have questioned the separation of 

households and markets and its exclusion of domestic work from analysis (Gardiner 1995). 

Marxist feminists have emphasised the importance of unpaid domestic work for the 
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reproduction of the labour force and socialist feminists was mainly focused on gender and 

power relations. Despite the difference of emphasis, these scholars have provided important 

in sights into the status of domestic work. Most importantly they have documented the 

economic value of domestic work and rendered it socially and economically significant. In 

sum, within this debate, domestic labour was identified as socially necessary yet 

unpaid/unrewarded labour carried out by women and primarily for the benefit of capital and 

men. 

The problem of this history of neglect stems from the way 'work' has been defined. A 

reading of the history of work shows that work has numerous meanings. Therefore defining 

work is not easy and even the distinction between 'work' and 'non-work', which may 

appear simple, is not always so. The connotations that the word 'work' acquires directly 

affect the meanings of 'non-work' too. Household repair and maintenance activities. for 

instance, by a family member has not been called work although it is paid as work when 

done by an outsider. It is intriguing to find that the task of caring when performed by an 

outsider is called 'paid work'; when performed by mother it is described as 'unpaid work'; 

and when it is carried out by an elder child it is relegated to the category of 'non-work' or 

'assistance'. This subtle shift in the interpretation is attributable to the change in the context 

and the perspective adopted. Grint (1998) has also pointed out that work may appear 

opposed to 'leisure' but it would be difficult to regard 'non-work' always as 'leisure'. 

Schwimmer (1979) (Quoted in Grint 1998) explains this difficulty in the distinction 

between 'work' and 'non-work' for the case of an artist. The same activity is looked upon 

as 'non-work' in one perspective; 'work' in another perspective; and 'leisure' in yet another 

perspective. Noting the difficulty Grint (1998) maintains that every household activity 

which is done gratis can also be done for money in formal economy. As such a distinction 
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between 'work' and 'non-work' is dubious. Starting with Joyce's caution that the 

'conventional model of work as paid employment should not be taken as normal' Grint 

(1998) argues that 'in essence, work is a socially constructed phenomenon without fixed or 

universal meaning across space and time but its meanings are delimited by the cultural 

forms in which it is practiced'. Grint's definition of work thus suggests that the notion of 

work cannot be universalised because, firstly, it is a socially constructed phenomenon and 

therefore changes from society to society; and secondly, the cultural context in which work 

takes place is also bound to be different. The implication is that there cannot be an 

objective assessment of work and the meaning cannot be assumed to be self-evident. Its 

intrinsic nature can be discerned only through studies that are sensitive to specific cultural 

conditions. 

Ransom (1996), however, does attempt to outline the broad criteria that characterise work. 

These criteria are mentaVphysical exertion; purposeful expedient activity; activity that is 

economically valuable; and a public activity. Since an individual's very existence depends 

upon action the criterion of mental and physical exertion covers the basic motivation of 

work. It is also common knowledge that a person does not live by bread alone but has an 

aim in life to fulftl and a desire to express hislher creativity. This elemental motivation 

results in the choice of criterion as a purposeful expedient activity. Performance in return 

for wages is a quality which responds directly to the basic needs of security of life. 

Individuals not only work for themselves but their output is set for exchange in the market. 

Many do valuable work at home. Therefore, it is not the substance or nature of an a~tivity 

but its exchangeability that matters. In this way, the needs of others and the exchangeability 

of work justifies the expectation of social contact reflected in the criterion of public 

activity. The range of needs includes not only basic ones but also higher needs of creativity 
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which call for social relations and interaction and also justify a different scale of usefulness 

and value. 

Goodnow's (1988) delineation of the features of children's work is in tune with Ransom's 

criteria. According to him, children's activity should be counted as 'work' if it requires 

effort, is deemed useful by others and involves interactions with others, either in helping 

them to achieve their goals or seeking to help others. James and Prout (1997), following 

Wadel (1979) and Wallman (1979) also recommend a more expansive definition of work 

including activities 'which involve the production, management and conversion of 

resources - whether these be materials, ideas or people (1997: 241). 

To sum up the above discussion, work needs to be understood as an activity motivated by 

our needs in accordance with our capacity and expressed through action involving 

production, management and the conversion of resources of materials, ideas or people. This 

enlarged definition covers all aspects of activities which could be understood as work. This 

definition of work is an important lens through which to view children's involvement in 

family work. If they live not only for the future but also for the present, their domestic 

work has a present relevance. Children's activities in the family are not only described in a 

developmental context but also as closely linked with the work of others in the family. It is 

through work that children not only affect others but are also affected by it themselves. It 

has a value to be gathered through social relationships. 

Now the question is to what extent do children's activities in the family resemble the 

criteria discussed above? To be categorised as work, children's domestic activities must 

appear to be an integral part of the social and economic order of the family in terms of 
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production, management and conversion of resources. There are studies in which children's 

domestic activities form an essential part of the domestic work order (e.g. Solberg 1990; 

MayalI1996). Generally domestic work is assumed to be mother's work but it is frequently 

done by children. This involvement of children in the family activity is directly beneficial to 

the family-system. From this, at least, one indisputable inference would be that activities 

such as caring should be regarded as 'work' because they are socially necessary forms of 

labour. 

An activity is work when it not only influences the system where it takes place but it also 

influences the doer, in some way or another. The doer is influenced in terms of some return 

of their activity. With this characteristic feature of work, when we examine children's 

domestic activities, it is important to see whether children get any return on their organised 

activities in the domestic space. Socialisation theory already determines that children's 

household activities, in return, help them in developing as adults. This return need not 

necessarily be purely economic (as in the case of women's domestic labour). On the other 

hand, the interpretative approach fmds that children's participation in household work not 

only develops them into responsible members, but also increases their agency and is 

recognised as such by the fact of negotiating capacities of the children (Solberg, 1990). 

Another reason to qualify children's domestic activities as work is an examination of 

whether they influence the social structure through their household activities. Before this 

we have to see whether children's domestic activities have any productive or reproductive 

value. Children, especially girls, take part in family chores by actively assisting mothers 

both in the kitchen as well as nurturing siblings. Their contribution represents a direct 

involvement in socially productive work. There is some evidence that children have to carry 
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out these household activities independently too. However, this experience stands them in 

good stead as parents (particularly mothers) who reproduce these activities independently. 

This suggests the reproductive value of their work like in the case of women. How 

children's productive and reproductive work influences the social structure has been 

exemplified in the earlier reference to Schildkrout's (1980) study of Hausa children. 

Clearly, children's domestic activities share the qualities of 'work' such as organised, 

beneficial to the system, giving a return to the doer and influencing the social structure. 

The question that therefore arises is how children involve themselves in domestic work? Is 

it a conscious involvement and, if so, how does it contribute to the social order of the 

family? Generally speaking children's domestic activities can be classified into those 

activities taken up in compliance of family dictates and those carried out under their own 

free will. Those falling under the first classification also imply a cognitive base which again 

presumes conscious application of mind. Under the socialisation paradigm it may be noted 

that children who do not develop as desired are seen as deviants. It does not signify lack of 

cognition or consciousness but aberrant or erratic behaviour. As regards work done under 

their own free will, their conscious application is also implied. Mayall' s (1996) study is the 

strongest example of this in which she finds that the children, even from the age of two, 

contribute to the maintenance of social. order of the family through various activities 

including self-care. She finds that children's activities maintain the home and construct and 

reconstruct family relations. This suggests that if young children have been found to 

contribute to the maintenance and reproduction of the family, older children would almost 

certainly have a greater involvement. Solberg's (1987) study of children's work in 

Norwegian families also shows that children's contribution to domestic work can 

complement the contributions of their mothers. These findings support the present 
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suggestion that children's domestic work is a conscious contribution to the organisation of 

the family. 

Another aspect of children's domestic work is how far we rely on the information provided 

by children themselves. Studies of children's activities in the family under the socialisation 

paradigm predominantly rely on data gathered from adults, especially parents. Children's 

activities have been assessed on the evidence of others but not from the point of view of 

children. How much children contribute to domestic work as an active social agent 

uncertain because children's view on the desirability and utility of their contributions have 

received little attention. However, some studies in the recent past do demonstrate that 

children are productive in the home. At this juncture the question of whether children 

contribute to domestic work out of free will or necessity becomes important. When we deal 

with this question the prevailing notions of family obligation and discipline give one set of 

answers, while the notion of individual responsibility provides another set. For example, 

Solberg's (1990) study finds that children do much work in the absence of their parents, 

which she suggests is so because children feel more responsible and autonomous in this 

situation. Whether or not this is a consequence of children's autonomy or compliance with 

strict family discipline is another question. These two situations - responsibility and 

obligatiOn/autonomy and independence - must be theoretically resolved in order to 

comprehend children's relationship to domestic work. For this reason, children's 

experiences become primordial and its empirical examination turns out to be of great 

importance to any understanding of children's life. 

3.3.4 The Conceptual Tools For The Explanation Of Children's Domestic Work 

For the study of children's domestic work, a number of tools are required to clarify the 
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conceptual status of children's domestic activities. These are, firstly, responsibility and 

obligation. The notions of responsibility and obligations have been used in the sociological 

and anthropological literature to explain generational relationships among kin group and 

families (Finch, 1989; Finch and Mason, 1993). Husbands, wives, sons, daughters, brothers 

and sisters have specific relationships vis-a-vis their responsibility and obligations towards 

each other. In the body of sociological literature ori responsibility and obligations, the 

adult-child relationship has been described but there is no sociological theory which 

explains children's domestic work in terms of children's agency and their structural 

position. Therefore, we need to examine the ideas from the literature on family obligations 

and responsibilities, and apply them to children's domestic work. 

Literally, responsibility means a liability towards someone under one's control and 

authority. Nobody can be held responsible for anything towards anyone who is at the same 

time not under his/her control or authority. In the context of the domestic sphere Finch and 

Mason explain family responsibilities as follows: 

'responsibilities are treated as created commitments rather than rules or 

obligations ...... they are the product of human agency, and not an 

external property of social structure over which individuals have no 

control. .......... But there is also a sense in which they become structural 

features, in that they both constrain and facilitate future actions' 

(1993:173). 

They argue that what each person accumulates over a period of time gives himlher an 

'effective' structural position. Explaining their point they point out that if a one daughter 
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accumulates wealth while another does not, the result is 'different structural positions' in 

relation to their parents. There is no dispute over Finch and Mason's (1993) argument but a 

number of reservations must be noted. We cannot apply this as it is in the case of children 

and childhood responsibilities. Structurally speaking, if childhood is a social category all 

children carry at least one common group identity: that of being a child. This common 

group identity is a permanent feature of childhood which exist in all social structures (lames 

et al, 1998). This suggests that all children carry at least one common set of responsibilities 

in anyone society. Other sets of responsibilities may vary among children of different 

socio-economic classes in the same society. 

It would be interesting to review how the concept of responsibility has been used in the 

study of childhood. Under the socialisation paradigm children were thought irresponsible 

and the training imparted to them was meant to educate them to become responsible adults. 

The work through which they were trained was always described as instrumental to 

achieving this end. It was never presented as an indication of their agency as it would then 

have conflicted with the main notion and the responsibility was deliberately concealed 

under the weight of obligation. However, some studies have demonstrated how children 

work as responsible persons in the family (e.g. Seymore 1988, Morrow 1994). We have 

already referred to Finch and Mason's (1993) argument that responsibilities are the product 

of human agency. All this suggests that children are responsible actors with a capacity for 

human agency. The whole perspective of looking at children demands now that the notion 

of responsibility in respect of children should be explored further so as to explain the full 

implications of children's agency and their childhood as a integral component of social 

structure. With the above objective, this study uses responsibility and obligation as key 

concepts in the empirical investigation of children's domestic work. 
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The second tool is the notion of autonomy and independence. Whether children's work 

admits of autonomy or not can be ascertained only when we are clear about what we mean 

by autonomy itself. Let us, therefore, point out the essential ingredients of what we 

understand by autonomy. An autonomous action presumes that work is done according to 

free will and is a result of his/her own motive. It is regulated by the doer, critically 

appraised by him/her and is redolent of responsibility (Dworkin 1989; Benson 1991). There 

is no literature available in which the work of children in a family setting has been examined 

to see whether it is performed in an autonomous way or not. Only Benson (1991) has 

touched the issue where he claims that certain forms of socialisation are oppressive and 

diminish autonomy. His analysis shows how a particular form of socialisation can diminish 

autonomy. Before this issue, which we will return to, the fundamental question is whether a 

child has or wants autonomy or asserts for autonomy for a social group to which s/he 

belongs? It is to be noted here that a debate has already been started in child development 

studies that children's autonomy should be taken into account. But the theorisation of 

group autonomy of children is problematic because children have not been recognised as an 

independent structural category. Once we accept children as an integral and permanent 

component of society, then it is easy to conceptualise their group autonomy. 

To understand children's autonomous agency in terms of their structural position I would 

like to propose the concept of children's structural autonomy. By structural autonomy, I 

mean that all members of any social structure have some form of freedom for the 

expression of their agency, which is common to all, and which constitutes their structural 

autonomy. It helps them in constructing and negotiating their structural relationships with 

other social structures (e.g. adults, social class, ethnicity etc.). As we know no structure in 

society exists in isolation, all are interdependent and inter-related and influence each other. 
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The structural autonomy also works along the principle of interdependence. 

Interdependence has also been explained in terms of structural interdependence. 

There is enough some research where children's dependent and irresponsible image has 

been sketched out. In this research the question of children's autonomy does not arise as 

they are assumed as incompetent and immature. By and large, they are seen to be living in a 

rigid framework of family structure and school authority. Judged in terms of these 

ingredients referred to above they have no say on what they are to do, how they are to do it 

and when they are to do it. They are also accountable to their parents and school teachers. 

The common conceptualisation is that neither their work is regulated by them nor appraised 

by them, nor do they do it with any sense of responsibility. This situation reflects the total 

neglect of their autonomy and responsible behaviour. 

Within the new approach of study of child it has been found that children do act responsibly 

(Morrow, 1992) and negotiate their position with adults (Solberg, 1990). So, challenging 

the notion of irresponsible behaviour and the weak position of children in the family, the 

new approach suggests at least one important fact about children: that children act 

responsibly and their responsible behaviour leads to interdependency between children and 

parents in the family (Morrow 1996). With this interdependent social position, children 

unknowingly or knowingly sometimes affirm their need for recognition as a person. 

When children accumulate experience they start asserting themselves too. This situation 

normally brings a state of conflict between children's wishes and the authority of parents. 

Parents are conscious of the inevitable break with the past and they are also equally 

conscious of their continued care for the child. Parents give the impression of treating their 
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children on a different plane, such as a friend, but at the same time they want themselves to 

be treated as a good and responsible parent (Brannen 1996). Children watch this new 

situation with caution for it is important for them to know, at this stage, if parents either 

want or require them to do the household work. If they want them to report on their 

activities then there is no conflict but if however they require them to be reported to them 

peremptorily then children deflnitely resent it. In this situation, they develop strategies not 

to report completely or to modify the reports so as to retain or increase the limits of their 

autonomy (Brannen, 1996). 

Research has shown how children have been able to negotiate structural autonomy through 

their work. For example, Solberg's argument is that children 'are in a position to influence 

the outcome of the negotiating process in directions which they perceive to be favourable 

to themselves' (1990:127). Solberg's data also reveals that children, particularly in family 

settings, start negotiating their position on the basis of their routine work. It clearly makes 

out a case of the strength of children's agency and contribution to the attainment of 

structural autonomy. 

Solberg and Danieisen's (1988) family study shows on the basis of parental reports on 

everyday routine work of Norwegian children. that children needed no supervision by 

adults who have had implicit confldence that children could work independently. This 

instance shows that in some cases children are appreciated as reliable agents by parents too. 

Parents, therefore, overlook the consideration of children's age and children are able to 

secure autonomy through their contribution to work. This suggests that children through 

their work negotiate their position particularly in age and power structures within the 

family. How far children succeed in this process remains to be explored. 
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SECTION III 
Conclusion 

Our discussion begins with an examination of sociological theory relating to children, which 

indicates that the image of children as agents does not find a ready expression. The 

biologically immature child was weak in all respects. Its incompetence and dependence, 

institutionalised by both society and social science, stamped out the possibility of agency in 

the child. Consequently, social scientists refused to take notice of children's work in the 

family. This elitist perspective regarded them as powerless. The 'becoming' child was 

looked down upon as 'unbecoming' in all ways. It was an embodiment of all weaknesses 

and vices. The child was both wild and a threat to society. This was the picture of the child 

in whom imagining agency was a far cry. The child who could at best only remain 

submissive to his/her parents could never be thought to be invested with the power of 

agency. The notions used to describe the child and his presence together make it clear that 

it was impossible to think of children being at all useful themselves or for society. The word 

'weak' was only a euphemistic word used for children in place of effete. lenks' (1996) 

notion of 'absent presence' of the child is a potent pointer to owning abject absence of the 

agency of the child. 

The above discussed conceptualisation prevailed in sociological studies until relatively 

recently. The 'new' sociological theory of childhood, influenced by post-structuralists, 

shifted the balance in favour of the child. Under this theoretical current, the child-centred 

approach has emerged with greater clarity and children are now considered as a distinctive 

social group. They have begun to be considered as active co-participants in social 

relationships. Children have been noted as typical, tangible and persistent who participate in 

society's activities. Like adults. children too interact and effect each other and they are also 
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exposed to the same social events. For example, if a family's dissolution affects women, so 

too does it affect the children. Their typical qualities, which are present in children as a 

group, gives them a permanent structural form. Their innate qualities and interactions with 

other structural forms like adults give them, in this way, an independent and specific 

position in the social structure. Their area of activity being confined to domestic space, it is 

their involvement in domestic work which leads them to their most significant position. 

It has been argued that children contribute to the construction of their childhood and 

society through their work, thus they have claim to a significant place in the division of 

labour. Qvortrup's (1985) argument that children's place in the division of labour is 

justified, as there is evidence that show that children's work plays a part in the production 

and re-production of society and its economy. Children materially contribute to the 

economic structure of society indirectly and to the family economy both directly and 

indirectly. Thus, the place of children's work in the division of labour is indisputable. 

An interpretative analysis of children's participative experience of domestic work facilitates 

the understanding of their contribution to the construction of their own childhood. 

Children's domestic work forms the basis of their negotiation with parents and the occasion 

to set parameters for their participation in work in the future. The form of children's work 

and the way they realise their agency, shapes their childhood differently from one social 

class to another. 

To sum, the above discussion about children and domestic work rejects the orthodox denial 

of children's substantial contribution to the domestic work order. By considering the 

broader definition of work, children's activities in the domestic space are considered as 
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socially meaningful work which is important in the construction of their childhood and to 

the social order of the family. Nevertheless, a thorough empirical examination by using the 

concepts such as negotiation, independence, responsibility and obligation is needed to 

establish the argument. This is attempted in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Researching Children: Methods And Strategies 

'Doing research is a messy affair, as dependent on negotiation, 
adjustment, personal choices and serendipity as on careful and 
meticulous preparation ........... the distinctions to be made between 
general methodology, research strategy or procedure and research 
techniques'. 

James et ai, 1998:169 

4.1 Introduction 

The review of literature on children's work in the family, in Chapter 2, closed with the 

comment that a common feature that runs through the literature is that it largely ignores the 

view of children. In these circumstances how children interpret their activities is 

conspicuous by its absence. Chapter 3 discussed the theoretical shortcomings responsible 

for the omission of children's perspectives in the investigation of children's work. It has 

been argued that the prevailing notions of 'incompetency' and 'dependency' were factors 

which excluded consideration of children as actors in their own right. However, the 'new 

sociology of childhood' regards children as social actors and views their childhood as a 

socially constructed structure. In this newly emerged approach the research takes into 

account children's specific experiences of their social life. The importance of children's 

experience of work, in particular context of their interactions with other structures, has 

been underlined. In order to understand children's experience of work in the family, the 

present research tends to contextualise children's agency in the performance of their 

domestic work, as suggested by Pole and others, 'to recognise its limits and to 

acknowledge the constraints under which it is realised' (1999:52). Gender and age as 

structural constraints are, therefore, to be examined in respect of their domestic work and 

to investigate how far both affect or are affected by work. The examination will expose the 

limits of their influence. The present study grew out of the need to fill the gap in 

sociological understanding regarding children's domestic activities as 'work'. The methods 
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are based on the need to explore children's experiences of work. Since exploring children's 

points of view forms the basis of data collection, an appropriate methodology was required. 

The traditional ways of writing research would not always suffice and I took to my own 

style of writing to enable the reader to know my identity in the context and the reasons why 

I adopted a particular method or strategy. How research findings can be full of inherent 

contradictions has been criticised by Stanely and Wise (1983) because of disparity between 

objectivity and subjectivity. The situation is more complex in the case of research on 

children where the researcher is an adult. I have been aware of the complexities from the 

very start of the research. I, therefore, involved children themselves in the interpretation of 

their experience as and when possible. This device of mine finds support from Morrow and 

Richards (1996) who have held that children can be involved in interpretation and 

explanation of their own views. 

How the mode of research had to vary. to suit the problems is the main aim of this chapter. 

For the purpose of contextualising children's work I discuss the research setting, then move 

on to general methodological issues by considering the adoption of qualitative techniques 

as the most appropriate. This is followed by autobiographical factors, some of which came 

into play right from the pilot study which is described separately. The rationale for selecting 

the sample precedes the outline of methods of data collection which itself deals in detail 

with interviewing strategies. The chapter ends with a discussion of the ethical 

considerations involved in working with children. 

4.2 The Research Setting: Between Coventry And Lucknow 

Two specific considerations were involved in selecting the research setting for this study. 

The first was that it should be the site appropriate to the questions the research seeks to 
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examine and the second was that it should be suitable for qualitative empirical investigation. 

The considerations therefore included the existence of Indian families carrying on small

scale retailing businesses and they should have children of the appropriate age group. The 

final consideration was to find families sharing a common descent but, if possible, living in 

different sites, so that a comparison could be made and points of contrast may also be 

examined in addition to the similarities. The potential was to be assessed on the availability 

of basic requirements and of maximum characteristics of the research subject. The 

researcher's familiarity with the research site was an important factor in it as children have 

been noted as 'not very used to being asked their opinions and to relate their experiences to 

unknown adults' (Morrow and Richards, 1996: 101). 

It may seem curious to situate such a study in Britain and India. Britain, with its multi racial 

character, has 5.5 % ethnic minorities of which 1.5% are of Indian origin (OPCS, 1993). 

Research has shown that the cultural tradition of Indian people in Britain, particularly in 

their community life, has been persistently accommodated in the British socio-economic 

context (Ballard 1979; James 1974; lackson and Nesbitt 1993; Nesbitt 1993. 1995; Drury 

1991; Bhatti 1994). They are mobilised on cultural grounds. This characteristic feature of 

the Indian population in Britain brings them together and provides a location for Indians 

outside India. The practice of cultural traditions, marriage, kinship, practice of religion, 

ethnic dress and food habits, all have effectively influenced their interactions in social life. 

By taking a closer look at the children's work in these Indian families I want to explore 

what social, economic and cultural factors have meant for children and their work. I begin 

by reviewing what makes Coventry and Lucknow such an interesting case of comparison 

for the study of children's work in the family. 
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The Choice Of Coventry 

The demographic and economic characteristics of the Indian population in Coventry has 

prompted me to select the site for the study. Coventry has an established and relatively well 

defined population of Indian descent. The ratio of ethnic minorities in Coventry is much 

higher than in Great Britain as a whole. The percentage of the total population of ethnic 

minorities in Coventry (Le. 11.8%) is much greater than the average for Great Britain as a 

whole (Le. 5.5 % of the total British population) (Owen, 1995). There were nearly 34,800 

people from various ethnic backgrounds living in the city in 1991, of whom 21,600 were of 

Indian ethnic background. Out these 49 percent were born in the UK and the rest had either 

migrated directly from the Indian subcontinent or were 'twice migrants') who had moved 

from countries of East Africa or South East Asia. The age distribution of Coventry's 

population Census informs us that 8.2 percent of the total child population of the age-group 

of 0-4 years is of Indian origin. This percentage of Indian children increased to 11.3 percent 

for the age-group of 5-15 years. However, the number of persons decreases with advancing 

age. The Indian population in Coventry is relatively young, demographically speaking. 

These demographic features suits the present study. 

It is not known when the migration of Indians to Coventry began, however Nesbitt's 

(1990) study of Valmiki (Indians) has traced it to the mid in 1950's2. Most of the Indian 

immigrants came to Coventry as unskilled labour and were absorbed in the automobile 

industry during the 1950s and 1960s. The motive of the Indian migrants was economic. 

Most were young and came on their own. As Ballard (1994) puts it, they were 'sojourners 

rather than settlers', During the 1960s and 1970s the growth rate of Indian immigrants 

significantly increased because of family reunion and orientation towards permanent 

settlement (Ballard 1983; 1990), This growth was further stimulated by the arrival of East 
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African Indian refugees in the 1970s (Bhachu, 1986). 

The Indians in Coventry, as in other parts of Britain, are significantly involved in 

entrepreneurship3. Ethnic minorities moved significantly to self-employment and the 

traditional form of work under waged employment declined. Out of 11.8% of the total 

ethnic minority population in Coventry 5.4% are engaged in entrepreneurship (Owen, 

1995). This usually takes the form of corner shops, newsagents, groceries, off-licences, 

retailing of ethnic goods, take-away restaurants, etc. Therefore, Coventry provides a good 

location to undertake the study of children's work in Indian families. 

Furthermore, I was aware of the fact that the selection of a site in designing funded 

qualitative research has direct links with time and financial resources (Morse 1994). A 

researcher has to carry out his/her field work in a limited period, so proximity to the 

research site is a major advantage. As I was living in Coventry from the beginning of my 

study at Warwick I developed a good relationship with Indian community. I had the 

opportunity to develop community links through involvement in social clubs and religious 

and cultural organisations in Coventry. I made good connections with community leaders, 

office-bearers of the Indian Community Centre, Council representatives and the members of 

the managing committee of the Hindu Temple and the Shree Krishna Temple, Coventry. 

This familiarity as well as easy accessibility was possible because I resided in Coventry. 

This factor was, therefore, important in the decision to select Coventry as the site for 

research. 
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The Choice Of Lucknow 

Lucknow is a metropolitan city and the capital city of Vttar Pradesh, a state in northern 

India. Like other metropolitan cities it is developing fast and attracting people from all over 

the country. Due to the pressure of population and the absence of heavy industries small 

business is getting a special impetus. The number of families carrying on small scale 

business has spread even in the residential areas, just as it has in Coventry. The socio

economic character of the society, especially the middle class, is also undergoing a change. 

I met there a number of families which combined traditional values with the influence of a 

modern life style. The children of these families drew my attention as they suited my 

interest for comparison with Coventry. This is not to say that many other Indian cities did 

not share the same characteristics. The point is that I was born and brought up in an area of 

Lucknow which was surrounded by such families in which I had from early childhood 

established closed connections. My long standing familiarity with the shop owners and their 

life-style served my purpose. Similar to Coventry, Lucknow also provided me with easy 

accessibility to the families within the available time and financial resources. Through all 

these considerations Lucknow was chosen as the second site for this research. 

4.3 General Methodological Considerations 

It has been argued that problems, theory and method in social science are inseparable and 

are integrated to produce a unique methodology (James and others 1998; Pole et alI999). 

This can be seen in the theoretical position of the child and the corresponding methods used 

in childhood research. The discussion in previous chapters shows that theory and method in 

childhood research are inseparable. The earlier theorisation of the children, as muted 

groups (Hardman, 1973) became a potent factor in the shaping of methodology which took 
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account of the adult's perspective and kept children out of focus during research. The 

ignorance of children's perspectives to interpret the social relationships and events under 

the socialisation paradigm constituted a major limitation. The researchers of this position 

hold that children 

have trouble holding more than one concept at a time in mind. 

Additionally, their conceptions are limited to ideas that can take concrete, 

observable forms. They are unable to consider alternative perspectives .... 

They are just learning how to interpret others' emotions (Bierman and 

Schwartz, 1986:268). 

Due to the invisibility of children's social competence children's views have not been given 

due importance in understanding their lives. This is why methodologically unifocal research 

has mostly been done on children but not with and/or them. 

In the course of time the concept of children has changed. Charlotte Hardman (1973) was 

. perhaps the first to raise the question of the validity and completeness of childhood 

research under the socialisation paradigm. In her anthropological research she suggested 

that 'children as people should be studied in their own right' (Hardman 1973: 87). The 

childhood research has been criticised for its over emphasis on an adult-centric approach 

where children's voices have been missing (Ambert 1986; Qvortrup 1987; Alanen 1988). 

The pre-social child is replaced by the pro-social child and slbe is, after reconsideration, 

regarded as a competent agent. This inclusion of the child's perspective signifies a radical 

change in the approach to the study of children and childhood. As soon as sociologists start 

recognising children as social actors, children's views become sociologically important for 

their study. Children's agencies and competencies have now become a strong 

methodological tool in recent research (Brannen and O'Brien 1995; Morrow 1992; Mayall 

1996). Children's subjective standpoints now become an established element in qualitative 
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research (see e.g. Corsaro et al 1986, Mandell 1988, O'Brien 1995, Layboum et al 1996, 

Borland et al1998, Pugsley et al1996, Butler and Williamson 1996). 

Furthermore, Qvortrup (l994a) explains the meaning of children's standpoints: 

'What a children's standpoint therefore means is, that researchers by 

means of scientific instruments describe, explain and interpret aspects of 

children's life world. In terms of describing children's life conditions the 

demand is to use children as our unit of observation and as mediators of 

information .... Children have much to say themselves, their daily actions 

and practice can be read and interpreted so as to add to our knowledge 

about their own life and arenas.... The general suspicion towards 

children's credibility as witness about their own life - and even about 

adult's life and society at all· should be reassessed.' (1994a:6) 

Pointing out the advantages of this methodology, Prout and James (1997) have suggested 

the importance of children's perspective by saying that 'children are and must be, seen as 

active in the construction and determination of their own social lives, the lives of those 

around them and of the societies in which they live' (Prout and James, 1997:8). 

Qualitative research with children, particularly in family circumstances, has become more 

significant as it opens new vistas of understandings. Family is the first and foremost ground 

for children's activities. Children spend most of the their time in the family. Therefore, most 

of their interactions take place within familial circumstances. Children construct and 

reconstruct their beliefs and views on the basis of their everyday life experiences. Children's 

beliefs and views eventually shape and define their childhood. So, children's views and 

experiences in family life are vital to any understanding of their childhood. 

A significant gap in the understanding of the degree and nature of children's involvement in 

domestic work is noticeable even in the literature on domestic· work because of the 

methodology adopted for the study. It does not include children's views. When the degree 
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and nature of children's contribution to domestic work is not reflected fully in research it 

would be vain to expect any reference to what meaning and significance it has for children. 

The present study fills this gap by including children's views. Qualitative methods have 

been resorted to, therefore, because of the nature and demand of the research problem. 

4.3.1 Autobiographical Factors 

A question that was raging in my mind for some time past was, if one is not a child should 

one try to understand what a child's experiences are and can one try to interpret it for 

others? Thinking this over I came across Goldscheider and Waite's (1991) reference to an 

incident describing a confidential communication between two reputed sociologists in a 

session on family change. One whispered into the ear of another, "I have to cook dinner 
) 

every Thursday and 1 hate it" (Goldscheider and Waite 1991: 1). The suggestion is that 

whatever the topic men are primarily anxious about their own role in the context. Though 

every researcher has been a child as she/he comes to write about children s/he just forgets 

about childhood and slips into an adult frame of mind. It led me to revisit my own 

childhood, to know how and where I stood. I wanted to take my bearings in respect of the 

issue. Can I understand and interpret children's world of experience or have I forgotten all 

beyond recapturing? Before embarking upon the selection of the topic I wanted to ascertain 

myself that I had the essential requisites to go ahead. With the experience of my own work 

as a .child could I justify my preference for taking up the domestic work of children as a 

subject in the first instance? 1 was born in a middle class Indian family with seven children 

consisting of two sisters and five brothers. How the interest of the two came into conflict in 

doing housework, how gender and birth order played an instrumental role in the division of 

work and how the smart ones amongst us, whether boys or girls, outwitted others in 

performing routine tasks, were matters of great interest to me. The traditional norms of the 
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family and the family hierarchy's hold on all of us were understood from the very early 

stages. Besides the experience of my own family I was also mixing freely with children of 

other families of the same class which enriched my understanding of various families. Our 

world, though different from the world of our elders was highly interesting for its variety of 

incumbents. How orthodoxy and conservatism were constantly being eroded by modernity 

in our daily lives had its lasting impact on me. The ideas of autocratic rule and 

unquestioning loyalty were gradually changing. In sharp contrast to my family, some of my 

friend's families showed the effects of the two set-ups on the children. We had food and 

clothes to suit our wishes much more easily than they. Similarly in housework too, we 

enjoyed greater freedom and in between us we experienced better relationships. The 

ultimate threat of my companion's mother -- "my way or high way!" -- still keeps ringing in 

my ears and reminds me how coercive and cruel parents can be in some cases. 

It has been noticed that biographical experiences help to establish rapport with respondents 

and are helpful in understanding the social relationships in different social settings 

(Hammersley and Atkinson 1995) . My biographical experiences also enabled me to utilise 

past experience in gaining access to children themselves. The fact that I was an Indian and 

was conversant with Indian socio-cultural values prompted me to take up the study of 

Indian children in Coventry where I was placed. Just as Hughes' (1992) and Blackman's 

(1995) biographical factors played a vital role in gaining relevant information during their 

respective research on step-families and youth culture, my status also enabled me to get 

optimum access to Indian families, short of insider status, which was a special privilege 

accruing to me particularly in Coventry. 

Garbarino et al (1992) have suggested that child researchers 'need to make special efforts 

to adapt their language to the child's cognitive and linguistic level, to make use of materials 
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and settings they are familiar with and enjoy, and to conduct the encounter in ways that 

make sense to the child from their own perspective' (noted by Borland et alI998:12). The 

prime quality of a researcher is, therefore, his/her temperament, adaptability, empathy and 

experience of sociability. We had in our family our own approach to everything and besides 

the mother tongue we had a distinct -our own- language of communication. We often 

appeared as chatter boxes but at the same time we did not open up to everyone. I recalled 

this experience during the pilot interviews by adopting children's native language (Le. 

Punjabi) in gaining access to them. It helped me time and again in interviews later on as 

well. Placing children in settings they are familiar with and enjoy, and conducting interviews 

through questions framed there and then so that they could make sense of them were 

strategies devised on the spot. 

4.5 The Pilot Interview 

Armed with the tools applied by different researchers in different settings I conducted my 

pilot interview with children in an Indian family in Coventry during September 1996. The 

object was not only to put to test the tools I had read about but also to evolve suitable 

strategies for their use. The family selected for pilot interview was running a corner shop in 

Coventry which is one of the basic concerns of the present study. I adopted qualitative 

interviewing as a technique for data collection in this case. The two preliminary interviews 

were concerned with one male child aged 15 and another female child aged 12 years. 

My mind was teeming with some methodological issues in connection with interviewing the 

children. Some of these issues I selected for applying to the pilot interview. These were 

whether the fact that an adult is researching children results in a specific slant in the 

approach; whether children's social location requires different methodological tools; 
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whether children can articulate their views on domestic work clearly; and whether the 

information provided would be useful for understanding their contribution to domestic 

work and their understanding of it. My very first encounter with this family in Coventry 

shed light on some of the points. I took the parents of the family into my confidence by 

explaining to them the object of the present research with children for gaining access. They 

gave me a time convenient to them and called their children and introduced me to them. 

When I turned up next time their father directed the children to take me the sitting room for 

interview. Apprehending that a stranger's presence alone with children might make the 

children hesitant in talking I put off the subject for some time and took care to familiarise 

myself fully with them. On the third visit, when I felt that they had begun to talk in a 

friendly way I introduced the subject of domestic work very casually. My belief that 

children are competent enough to express themselves (which was in consonance with the 

suggestion of Morrow and Richards (1996:100) that respect for children's competence 

'needs a methodological technique in itself) paid off in the very first encounter with the 

children. 

From the very start I was keen to fmd out their area of interest (particularly in relation to 

domestic work) in the family setting so that I could introduce my subject in the most 

natural way. Following Garbarnio etal's (1992) suggestion that instructions should be 

conveyed in a manner that makes sense to a child, I formulated the questions to look like 

innocent and innocuous inquiries so that they could warm up to the issue without a feeling 

of being taken unawares. During the interview, it became apparent that long periods are not 

good for children who get bored and the quality of data suffers as soon as their interest 

starts flagging. The younger the interviewee the shorter is the time span. It is therefore, 

necessary to vary the topic to keep the child's interest alive by touching now and then upon 
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topics of interest to himlher, which are not directly related to the subject of the present 

research. 

In order to identify research tools which not only collect comprehensive information an 

outside researcher has to try to come as close as possible to the researched, in order to 

understand the subjective reality of children's social worlds. This appeared to me to be the 

important challenge. I therefore thought of ways to address my adult's status by adopting a 

number of methods for example familiarising myself with the children by exploring their 

interests, remaining in their company as much as possible and earning their trust and 

confidence before exploring the research questions. The medium of communication also 

had to be homely. All of these methods I put into practice in the pilot study. Despite the 

resolve and preparation to create an atmosphere of affinity with the children I was 

conscious that the adult outlook might still be an obstacle. Consequently I asked my wife to 

co-operate in interviewing the children because of her experience as a teacher. 

The venue for the interview -- a sitting room -- was quite conducive to free expression 

because it had a homely atmosphere. Parents who were busy either in the shop or inside 

kept dropping in to see how the session was going on. I noticed that their presence affected 

the free expression of children sometimes. I therefore decided as a strategy that in case 

parents presence affects children's interview adversely I would, in future, take them outside 

the shop or postpone the session for other time. 

During qualitative research the question of where and when an interview should be 

conducted is very important for the purpose of privacy and for the quality of data. Hood et 

al (1996) found locations outside home to be the most suitable for enabling children to 

express themselves freely and more vocally. To me it appears that no hard and fast rule is 

necessary and each case has to be decided on its merits. 
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During the interview I noticed that the children used either host language (Le. English) or 

mother tongue (Le. Punjabi) for conversation, but during the description of events or ideas 

they were effusive and their language became mixed. The key problem of the language of 

communication to be adopted between the researcher and the children was solved 

effortlessly and automatically by using 'kids language' as suggested by Amato and 

Ochiltree (1987). Their home language is the medium of communication for authentic and 

quality response. Interviewer's use of children's language and terminology in 

communication helps in setting up an informal relationship between interviewer and 

interviewee. This informal relationship produces the qualitative depth in data (Harnmersely 

and Atkinson 1995; Fontana and Frey 1994). Given this, interviews were conducted in a 

friendly and free conversational manner with children's language and their terminology. 

The pilot study also allowed experimentation with tape recording. Both the respondents 

were happy to be recorded and the younger respondent (the 12 year old girl) in fact, 

enjoyed being recorded. Her excitement was quite visible in her expressions and conduct. 

At first, she held the tape recorder in her hand, but after some time she just forgot the 

recording machine and talked freely. Allowing children freedom to operate the tape 

recorder so that they could turn it on or off as they liked was found to be very rewarding. It 

not only gave an edge to their will to co-operate but also helped in setting up instant 

rapport with the researcher by increasing the level of mutual trust. The tape recorder 

vouchsafed the quality of the data which depend on privacy and accuracy for their 

authenticity. This experience encouraged me to use audio tapes in recording the data. 

The pilot interviews underlined several factors. These were ensuring the confidentiality and 

privacy of the interviewee, establishing rapport with children, selecting a suitable site, 

keeping the interview reasonably short, asking short clear and concise questions and 
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providing consistent motivation besides using the tape-recorder. It is also realised that age, 

gender, ethnic background and the appropriate use of tools were essential factors which 

affect research with children. However, the researcher's personal traits and proclivities 

were of paramount importance. The indefatigable curiosity and the roving eye of a 

researcher together with empathy for children are to my mind more important qualifications 

for qualitative research than a plethora of precepts of earlier researchers. Thus, the pilot 

interviews provided the basis through which the subsequent methodology was developed. 

4.6 Sample 

The size of the sample and its selection are important in a qualitative study. A small but 

adequate size of sample has always been suggested for realistic field work in qualitative 

research in order to produce reliable data. Most of the sociological and anthropological 

studies which employ qualitative research methods concentrate on the richness of data 

rather than on the size of sample or on the number of case studies (Hammersley and 

Atkinson, 1995). Patton (1990) has referred to the purposeful selection of the sample for 

obtaining high quality case descriptions. According to him 'information rich' cases should be 

selected as a sample for qualitative research. On the subject of case studies in qualitative 

research, lennifer argued that 'case materials can not only present the subjective meanings 

of the subjects, but can also give holistic accounts of events or life-patterns which show 

social supports and constraints' (1988: 6). In view of the research problem taken up which 

requires recording children's subjective experiences, the sample size would have to be 

limited and manageable. For example, Hughes' (1989) ethnographic study of the step-family 

was undertaken with only five case studies in order to produce rich data linked to the 

development of theoretical models. 
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On the basis of these prerequisites for qualitative research and of my own experience with 

the pilot interviews in one family, I decided to concentrate on detail rather than on the 

quantity of data by working with a small number of children. During the pilot interviews, I 

calculated that at least three weeks were necessary for the study of each family. The time 

factor was also an important consideration for sticking on a small sample size. After 

deciding a small sample size for the study I was interested in exploring the most suitable 

age-group of children for this study. Although Solberg (1990) has strongly argued that age 

should be ignored in drawing children's perspectives on their work, I decided to include 

. boys and girls between 10 to 15 years. This is because of two main reasons. Firstly, it is 

suggested that children of this age group are the most potential source of infonnation. 

Amato and Ochiltree (1987), for example, found that the data available from children aged 

between 8 - 9 is relatively less qualitative than that of the children aged between 15 - 16. 

Oakley and others (1995) also argue that younger children (Le., 5-8 years) will rarely give 

reliable data for the purpose of research, and this is also supported by McGurk and Glachan 

(1988) in their study of children's conversation with adults. They found that young children 

took longer to respond to sensitive issues, moreover sometimes they take the perceptions 

of adults (especially their parents) into account on such matters. Secondly, the existing 

studies found that children of the age-group of 10-15 contribute substantially to 

housework. For example, White and Brinkerhoff (1981) find that 'by the age of 9 or 10 

well over 90 per cent are involved in regular chores'; Zill and Peterson's (1982) study 

found that in the sample of children of 7-11 years, children of 9-11 years are especially 

marked for undertaking maximum household activities. While I was not disputing the fact 

that children of younger age group may produce reliable data (which is demonstrated in the 

research undertaken by Corsaro et al (1986) and Mayall (1996) and may contribute to 

housework, I decided to study children of age-group 10 -15 in order to steer clear of the 
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practical difficulties in understanding the younger group and to maximise the data on 

children's experience of work. 

Once I decided the small size of sample from a particular age-group, the question of 

selecting the sample was crucial for me. I decided to select the sample through a snowball 

sampling. This is because snowball sampling procedure was suggested as the most suitable 

procedure for small-scale qualitative research, where no adequate sample frame is readily 

available. This approach, according to Burgess, 'involves using a small group of informants 

who are asked to put the researcher in touch with their friends who are subsequently 

interviewed, then asking them about their friends and interviewing them until a chain of 

informants has been selected' (1990: 55). I found this method of sampling most suitable to 

my present study because a adequate frame of sampling was not available. This snowball 

sampling procedure also suited this study as I was concerned with only a specific type of 

families that is families of Indian descent who run corner shops in Coventry and Lucknow. 

Because of the specific characteristics of the sample, this sampling procedure was found 

most suitable for the study. 

Having made these decisions, I approached about fifteen families in both Coventry and 

Lucknow who were running their own corner shops/newsagent shops by taking 

introductory note from one family to other. Since corner shops/newsagent shops owners of 

Indian origin were tend to know about each other it was easier to me approach 15 families 

in both Coventry and Lucknow. Out of these 15 families I selected only ten families in both 

the places because I found 21 children in ten Indian families in Coventry and 20 children in 

ten families in Lucknow which were serving the purpose of the study. Out of 21 children in 

Coventry there were 12 girls and 9 boys and out of 20 children in Lucknow there were 12 

girls and 8 boys. 
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4.7 Methods Of Data Collection 

In qualitative research with children researchers have used various techniques for data 

collection. These techniques are in-depth interviews, participant and non-participant 

observation and the use of children's drawings and written material. Children's drawings, 

written material and stories are used as methods of data collection in qualitative research 

particularly with younger children, where they provide a more effective method for self

expression (e.g. Wilkinson 1988; Ennew, 1994). For instance, James (1993) in her 

anthropological study uses the paintings of 4 and 5 year old children to explore children's 

understandings of the family. Similarly, O'Brien et al (1996) have also used children's 

drawings and stories to understand tlie construction of family and kinship relations. 

However, interviewing as a tool is widely accepted for qualitative research with children in 

middle and late childhood. To understand children's lives and their 'limited social 

experience' in-depth interviews are the most favoured technique within the new sociology 

of childhood (James et al 1998). In-depth interviewing itself recognises children as persons 

in their own right. As persons their competency has been displayed through their active 

participation in qualitative interviews (Siegert, 1986). Use of children's subjective 

explanations of various issues in sociological analysis has changed the direction of the 

debate. Children's competency in conversation with adults provided an opportunity to 

challenge the long standing concept of 'dependency' in childhood (Morrow 1992). 

Children's competency in explaining their experiences not only provide strong evidence for 

proving their agency but also show their ability in self-expression. Thus, interviewing 

children provides an appropriate vehicle for gaining access to their experiences and 

understanding of their social worlds. 
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Another reason for considering qualitative interviews as a tool for data collection was the 

nature of my study. The main purpose of this study was to explore children's accounts of 

their daily lives in the family and therefore participant observation was difficult, given that 

children do housework at unfixed hours. It was not possible for me to stay on for long with 

them. The access to and adjustment with family settings for long periods was also 

practically very difficult. Therefore, appropriateness of interview method and considering 

the demands of the present study, I decided to use focused and in-depth interviews. For 

this purpose I used an interview guide, which was carefully prepared by me. It covered all 

the pertinent topics of inquiry related to the research issue. The topics included were 

children's extent and nature of domestic work, its meaning and significance, age and gender 

of children and their domestic work and their contribution to shop-work besides the socio

personal profile of the respondents (see Appendix J). 

The information obtained by one child was used in interviewing the other child. This 

technique not only helped me to dr~w rich information from children, but also gave me a 

chance to familiarise myself with the children, so facilitating a purposeful conversation. 

May (1993) is also of the opinion that the collection of information with the help of 

unstructured interview provides qualitative depth in the research process. Unstructured 

interviews in an informal atmosphere also allowed the children to raise issues important to 

them in the ways that they wanted. 

The interviews with children were conducted on an individual basis. The pilot study 

established that the family could provide more information through individual interviews 

than group interviews. Group interviews are suggested as a useful technique mostly in 

school settings where a number of children are available at one place, but in family settings 

where they are fewer in number, I found individual interview to be a more useful device for 
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collecting data. 

Interview Strategies: 

Children had to be approached with extreme caution and consideration. To gain their 

confidence, the interview technique had to be modified and refined from time to time. 

Peering into their home life, having an intimate glimpse of their worlds of work and their 

interactions with parents, called for sensitivity and care. Following Butler and Williamson's 

(1994) advice the intention was to allow the children a degree of choice in where to be 

interviewed, how to be interviewed, when to be interviewed and whether they wished to be 

recorded. On occasion, the strategies of interview had to be changed. Sometimes parental 

proximity was helpful while at other times it was a serious stumbling block to frank and 

spontaneous conversation. In those situations where parents were past masters in 

contriving situations, engineering facts and even conniving with children they had to be 

kept away discreetly. In some cases, the muzzled information on housework could only be 

frankly discussed in the absence of parents. Ferreting out details that could be dependable, 

therefore, warranted extreme care and caution and devising of indirect ways to merit 

examination .. 

To create such a situation where children could reveal their real experiences often became 

the crux of the. practical problems for me. One can think that either children are quite 

closely related to their parents or they have very little connection with them. But in my 

experience the truth lies in between these two extremes. It would be simplistic to hold that 

all people are transparent and their motives are self-evident. Parents' stress on strict 

discipline and on the total subservience of their children on the pretext of the best interest 

of the child savours, at times, of exploitation and the abuse of autocratic power. The 

ambivalent nature of parents, therefore, requires that they should not be taken for granted. 
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The series of interviews conducted have borne out this fact, for even a slight scratching of 

the surface of their inter-communication has divulged alarming incidents of shrewd patterns 

of coercion and masterly machinations. The sweep of children's experience in relation to 

their domestic work was simply astonishing. With the odds of theoretical bias and family 

circumstances stacked against them, getting down to their personal experience has been a 

very trying and difficult job. The unknown and the unsuspected has often appeared in 

staggering steps. Even the thumbnail sketch of an idea or event by children had much to 

reveal about their reaction to relationships and their attitude to work. This could be 

expected only in an atmosphere of free give and take with no hangovers of any sorts. 

I had never thought that the researcher's gender in researching children would appear in the 

way it did during my encounter with children. I found that parents who were apprehensive 

that their children may not inadvertently reveal their business or home secrets became more 

trusting when my wife accompanied me. Her presence served as a sort of assurance and 

parents who otherwise were in the habit of dropping in during sessions felt much relieved 

by enquiring from her how it was progressing. I also found that some girls were withdrawn, 

reticent and shy at times in my presence. Even after my best efforts to pursued them to 

speak their responses were often monosyllabic. My own gender was the chief handicap in 

communication and made me a de trop to children. I therefore enlisted the help of my wife 

since she had experience of working with children. The girls always thawed with the 

appearance of one of their own sex, opened up and became more vocal. The role of gender 

in researching the children dawned upon me in a memorable way. She was instrumental not 

only in gaining access to children but also in making the communication meaningful. 

Lastly I took precautions that my adult perception may not distort the interpretation and 

significance of children's version. For this I resorted to the practice of putting their views 
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to the next child interviewed for confIrmation or otherwise of the meaning. Ennew and 

Morrow's (1994) advice 'if you don't know what a child is trying to depict ask another 

child!' validates the strategy I evolved to get one child's version interpreted by another, 

whenever possible. All of these steps were taken, of course, in addition to my attempt to 

sound minimally adult and to maximise children's participation through the entire period of 

interaction. 

Transcription Of Interviews 

Since the study allowed children to use their own language, the interviews recorded in 

Coventry were mostly in English. However, children often used specifIc terms which 

originated from their native language (Le. Punjabi, Gujrati and Hindi). Due to the familiarity 

with these words I did not fInd any problem in understanding their versions. All interviews 

were tape recorded and therefore needed to be transcribed. I was very careful in 

transcribing these interviews to avoid any possibility of alteration of their meanings and 

therefore I used their words as they were said. In Lucknow the situation was different 

because children were using the Hindi language. All interviews were tape recorded and then 

carefully translated and transcribed in to English language. Maximum precautions were 

taken for maintaining the authenticity of the data. 

4.8 Some Ethical Considerations 

Although the professional bodies (e.g. British Sociological Association and Association of 

Social Anthropologists) have formulated a general codes of conduct on ethics in social 

research, there are no dedicated ethical codes for researching children. However, recent 

childhood research and agencies concerned with children's rights (e.g. National Children's 

Bureau) have initiated discussions on the ethical issues involved. The theoretical and 
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empirical studies have raised, and subsequently tried to resolve, many issues in researching 

children. Fine and Sandstorm's (1988) 'Knowing Children' and Alderson's (1995) 

'Listening to Children' raises some ethical concerns pertinent to this research. Some of the 

psychologists and medical researchers have also contributed in this discussion. 

A key ethical issue involved in childhood research is linked to children'~ current social 

status, particularly in the industrialised world (lames et al, 1998). Some child researchers 

(Morrow and Richards 1996; Lansdown 1994) observe that the current social image of 

children has a direct bearing on childhood research. They believe that the socially 

constructed vulnerability and powerlessness of children in the modern world legitimises 

parents plea to protect their children. The protective, and sometimes over-protective, 

relationship lessens children's participation in the research process too. Butler and 

Williamson (1994) are of the opinion that gatekeepers become barriers to children's 

participation. So, the children's vulnerable and weak social status creates a situation which 

is very peculiar, particularly for research. In a situation where a researcher holds a child 

development perspective, there is less possibility of complications. In this situation both the 

gatekeepers' and researchers' adult-centric views coalesce and for this reasons access 

becomes relatively easier. However, there is a possibility that children's views do not come 

out freely in this situation. On the other hand, when a researcher holds a child-centred 

perspective in which slbe wants to use children's views and life-experiences, access to 

children becomes more complicated. In this situation the imbalance in power and status 

between the child and the adult becomes more apparent. This situation has been described 

by Morrow and Richards as, 'the biggest challenge' (1996:98). As suggested by Thomas 

and O'Kane (1998) this challenge could be to 'redress the power imbalance between child 

participant and adult researcher, in order to enable children to participate on their own 
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terms' (1998:337). 

Noting the challenge of the power relationship between the adult and the child in the 

process of research, some authors have suggested three main areas where a careful 

consideration of research ethics is required (e.g. Fine and Sandstrom, 1988; Morrow and 

Richards, 1996; Thomas and 0' Kane, 1998). These areas are informed consent, 

confidentiality and protection. On the basis of recently laid down guidelines and 

suggestions in the literature on childhood research, and my own practical experience of 

interviewing children for the pilot study. I resolved these ethical issues in my field work for 

the present study. The following section will discuss my efforts in this regard. 

Informed Consent 

It is ethically very important for a researcher to have the child's consent before getting 

involved in the research process. Where research subjects are children, gaining consent can 

be difficult and complex. This is the case because children's world of understanding 

normally differs from that of adults. The difference between the two makes gaining the 

child's trust difficult and without trust in the research relationship a researcher cannot gain 

the child's consent. Therefore, gaining the trust of the child is one of the fundamental 

requirements of research. Butler and Williamson's (1994) study explains the difficulties in 

gaining this trust. They suggest that research on sensitive and controversial issues with 

children demands special care in handling. By providing relevant and necessary information 

with adequate assurance of protection a researcher can earn the trust of children that could 

be helpful in gaining their consent. 

The consent gaining process is complex in child research as it involves two stages. In 

family circumstances, Mahon and others (1996) make it clear that initially the researcher 
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has to take the parents formal permission to talk to their children. The children's consent is 

to be taken independently. It might simultaneously happen that children mayor may not 

agree to an interview. While in educational settings (e.g. school) the gate-keepers are 

teachers, head teachers and/or other school authorities, and a researcher has to take formal 

permission of them, it has been noted by Mauthner (1997) that getting access to children in 

the family is more complicated than in the school. In both settings the researcher is 

supposed to explain his/her purpose and the objective of the study to adults before gaining 

the children's consent. After gaining adults consent, children's consent is then to be 

established. In this way the whole process becomes complex. 

In fact, there are two views about the necessity of the respondent's consent. One view 

holds that gaining the consent of the respondent is relatively important, while another view 

holds the informed consent of the interviewee before the interview to be of foremost 

importance (see e.g. Burgess 1984; 1988, Mahon et al 1996, Hill et al 1996). Fontana and 

Frey (1994), advocate that consent should be received from the respondents after 

explaining carefully and truthfully the objectives and purpose of the research. There is a 

dispute regarding how much a researcher should tell about the object of the study to gain 

the consent of the subjects. On this issue, Morrow and Richards' (1996) suggestion that 

researcher choices are always open in order to respond to a particular situation is very 

relevant. I have used this as a solution to resolve the dilemma and explained the objectives 

of my research to children and their parents. I told them only as much as I felt was 

necessary to gain their consent and trust. 

I have obtained the informed consent of parents as well as children for the interviews, as 

this was necessary for access to the children. Here, my personal (Indian) background was 

very helpful, since I arranged a formal meeting with parents and introduced myself to the 
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whole family. As regards the research project, I explained to them the aims and scope of 

the interviews with their children. I was very careful about using the negative notion of 

'child labour' as commonly understood while talking about children's 'work' and 

'activities'. Therefore, I deliberately avoided the phrase 'child labour' and used 'child's 

work' or 'child's job' or 'child's activities' during conversations. After providing 

satisfactory information, in the fIrst stage, I asked for formal permission to contact the 

children and afterwards in the following meeting I asked for the children's consent. 

Morrow and Richards (1996) observe that children, sometimes, may want to dissent, but 

because of family obligations, do not feel free to do this. In my research I gave children 

freedom to either decline or postpone the interviews. Mahon et al also pointed out that 

children 'may have regarded the interviewer as an authority figure or succumbed to 

parental pressure to participate in the research process' (1996: 151). So, to avoid unwilling 

or forced participation, I spent considerable time ensuring the children had chosen freely to 

participate. Most of the time, I established their consent in the absence of other family 

members. I was mostly successful in gaining their trust. However, I failed in one case in 

Coventry. It happened in a family where I interviewed a boy and a girl. The boy, of age 12 

consented, but the girl, of age 15, refused to converse with me in the first instance. My 

frequent visits to this family helped me in becoming friendly with the whole family including 

that girl. My wife's knack of striking a chord with children ultimately helped me in 

persuading the girl to be interviewed. This experience made me realise that only when a 

child becomes familiar with a researcher's objective can his/her conversation become more 

fruitful. 

Contrary to this experience, in Lucknow. I found it easy to converse with children because 

of their enthusiasm for a rare opportunity to express their own views to an outsider 
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particularly on family issues. All were quite willing to take part in the discussion and never 

refused to talk. This might have happened because the arrangements were usually made by 

their parents. 

Confidentiality 

Ethics play a significant role in building rapport. In the process of gaining trust a researcher 

has to assure the respondent of the confidentiality of the data. Burgess (1988) very rightly 

raises the question, to what extent do people expose the private aspects of their lives? He 

called it an 'invasion of privacy'. The extent of 'invasion of privacy' is also a matter of 

serious ethical concern while talking to adults, but it becomes more complex in research 

with children. In researching children it becomes a very sensitive issue as it may happen that 

the researcher's invasive questions suffer from the risk of abusing children due to their lack 

of knowledge and/or lack of power of expression. This risk factor is very significant. For 

this purpose, researchers are advised to assure maximum confidentiality and privacy 

regarding the responses, views and beliefs and to the use of pseudonyms (Burgess, 1988). 

To consider the seriousness and sensitivity of this factor, I guaranteed the maximum 

confidentiality of responses and the use pseudonyms to hide children's real identity. In my 

experjence I found that children both in Coventry and in Lucknow were unconcerned about 

confidentiality. It is interesting to note that Lucknow children even questioned the use of 

pseUdonyms. They wanted to be named along with their views. Some of the Coventry 

children also wished the same. But following the ethical guidelines referred to earlier I 

emphasised the importance of not using their real names. About the confidentiality of their 

statements, most of them were bold enough to share their views openly. It may be the case 

that they were getting a rare opportunity to express themselves and took the opportunity 
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eagerly. 

Protection: 

The third and very significant ethical issue for consideration, is children's protection from 

physical, emotional or any other kind of harm during research and afterwards (Fontana and 

Frey, 1995). During the course of investigation, the protection of respondents is the 

responsibility of the researcher. In medical research, the probability of physical harm is 

greater, whilst in researching children about their family, it may happen that the respondent 

may become emotionally hurt by some questions. Therefore, the research ethics lay down 

that a researcher should not ask very direct and hurtful questions to children regarding 

sensitive issues. For example, children in single parent families should be interviewed very 

carefully in respect of their experience with family members. 

Alderson (1995) suggests that research with children should be examined in terms of its 

'impact on children'. According to her, the confidentiality about the research subjects should 

be maintained as much as possible because it may have an impact when the children grow 

up. The disclosure of identity and data may harm these children in the future. Therefore, in 

research with children, these issues should be undertaken very carefully. 

On the basis of suggestions made for the protection of children's interests during the 

research process, I have taken great care and caution in the interview process. I did not ask 

direct questions which could hurt children's feeling on issues such as the division of 

domestic labour; inequality in the distribution of housework and parental pressure for 

housework and shop work. Although I have inquired about these issues during my 

investigation I have protected their emotional feelings on such sensitive issues. 
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Notes 
1 Many Indians who had settled in East Africa (Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in particular) were 
forced to leave these countries during the early 1970s. Britain was a natural choice to settle as many 
held British passports. See Bhachu (1985). 

2 Nesbitt (1990, 1995) traced the early migration of Indians in Coventry. She refers to Peter 
Khalas's (Coventry Reminiscence Theater 1990:59-61) claim that the arrival of the first four 
Indians in Coventry took place in 1935. However, most Indian settlers came to Coventry from the 
1950s onwards. 

3 In official publications entrepreneurs are described as economically active people who are self
employed with employees or small scale business people. See Owen (1995). 
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CHAPTER 5 
The Nature and the Extent of Children's Work in the Family 

5.1 Introduction 

The discussion in earlier chapters makes it clear that for a reconsideration of children's 

work we need to look at two issues: the theoretical conception of 'the child' and the 

definition of 'work'. As far as children's theoretical position is concerned, since children 

have been regarded as 'incompetent' and 'irresponsible', their activities have been seen 

either as a source of their cognitive, emotional, and social development (see Goodnow 

1988) or as a role-rehearsal for future life (White and Brinkerhoff 1981; Thrall 1978). In 

fact, the image of children as incompetent and irresponsible prevents researchers from 

seeing their activities as 'work' involving competent and responsible persons. However, if 

we theoretically accept that children are persons in their own right, the interpretation 

changes. This is exemplified in Morrow's (1992, 1996) study of children's work where ~t is 

theoretically accepted that children are actors in their own right. On the basis of empirical 

evidence, she argues that children contribute to the domestic economy through their 

domestic work, which was earlier unrecognised. As I made it clear in the first chapter, my 

attempt here is to examine children as responsible and competent contributors to the social 

and economic order of the family. Within this theoretical orientation I examine children's 

domestic activities. I have also rejected the conventional definitions under which children's 

domestic activities were not duly recognised as 'work'. In Chapter 3, the critical 

e~arnination of the definition of work led me to adopt an extended definition in which work 

involves the conversion of ideas, material and resources and takes place within social 

relations. In this Chapter, my objective is to analyse children's domestic activities in order 

to understand how far they constitute to 'work' that contributes to the maintenance of the 

domestic work order. 
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It is important to note here that all the families taken for this study run small-scale retail 

businesses (e.g. corner shops, news agents, groceries, etc.). The main features of these 

businesses are that the shops are situated in the precinct of the residence, that shops are 

opened for seven days in a week; that the shops are opened for long hours. These features 

of the shops demand intense involvement of parents (see the detail discussion on corner 

shops and shop-work in chapter 8). Therefore, parents are found permanently engaged in 

the shop work. In these circumstances children are seen as important contributors to the 

domestic work order. They undertake range of household tasks. Besides contributing to 

domestic work they are found assisting their parents in the shop-work too. In order to 

understand the complete picture of children's domestic activities the discussion in the 

following paragraphs is set out in particular context of their family circumstances. 

The Chapter begins by examining the extent and types of children's domestic activities by 

considering those activities done by children within or related to the domestic sphere. It will 

be seen that children's activities can be classified into five different categories: self

provisioning, house-maintenance, kitchen work, caring and miscellaneous activities. The 

examination reveals that children's domestic activities in both Coventry and Lucknow are 

both substantial and vital for the functioning of the family. It will be argued that children's 

self-provisioning activities, which are generally overlooked in the discussion of children's 

housework, are important constituents of domestic labour since they significantly affect 

others, particularly mothers. The Chapter moves on in the second section to examine the 

nature of these activities in the light of the prevailing definition of work. Four main features 

of children's domestic activities are identified: the organised response of labour demand; 

the permanent recurrence of these activities; the management of time and skills involved; 

and its economic value for the family. On the basis of these features the Chapter argues in 
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the last section that children's activities are 'work' and substantially contribute to the 

domestic order. 

SECTION ·1 
The Type And The Extent Of Children's Domestic Activities 

5.2.1 Children's Self·Provisioning Jobs 

The children in both Coventry and Lucknow reported that they carry out a number of tasks 

as part of their routine. Children carry out tasks such as making their own bed, getting 

dressed, tidying up their rooms, washing and ironing the clothes, arranging their school 

bag, laying the table for breakfast and meals for themselves, while caring for siblings, 

tidying up the· whole house, cooking meals for the family and washing dishes. Because 

some of the children's routine tasks primarily serve the purpose of their own provisioning, 

we categorise them as 'self-provisioning' activities. These activities have already been 

identified as involving 'self-care' (Goodnow and Delaney 1989, Brannen 1995) or 'self-

maintenance' (Morrow 1992). However, the analysis of these activities so far has focused 

on children themselves, but not on others. For instance, Goodnow and Delaney (1989) have 

compared children's 'self-care' with their 'family-care' activities and argue that children's 

'self-care' activities are vital for their socialisation. They found that the mothers in the 

study regarded this category of activity as children's work and that mothers supervised 

them where children failed to carry out their self-care. Although Mayall (1996) has touched 

upon the importance of children's self-provisioning activities, particularly in the 

maintenance of health-order in the family, no other author has regarded it as a component 

of the division of domestic labour. 

Interestingly, those activities which children perform for themselves are not generally 

considered as 'work', but they do become 'work' when carried out by mothers. Perhaps 
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this is a consequence of the different contexts under which these activities have been 

performed. When a mother performs 'child-care' it is assumed that she contributes to the 

maintenance of the family, yet when a child undertakes self-provisioning tasks it is 

considered that these are for their own benefit. The question to be asked is: are children's 

self-provisioning activities only useful for themselves? Or do children's self-provisioning 

activities affect other members of the family? Answers to these questions can only be 

ascertained if children's self-provisioning activities are seen in the context of the social 

order of the family. The important point here is that those activities which children perform 

for the provision of their families, are identified as 'family-care' activities and regarded as 

'housework' by some researchers (Goodnow and Delaney 1989, Brannen 1995, Morrow 

1992); while those activities which children perform for their self-provision are left 

unexamined. Thus, to remove this ambiguity in the understanding of children's self-

provisioning activities we need to examine these activities in the context of the family. 

A closer examination of children's accounts in the present study reveals that children's self-

provisioning activities relieve their parents from child-care. By undertaking the 

responsibility of self-provisioning children reduce the burden of housework of parents. For 

instance, Rekha (Lucknow, 13, female) explains: 

Rekha: I have been doing my jobs for the last six or seven years. I do all my jobs by my 
own. Sometimes my mummy helps me in washing my clothes ..... but she never 
makes my bed, tidies up my room or keeps my school uniform. These things 
normally I do because she [mummy] says that everyone should do their own 
work ..... . 

VC: When you were young who was doing these jobs? 

Rekha: When I was young she [mother] was doing all this for me ....•. like washing and 
ironing my school uniform, preparing my school lunch but when I was eight she 
stopped doing these jobs. She asked me to do my own work. And from then I 
started doing my jobs. 

VC: What does your mummy do now? 

Rekha: She does a lot of other jobs. She looks after the whole family. She helps my papa 
[father] in the shop ..•.....• 
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Viv (Coventry, 10, male) says: 

Viv: I normally do all my job ....... (I) tidy-up my room, tidy my clothes, polish my 
shoes, make bed, sometimes clear the mess in my room. 

VC: When did you start doing these jobs? 

Viv: Since seven. 

VC: Who was doing this job before you? 

Vi v: My mum and Roop [sister]. 

VC: Why have they given it to you? 

Vi v: My mum works in the shop and she doesn't get time. She's got too many jobs to 
do ...... and Roop [sister] is busy with her college. Well .... she [Roop] has other 
jobs as welL ... (like) she cooks, cleans, and washes. So I do my jobs. Even 
sometimes I help them [mother and sister] in cleaning. 

Hari (Coventry, 12, male) reports: 

VC: What is your normal routine? 

Hari: ... 1 wake up at about seven and brush my teeth and then go to toilet and get fresh. 
Then I set my school bag and pack my lunch. I have my breakfast and then go to 
school. I come back at nearly half past three and have something to eat. I play 
and watch telly for a while and then stay in the shop. In the evening I study for an 
hour and tidy up my room, and my clothes. I pull up my bed. Sometimes I set the 
table for dinner, wipe up and whatever ...... and then go to bed. That's it. 

VC: What about weekends? 

Hari: Saturdays I get up very late ........ about at ten or so. I do some cleaning and watch 
telly. Put my clothes for washing. Then I have dinner. I play for sometime. 
Sometimes I go to my cousin's house too. In the evening I usually sit in the shop 
and then again watch telly and go to bed ........... Sundays are like Saturdays. I get 
up late. Normally Sundays are very hectic because we have to do hoovering, 
dusting and cleaning of all house. Sometimes we have guests on Sundays. My 
mum does cooking for them. We have to wash clothes and dry them up and iron 
them on Sundays. Sometimes we also go out on Sundays. 

VC: O.k ....... it seems that you do your Jobs. Do you? 

Hari: Yes, I do. 

VC: How long you have been doing these jobs? 

Hari: When I was six. 

VC: Why do you do these jobs? 

Hari: If we don't then who will do it. This is our job. 

VC: Could you tell me an experience when you did not do your work. 

Hari: Usually I do my work but whenever I don't do it then my mum does. My mum 
doesn't like doing it and gets upset. She always says "you are big enough to do 
your work and everyone should do his work". In fact she has so many other jobs 
to do. Look, if she takes care of me then how she'll get time to do other things. 

Like Hari, there are many other children in this study who revealed that when they reached 
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at the age of six or seven they began to undertake responsibility for their own care. In this 

way, children's involvement in self-provisioning activities is a direct transfer of child-care 

from the parent, usually a mother, to a child. By way of transferring child-care in this way 

parents are relieved. There is evidence that parents use the time which they save from child

care to carry out other jobs. For instance, Viv recalled in the above quotation that his 

mother did all his jobs when he was young, but when he took on greater responsibility for 

his own jobs, his mother increased her contribution to the family business. It is clear from 

this perspective that children's involvement in their own self-provisioning, particularly in 

Coventry, provides an opportunity for parents to become more involved in the family 

business, as mothers in particular become available to contribute more labour. This 

therefore suggests that children's self-provisioning activities affect the degree of 

participation of mothers in the labour force. 

Another important feature which we have noticed is that children's self-provisioning 

activities constitute an essential part of the domestic work order. It has been noticed that if 

children fail to perform their self-provisioning according to the family's established 

standards, the domestic work order is disturbed. Children are expected to discharge their 

responsibilities of self-care in a approved manner. For example, Hari's quote illustrates that 

if a child fails to carry out their self-provisioning jobs its impact on parents is considerable. 

In such case, parents (especially mothers) have to step in and save the domestic work order 

from being upset. Like Hari, few other children report that any change in children's self

provisioning activities brings disorder to family arrangements. Normally children have less 

choice in the way they perform self-provisioning activities. In some cases, if they have been 

found to be carrying out a job which is against expected patterns of behaviour parents step 

in to correct them. It is not only a question of how a child behaves, but also how slbe 
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performs their self-provisioning activities. Rekha (Lucknow. 13. female) explains: 

Rekha: My mummy doesn't like me to mess. She wants everything to be in the drawer or 
on the shelf. Whenever I leave the things on bed or on the table she asks me to 
do it as she wants. Sometimes I follow her but sometimes I argue with her that 
this is my table and my room ...... why ain't I allowed to keep my things as I want? 
But mummy says that it doesn't look proper. She always expect me to put them in 
a drawer. Normally I have no other way to put them but have to put them as she 
wants. 

vc: If you fail to do this then what happens? 

Rekha: Then she becomes annoyed. Sometimes she does it for me but warns me for the 
next time. 

Rahul (Lucknow. 14. male) describes how he was strategically involved in self-provisioning 

jobs: 

Rahul: My mummy says that you have to clean your room. "It doesn't matter whether you 
like it or not, cleaning has to be done". 

VC: If you don't do it, then what happens? 

Rahul: Then she tells to my papa [father]. What else then? We have to do all the jobs 
what she wants to be done. 

Ravi (Coventry. 12. male) recounts his experience as follows: 

Ravi: Whenever I put my clothes on the bed my mum shouts at me to put them in the 
wardrobe. She says "don't put clothes everywhere". Sometimes I put them In a 
laundry basket but sometimes I leave them as it is. 

VC: How does your mum react to it? 

Ravi: She never allows me to leave my clothes on the bed. She wants me to do 
everything in order and I have to listen her. I do whatever she wants. I tidy up my 
room, my table, clear the mess in my room, make my bed. 

VC: Do you enjoy the jobs? 

Ravi: Yes I do, but not always. She [mother) always wants the jobs to be done as she 
wants which upsets me. . 

VC: Why? 

Ravi: Because I don't understand it ..... if the room is mine then why aren't I allowed to 
keep it as I want. Why they [parents] interfere in it. It's not fair. 

The above examples clearly show how these children carry out their se1f-provisioning 

activities. They perform their activities in a well-controlled and regulated atmosphere. If 

children do not perform these self-care activities then parents use certain strategies (e.g. 

appreciation. monetary rewards. denial or sanction of privileges) to maintain the established 
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order of caring or provisioning (Gill 1998). The evidence also shows that few children 

object to parent's expectations in this area. For example, both Ravi and Rahul objected to 

their parent's demands to tidy up their rooms since both felt that this was none of their 

parent's concern. Both felt they should be allowed to keep their room as they preferred. 

But the fact is that the standard presumed in 'family-care' is maintained as such for 'self

care' too, irrespective of the agent which could be either parents or children. Children are 

not permitted to allow the family's standards to suffer. Each family saw to it that their 

children not only behaved as expected but that they should also dress according to family 

customs. Thus, self-provisioning activities are fully influenced by family practices and 

performed in accordance with them. Furthermore, it follows that a child has consciously to 

put in mental and physical effort to act according to these expectations. 

What is important to note here is that children's self-provisioning activities, both in 

Coventry and Lucknow, affect not only their lives but also the work order of the family. 

The findings about children's self-provisioning activities are: firstly, children's activities 

related to their self -care are a direct transfer of domestic chores from mothers to children 

on a permanent basis; secondly, it reduces parent's responsibility for child-care; thirdly, it 

frees parents to undertake other jobs (e.g. mothers find more time to work in family 

business); and lastly, these activities are undertaken in a regulated atmosphere and, 

therefore, are not spontaneous activities such as leisure or play. Importantly, the variation 

in social contexts of Indian children in both Coventry and Lucknow does not show any 

significant difference. These fmdings lead us to recognise them as part of the domestic 

work order in general and suggests the need to consider them as children's 'work'. The 

significance of children's self-provisioning activities in terms of their contribution to 

domestic work will be considered in greater detail in the next chapter. 
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5.2.2 Children's House-Maintenance Jobs 

House-maintenance is the most common area in which children in both Coventry and 

Lucknow are found to be greatly involved. Children carry out cleaning, dusting, sweeping, 

mopping, vacuum cleaning and tidying the house as part of their routines. Besides these 

jobs they also help in the laundry, grocery shopping and gardening. Since the purpose of 

these activities is to maintain the house, we can call them 'house-maintenance' jobs. 

Although the study finds that children in both places were involved in house-maintenance 

jobs, the extent of children's involvement significantly varies between Coventry and 

Lucknow. The main reason for the variation is the difference in their socio-economic set-

up. The study found that the demand for labour is greater and the availability of domestic 

appliances is less in Lucknow for maintenance of the house, which amounts to greater 

involvement of Lucknow children in house-maintenance jobs than that of Coventry 

children. For example, the environmental conditions in Lucknow are such that houses 

become dustier than in Coventry. Because of the dust, sweeping and dusting both at sunrise 

and sunset is unavoidable. Domestic technology is not generally affordable and therefore 

the use of a vacuum cleaner is uncommon. All the cleaning jobs are done manually thus 

requiring greater time and energy. Due to the greater demand for labour, some Lucknow 

families employ maid servants to undertake sweeping and mopping. On asking about the 

daily routine, Puja, a 14 year old Lucknow girl reports: 

Puja: Today? Yeah!... I swept the rooms In the morning. Then I made morning tea for 
everybody. After serving tea to mummy and papa I had bath and then I got 
dressed for school. I ate my breakfast and then I went to school. After coming 
back from school I had my meals and came to the shop for some time. Then you 
have arrived. That is it (laugh) ... 

VC: What will you do when I will leave? 

Puja: I have to sweep and dust the room. Then I have to do some work in the kitchen. I 
will do all that jobs till seven (in the evening). From seven to eight I normally 
watch television and then I have to do my school homework. I will take my dinner 
at nine and then again I will watch television for some time or I will study. Then I 
will go to bed. 
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VC: Is this your daily routine? 

Puja: Yes it is. Normally I don't do sweeping in the morning. But from the last two days 
my maid servant is not coming, so I have to do it. But when she will be back I'll 
not do it. I do everything in the evening. 

VC: What about the Sunday? 

Puja: On Sundays I have more jobs to do. I do cleaning, mopping, washing the clothes, 
and cooking the meals. 

VC: How much time do you spend on these jobs on Sundays? 

Puja: More than half day. Usually I will finish the jobs by two o'clock in the afternoon. 
If somebody visits us then it may take longer. 

VC: And what about weekdays? 

Puja: Normally, it takes me about an hour in the morning and about two to three hours 
in the evening. But it's not fixed. Sometimes It takes me less and sometimes 
more. It all depends, if there are many jobs I have to spend more time to wind it 
up. 

Like Puja, Radha (Lucknow, 14, female) reveals the extent of her involvement in house 

maintenance jobs: 

Radha: I do almost the cleaning jobs. 

VC: Like what? 

Radha: Like sweeping, mopping, dusting, tidying up the lounge. 

VC: How much time do you give to these jobs? 

Radha: Everyday I do sweeping and dusting in the evening. It takes me about one and 
half hour to finish this. Then I do a bit of tiding up that takes about half an hour. 

VC: Do you do the same on Sundays? 

Radha: Ohl No Sunday is very hectic for me. Because I have to clean the house both in 
the morning and in the evening. There are always some visitors on Sundays so I 
have to arrange the sitting room nicely and tidy up the whole house as well. All 
this takes my three to four hours. That's really boring. 

Both the above quotes suggest that these girls spend about twenty to twenty five hours per 

week on house-maintenance jobs, whereas in Coventry girls reported spending about ten 

hours per week. The reason why it takes less time for house-maintenance jobs in Coventry 

is that the girls use vacuum cleaners which saves both time and energy. It is also evident 

that Coventry girls do vacuum cleaning only once a week. It is evident in Roop's 

(Coventry, 15, female) statement: 

Roop: Normally I do dusting, tidying up and hoovering. On week days I tidy up the house 
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and do a bit of dusting because I don't get much time. But on weekends I hoover 
the whole house. 

VC: How much time do you give for these jobs? 

Roop: On week days it takes me about an hour to do all the cleaning jobs. But in 
weekends I spend more time on it. For hoovering, dusting and tiding up it takes 
about three hours. 

Furthermore, in Coventry boys were found to be less involved in these jobs in comparison 

to girls and in Lucknow, boy's contribution to jobs like sweeping and mopping was 

negligible; although they did undertake grocery shopping and gardening jobs. This suggests 

a distinctive gender-typing of children's house-maintenance jobs, the implications of which 

are discussed in Chapter 7. 

5.2.3 Children's Kitchen Jobs 

Children, particularly girls, were found to be involved in kitchen work. Both in Coventry 

and Lucknow children reported that they undertook most of the tasks normally carried out 

by their mothers. This included the preparation and cooking of meals, serving food, 

washing-up and managing the left-over food for re-use. All types of kitchen work 

constltute a major portion of the domestic work order in these families. Both mothers and 

girls were found to be sharing kitchen work, although girls in Lucknow normally spend 

more time than those in Coventry. For example, Smriti (Lucknow, 15, female) describes: 

Smriti: I and my mummy cook food for all ......... .1 start processing vegetables for curry at 
six in the evening. Then my mummy makes curry. Later on I make chapatis and 
serve food to everybody. Sometimes I make da' in the evening. I love making it. 

VC: How much time do you spend in cooking? 

Smriti: About two hours everyday. But sometimes it is more when there are some guests 
expected. We have to special dishes. 

However, Leena (Coventry, 13, female) reports: 

Leena: I cook almost every evening. I love making curry and dal. But I hate making rotti 
[chapati]. So my mum makes it. 

VC: How much time do you take in cooking? 

Leena: Just about an hour. 
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VC: Who washes dishes? 

Leena: In the evening I wash dishes but in the morning my mum does. 

VC: How much time it takes in washing up the dishes? 

Leena: About half an hour. 

In the above two quotes, it is evident that girl from Lucknow is spending more time in the 

kitchen than the Coventry girl. There were other similar examples found in both Coventry 

and Lucknow, which suggest that girl's involvement in Lucknow in the kitchen is relatively 

greater than in Coventry. One major reason for this difference is that Coventry families 

utilise modem kitchen appliances and processed food material more frequently. However, 

families in Lucknow do not use modem domestic appliances such as four burner cookers, 

microwave ovens, grills, electric mixers and grinders or electric toasters. Processed or pre-

prepared food is also not widespread in Lucknow. In such circumstances the processing of 

food material and cooking of meals take more time than in Coventry. Consequently 

children have to put more time in the kitchen. 

It is further noted that there is a difference in the involvement of boys and girls in both 

Coventry and Lucknow, which suggests that gender is an important variable for 

involvement in kitchen work. The children's experience of gender in kitchen work and its 

implications for their childhood will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7. 

5.2.4 Children's Caring Activities 

Unlike house-maintenance and kitchen work, children in Coventry were found to be more 

involved in caring activities when compared to the Lucknow children. Some children still 

care for siblings while some had cared for their siblings when they were young in both 

Coventry and Lucknow. There is a growing literature which identifies children's 
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contribution to caring work in families in Britain and studies have found that children 

perform a range of jobs caring for siblings (Gullestad 1988, Kosonen 1996, Morrow 1994, 

Tatum and Tucker 1998), or for ill or disabled parents (Segel and Simkins 1993, Aldridge 

and Becker 1993). Consistent with the findings of existing studies, this study also finds that 

a majority of children, particularly girls, contributed to caring jobs in ways similar to 

parents. On recalling their experience of caring for siblings, Coventry girls reported that 

they routinely undertook jobs like dressing, feeding, changing nappies and taking or 

fetching toddlers from nurseries. Sometimes they took their sick siblings to surgeries to see 

their family doctor. On asking when they usually looked after their siblings, the children 

reported that they looked after brothers and sisters during school holidays, after nursery or 

school and in the evenings. For example, Rita, a 15 year old Coventry girl revealed her 

experience of caring for her seven year old sister: 

VC: Who used to look after your sister when she was little? 

Rita: Me and my mum. 

VC: What were you doing for her? 

Rita: I was doing almost everything for her. 

VC: Why were only you doing everything for her? 

Rita: No ..... no I don't mean that only I was doing everything for her. Actually my mum 
was looking after her in the moming when I was in the school. But when I used to 
come back my mum had to work in the shop, so I used to do almost everything 
for Sonia [sister] like my mum ...... I was feeding her, changing nappies, sterilising 
bottles ....... and yeahl Sometimes when she used to cry I had to do all efforts to 
make her happy. Sometimes her cry made me mad, but I had no option but to 
look after her ........ I was busy mostly with her. 

VC: Do you still look after her? 

Rita: Well, she is seven now so I'm not doing the same jobs for her. But still I do some 
of her work like ironing her clothes, giving her dinner and fetching her to school. 

Pummy (Coventry, 13, female) also reported that her day starts and ends with caring for 

her two sisters and brother, aged eight, six and two and half years respectively. Their family 

runs a grocery shop with an off-license which remains open from 8.00 am to 10.00 pm. She 

describes her routine as: 
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Pummy:1 get up with the cry of my brother in the morning. He wakes up at about six and 
starts crying. I've to give him milk to stop him crying. Then I brush and get fresh. 
Then I make tea and wake my sisters up and ask them to get ready. I prepare 
something to eat for them and fetch them to school at about half eight. I come 
back at half three along with them from school. 

vc: Then what do you do? 

Pummy:1 have my meal and serve to my sisters too ........... Then I come to shop and stay 
for some time. In the evening I help my mum in the kitchen and serve food to all. 

VC: How much time do you give to your little brother during your holidays? 

Pummy:ln school holidays I look after him almost all the day to free my mum for doing 
other important jobs that she can't do in our school days. 

Like Rita and Pummy, many other children also reported a significant involvement in caring 

jobs. It is interesting to note that children in Lucknow are not so involved in caring jobs as 

those in Coventry. There appear to be two main reasons for this. Firstly, mothers in 

Coventry have less or no support from their kin group, which leads them to resort to their 

elder children to provide support and caring. Indian families in Coventry are primarily 

constituted by parents and their children, while in Lucknow families tend to consist of three 

generations: grandparents, parents and children. All members live together and share the 

responsibility of caring each other. The second reason is that mothers in Coventry are often 

more active in their family businesses and which results in relatively less time to undertake 

caring jobs. Conversely, a mother's involvement in the family shops in Lucknow is more 

limited. Children's accounts reveal that mothers in these families help their fathers only 

when there is a shortage of labour, such as when a father falls ill a mother steps in and 

looks after the counter. Therefore, it suggests that mothers in Lucknow are more integrated 

into caring work thus freeing children from these jobs. 

5.2.5 Children's Miscellaneous Activities 

Besides the above, the research established that children perfonn a number of work 

activities that also require substantial time, energy and commitment. These activities include 
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entertaining family guests and relatives, shopping for the household, receiving telephone 

calls, posting letters, paying bills, gardening, washing the family car and helping parents in 

the family business. For the purpose of categorisation we can call them miscellaneous jobs. 

Some of these jobs children carry out as part of their daily routine while others are done 

when needed. Although the quantity of these activities varies among children from both 

Coventry and Lucknow, almostall the children who took part in the study were required to 

undertake them. 

SECTION· 11 
The Nature Of Children's Domestic Activities 

After discussing children's involvement in various types of domestic activities, we now 

move on to consider the nature of their involvement in these activities. The children's 

accounts in both Coventry and Lucknow reveal four distinctive features: organised forms of 

activities; those activities that involve children on a permanent basis; those activities that 

require a degree of skills management; and those activities that reproduce the domestic 

economy. These features enable us to recognise children's domestic activities as real 

'work'. 

5.3.1 Children's Activities As An Organised Response To Domestic Labour 

Demand 

The children were asked why they do family work. Their accounts reveal that they 

undertake domestic tasks because they are required to do so. Although sometimes children 

undertake some jobs because they enjoy them, more often than not they carry out jobs in 

response to the needs of the family. Here the example of Rita proves instructive. Rita is a 

15 year old girl from Coventry, whose family runs a busy corner shop and off-license. Her 

family consists of her father who has cardiac trouble, a mother and a younger brother and 
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sister. The mother has to work with the father in the family business all day and has little 

time for domestic work which has been taken over by Rita. Her explanation for undertaking 

the responsibility of domestic tasks is: 

Rita: You know, my dad is not well and he can't do much work in the shop so my mum 
has to help him. And she is busy with the shop. Sanj [younger brother] does some 
of the work but not much. And nobody else is there to do these jobs. So I have to 
do the jobs. 

VC: Does your mum ask you to do the jobs? 

Rita: When I was young she used to ask me but now she doesn't need to ask me 
much. Now I do all the jobs because I understand that I should do. Say ..... we 
have to eat dinner so we have to cook. And when we eat dinner we have to wash 
dishes too. 

Rita's sense of responsibility for the family enables her to justify her involvement and her 

account is a strong indicator of how she responds to the needs of the family. On realising 

the need for labour she carries out household tasks previously undertaken by her mother. 

Nicky (Coventry, 12, female) says: 

Nicky: I do help my mum in the kitchen because nobody else is there to help her. 

VC: Does she ask you to help? 

Nicky: Sometimes she does but sometimes she doesn't. ..... (pause) ... Actually when 
somebody comes to visit us then she asks me to help in the kitchen. 

VC: How do you help her then? 

Nicky: I wash dishes. I set the table and serve the food. 

VC: Do you do other jobs also? 

Nicky: Yes. On weekends I do cleaning and dusting in the morning. 

VC: Why doesn't she [mum] do these jobs? 

Nicky: She has to do other jobs. 

VC: Do you feel that you shouldn't be given these jobs? 

Nicky: Yeahl sometimes I do feel but only when I'm tired or I don't get time for my 
friends. But when I think the importance of these jobs I realise that it is also 
necessary. Then I think that working is not to be ashamed of. Everyone does jobs 
in the family so I do. 

Nicky's awareness about the need and importance of domestic tasks is a good example of 

children's response to the demand of domestic labour. She helps her mother in the kitchen 

not merely because she likes it but also because she feels that her help is required. In her 
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comments she acknowledges that she undertake other housework too because of the 

family's need. A similar pattern is also found in Lucknow, where children carry out 

household tasks by accepting it as the part of their family life. For example, on asking why 

she involves herself in housework, Radha, (Lucknow, 14, female) explains: 

Radha: I do the jobs because I am required to do. 

VC: Why do you feel that you are required to do? 

Radha: It's necessary to do all this and that's why I do. You don't feel good if your house 
is dirty. You clean it because you have to clean it. That's why I do sweeping and 
dusting. It's the same for kitchen work. You don't expect everything from your 
mummy. You have to share the burden of the housework. That's what I think. If 
we won't work there will be mess around, so to avoid this I carry out the 
housework ........ (Laugh) otherwise who likes to do the jobs. If we had options, we 
would have enjoyed them. 

VC: What options you are talking about? 

Radha: I mean if you have maid servant for all the time then why do you do housework by 
your own. You will also prefer everything done by maid and you only enjoy. But 
I'm afraid, we can't. 

Radha's statement also explains that her involvement is also in response to need. There is 

also some evidence of boys also responding to the demands of the family in this way. For 

example, Ratan (Coventry, 13, male) explains why and how he performs his domestic 

responsibilities: 

Ratan: You know our shop was opened last year only. It needs a lot of labour to put in. 
So my mum and dad are busy all the time in it. That's why I take care of myself 
and my sister. 

VC: What do you do for her? 

Ratan: In the morning I make sandwiches for her and I fetch her to school. When I come 
back I look after her studies. 

VC: Do you do anything for your mum and dad also? 

Ratan: Yes I do. I make tea or coffee when they need it. Sometimes I make sandwiches 
especially when my mum doesn't get time to come out of the shop. 

VC: Do you think that your help in the house jobs is necessary? 

Ratan: Yes. I think It is needed. I'm as responsible as my parents really, because it's a 
family, we all have to do the jobs. I'm doing just for my family not for anybody 
else. There are always some jobs to be done, that's why we really do it. I care for 
them and just do it. 

Ratan's family consists of his 'parents and a sister age seven. His experience of household 
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responsibilities clearly reflects the labour demand of the family. As his parents are busy in 

the shop the responsibility of caring for his younger sister is left to him. He not only cares 

for his sister but he was also helping his mother in the kitchen too. Since he is the eldest 

child in his family, it became his responsibility to support his parents. 

The above examples illustrate the domestic activities of children as a purposeful and 

expedient contribution to the requirements of the family order. They act responsibly for the 

family by responding to specific situations as they arise. 

5.3.2 Children's Domestic Activities: A Permanent Feature Of The Domestic Work 
Order 

To explore the frequency of their involvement in domestic work, children were asked how 

often they undertake housework. If children were found to be involved only occasionally in 

domestic tasks, it would be easy to accept the argument that children's help or assistance to 

their parents provides an opportunity for them to learn new roles and skills (Thrall 1978, 

White and Brinkerhoff 1981). However, in this study the children revealed that they 

undertook the responsibility of housework on a permanent basis and their perennial 

involvement in the domestic work order suggest a greater contribution. As described in the 

previous section, children both in Coventry and Lucknow were routinely found in a whole 

range of jobs. These children's accounts suggest that domestic activities become a part of 

their daily life because they are discharging responsibilities from the very young age. For 

Example, Pummy (Coventry, 13, female) recalls her association with housework in the 

following terms: 

Pummy:1 have been responsible for looking after my brother and sisters from the age of 
six. You know, I'm the eldest child in the family and my brother and a sisters are 
younger to me. When they were young I had to do most of their jobs (because) 
my mum and dad were busy with other jobs. Nobody else was there to look after 
them [younger siblings] .......... 1 used to take of them. 
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VC: Do you still look after them? 

Pummy:Now I don't have to do much caring for them. Only my younger brother, who is 
nearly three, needs attention. So I look after him only. 

VC: Then what is your routine now? 

Pummy:Now I spend more time in the kitchen and in cleaning the house. 

VC: Do you do kitchen work and cleaning daily? 

Pummy:1 help in the kitchen everyday, but cleaning and hoovering ..... I do it only on 
weekends. 

Like Pummy, there are many other children in Coventry who reported involvement in 

housework activities for a considerable time. Children's domestic activities are pivotal in 

the domestic work order. The domestic work order is constituted in such a way where 

children's contribution to it becomes essential. This is clear from the statements of Ravi, 

(Coventry, 12, male): 

Ravi: My routine ... ohl it's not exciting. I help my mum and dad, go to school and look 
after the house. 

VC: How do you look after the house? 

Ravi: I tidy up the rooms, I make tea and coffee ...... If they [parents] ask you to do 
something, I mean, .... It's not as you say no to them. You do whatever is needed, 
isn't it.. .. (laughs) ... 

VC: How long have you been doing all this for them? 

Ravi: ......... welll think I'm helping them since I grew up. 

VC: Do you feel that your help makes a big difference in the family? 

Ravi: Yeahll think so, in that sense [working responsibly] I do a lot of jobs, they 
[parents] can't cope without my help .. it's all the family and everyone's job is 
important and so my Uob]. 

Almost similar views have been expressed by children in Lucknow about their domestic 

activities. Puja (Lucknow, 14, female) reveals: 

Puja: Well, the jobs [housework] are must. You can't get rid off them, and if you can't 
then you have to do them daily .... I do jobs not only for me. If it is for me, I would 
have choice. As, what I do Is for the family, I can't leave [the jobs] .... 

VC: So, do you feel that without your work your family can't run? 

Puja: In some way [looking at the demand], yes. If you live in a family you have to do 
something or other and I think (that) all the [house] jobs are important, whether it's 
mine or of others' ..... a family runs like this .. 
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The above views expressed by the children clearly illustrate that their activities are 

permanent. The context of their activities explain their involvement in household activities 

not only in response to the demand for labour but also as a permanent arrangement. 

Wherever they are found to contribute this is usually inevitable. They have taken up the 

responsibility of housework not because th~y wish to but because it is mandatory. The 

extent of the involvement of children in domestic activities may differ between Coventry 

and Lucknow, but the frequency remains similar. The degree of labour demand for 

children's domestic activities may differ in Coventry and Lucknow but their involvement is 

indisputable. This is the point of resemblance which gives force to the claim that children's 

activities are an inevitable and permanent response to the demand for labour. Children's 

positive response to this demand maintains the domestic work order of which both parents 

and children are a part. 

5.3.3 The Management Of Time And Ideas In Children's Domestic Activities 

To explore the nature their domestic activities further, questions were asked about the 

children's control over their domestic activities. Their experiences reveal some intriguing 

facts about their management skills. Although they expressed their indispensability in the 

domestic work order, their experiences inform us how they manage the time and ideas. 

They do not always succumb to the all situations. They do not undertake all the jobs they 

are asked to, but sometimes manipulate the situation to perform these jobs in the way that 

they want to. This is evident in Pummy's case where she has responsibility for caring for 

her younger brother: 

Pummy:He [younger brother] is very demanding. I know what to be given to make him 
happy. Sometimes he really makes me mad but I know how to deal with .... 

VC: Can you describe your experiences? 
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Pummy: ....... (thinking) •.. Ohl Yeah. If we leave him alone [younger brother] he makes a 
mess and we have to clean it up, ..... it's just the way he mess that gets me down. 
You know what I do when I'm busy with other things .... I just switch on the cartoon 
network on telly to keep him busy. That's what I do ............ You know he's mad 
after 'flinstones' and 'scooby doo'. I've got some videos of them. Look when I've 
my things to do and to look after him too then I put on videos. He gets busy with 
them and let me do my work ... otherwise it's hard to work with him really. 

Pummy's ideas of how to look after her brother while working, reflects certain 

management skills and like some of the other children, translates her own ideas into 

practice. Similarly, Rita's (Coventry, 15, female) example of carrying out the kitchen work 

exemplifies the management of time: 

Rita: If I've to go out with my friends I finish the cooking early. 

VC: Are you free to do cook whenever you want? 

Rita: Yes. I'm. It's all up to me.~ .. Sometimes I make sabzi [vegetable curry] in the 
evening and I make rotti [chapatti] at the dinner time when everybody is on the 
table. But that's not fixed. I do it as my convenience. Like if I have to do 
something Important or I've to watch telly I finish the cooking before or leave it for 
later on ........ I prefer to wash dishes in the night but if it's too late or I'm tired I 
leave it for the next morning. 

Rita's description informs us that although she has to work in the kitchen daily she has 

control over the management of time and the menu. Like caring and kitchen work children 

are also found to use their skills in house-maintenance work. For example Rahul (Lucknow, 

14, male) describes: 

Rahul: In the last month we had white wash in our house. I did whatever I could. 

VC: What did you do? 

Rahul: I re-arranged my bed room and the lounge. 

VC: Did anybody tell you how to do it? 

Rahul: No. My parents only ask me to do but the way I wanted to do, I did. Like I was 
planning to change the set up of the lounge for long and I changed it then. 

VC: Are you always free to do the jobs as you want them to? 

Rahul: Most of the time I'm free. Like my papa asked me to pay the electricity bill but it Is 
up to me when I'll pay it. I'm going to pay it tomorrow because today I'm going 
somewhere else. So this is the way I do the house jobs. 

Rahul's use of his management skills are apparent in his description of household activities. 

The above illustrations demonstrate how children use their skills of management of time 
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and ideas in undertaking their domestic activities. The important point to note here is that 

children in Coventry and Lucknow are equally good in using their capabilities in the 

management of domestic activities. The study further finds some interesting examples of 

where children demonstrated that they not only use their skills in doing household jobs but 

also enter into a negotiation process to achieve their intentions. 

5.3.4 Children's Domestic Activities And The Domestic Economy 

The domestic activities of children not only involve management skills but also provide a 

source of conversion of the family's resources too. Children's participation in these 

domestic activities provides an opportunity for the family to substantiate its economy. 

There is some evidence from Coventry where children reported that in the last few years 

their family businesses had expanded and their parents, particularly mothers, involvement in 

the shop became more intense. In other situations children reported that they have 

undertaken household responsibilities in lieu of their mothers from the last few years. 

Looking at these facts, it can be seen that children's household responsibilities have a direct 

link with their mothers increased contribution to the family business. This is evident in 

Rajni's (Coventry, 10, female) case: 

Rajni: My mum and dad do most of the work in the shop. 

VC: Could you please tell me what they do in shop? 

Rajni: They do all the jobs .•••. they serve the counter, bring the stuff from the warehouse. 
They put all the goods in the proper place. 

VC: How Is your business? 

Rajni: It's good. We didn't have off license until last Christmas. In the last Christmas we 
have got off-license to sell spirits. Now our shop is busy. Our shop is extended 
now and we started selling the range of Asian food .... it's like mini-super market. 

VC: Then there must be more demand of work in it. 

Rajni: Yes. There is. But now my mum helps my dad in it.. ... Sometimes my brother 
does some of the jobs. Even I sometimes help them. So it's ok. 
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VC: If your mum works in the shop then how does she manage to do housework? 

Rajni: Now I handle some of the housework ... Like I wash dishes, I make tea and 
sandwiches and set lay the table and yeahl ..... 1 do all the work in my room too. 

VC: How long you have been doing these jobs? 

Rajni: Since I was eight. 

In Rajni's statements, it can be seen that as she took on some of her mother's responsibility 

for housework, her mother was freed from domestic work. Because of her mother's greater 

availability of time and labour, the shop expanded and the famiJy enjoyed greater economic 

returns. Like Rajni, Pummy also recalled looking after her brother instead of sending him to 

a childminder. Her decision to look after him by herself was to some extent motivated by 

the anticipated savings to the family. 

Like Rajni and Pummy there were also other children in Coventry whose domestic activities 

did not expose the full implications of their undertaking of household responsibilities. Their 

explanations show how they release other family members, primarily their mothers, to give 

more time to family business. 

In Lucknow, as noted earlier, the social context is different Coventry. Due to this mothers 

usually do not spend so much time working in the shops compared to housework. 

However, the demand of domestic work is heavier so that many resort to enlisting the help 

of either paid maid-servants or their own children. Certainly the children from Lucknow 

helped their families in this way as in the case of Smiriti (Lucknow, 15, female) example: 

Smiriti: Earlier a maid was doing dish washing. But for the last six months I have been 
dOing it in the evening? 

VC: Why have you started doing it? 

Smiriti: Because my mummy says that I am grown up and I should do it. 

VC: OK. Your are grown up, but if you can afford to have a maid then why do you take 
up these jobs? 
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Smiriti: Well, I have taken this job because my mummy explained me that if we do by our 
own we can save some money, which she says that we can spend on us ... and to 
some extent I do agree with her. 

Smiriti's involvement in extra kitchen work explains that it is a deliberate attempt to save 

money. Through saving the expenditure incurred in hiring a maid, she decided to contribute 

to the domestic economy. The illustrations cited above show that the outcome of these 

activities is accountable in economic terms. This satisfies the definition of work, one of 

whose central ingredients is that its output should be economically meaningful. The intrinsic 

worth of unremunerated activities is utilised by parents and this transfer of transaction does 

not take away or reduce the economic value of children's activities. 

There has been no evidence in our case to show that children either in Coventry or 

Lucknow have ever been paid for domestic work, a finding in-line with those of Brannen 

(1995). However, she does cite the statement of a British father who paid his three 

daughters, admitting that they were 'paid a wage like hired cleaners' (1995:329). In 

Coventry. the children were indirectly responsible for augmenting family income. If Indian 

children" never received payment for housework this can straight-away be explained by 

strong cultural traditions, in which relations and services over-ride the economic 

considerations. Whether the evidence is direct or indirect, children's activities in such 

circumstances provide proof of their contribution to the domestic economy. 

SECTION· III 
Discussion and Conclusion 

One of the basic premises of the present study is that children's contribution to domestic 

work has until recently been neglected due to a lack of empirical evidence. The major 

reason for this neglect, as outlined in Chapter 3, is the limited definition of work. Whether 

children's domestic activities can amount to work can be established only on the 
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resemblance of outstanding features of the activities to the ingredients of work. To examine 

this, the extent and nature of children's domestic activities are explored by taking evidence 

from Coventry and Lucknow. The children in this study provide strong evidence of 

substantial involvement in domestic work. The amount of their domestic activities and its 

nature suggests their contribution is not less important, if not equal than that of their 

parents in the division of domestic labour. 

Morrow (1996) has remarked that the notion of work changes from person to person but 

this needs to be questioned. For example, what is work for a mother when she dresses her 

children does not remain so when children dress themselves. I started with a further 

examination of this point empirically. Self-provisioning activities display that the work of 

child-care is a case of direct transfer from mother to children. The transfer of work from 

mother to child is an interesting transaction for analysis. Outwardly there are three distinct 

stages which start with 'help', then pass on to 'sharing' and ultimately culminate in the 

replacement of adult's work. Some research has taken note of the fact that mothers seek 

children's help but the implication of this request for help has not been probed. I have 

found in this study that mothers do not ask for help until they are sure that the children are 

able to give it. Not only mothers but even children do not come forward for help until they 

feel their work is of desirable standard. The transaction even at the initial stage is a two 

way affair. It relies upon acceptance of children's capacity in the context. What is called 

sharing is a step further than help because it amounts to independently taking over part of, 

or partial replacement of the work of the adult. The complete transfer of mother's work, 

for example child caring and kitchen related work, is solid proof of total conviction of the 

capacity of the transferee that is children. The three stages from help to replacement 

therefore display an increasing degree of realisation in the capacity of children to work in 
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the family. This picture contradicts the earlier idea of children's incompetence as workers. 

It is interesting to note here that the children's self-provisioning activities are not a case of 

the simple transfer of work as it demands a continuation of the standard. When mothers 

find children's work falling below the standard they readily step in and make up the 

deficiency. The retention of the same quality of work by children is an indication of their 

exertion both at the mental and physical level which constitutes an important ingredient of 

work. This analysis clearly shows that children's activities of these kinds are fully on a par 

with mother's child care work and that they constitute a solid contribution to the domestic 

work order. 

As regards children's involvement in housework Gill (1998) has argued that parents adopt 

different strategies like appreciation, reward and punishment in assigning work. The 

evidences in this study demonstrate a different strategy based on children's ability to work. 

The family set-up is found to have a hierarchy and an organised domestic work order 

consisting of simple and complex activities forming part of a set pattern. Children's 

activities are performed under these specific well laid out conditions. The developmental 

view has seen children's performance of household work as their 'styles of learning' which 

are integral to 'pattern of socialisation' (Goodnow, 1988). The findings in this study 

contradict this view and prove that these activities are not mere 'learning' but are an 

organised response to specific demands of the domestic work order of the family. These 

activities are not only useful for the doer but equally useful for other members of the family. 

These activities are found to be affecting mothers in particular. Mother's participation in 

family businesses is affected by children's undertaking <:>f self provisioning and household 

responsibilities. This feature of activities satisfy the ingredient of work (in the extended 
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definition). 

It has been found in this study that children's routine domestic activities are a permanent 

feature of the domestic work order. These activities involve the achieved and inherent skills 

of children. When mother takes care of little children the skill is presumed and when this 

task is transferred to young children for their siblings the same presumption of skill is 

continued. This fact patently contradicts the view that children's domestic activities are 

only learning because learning is a period of acquiring skills. The adherence to time adds to 

the importance of these activities. The willing responsiveness of children covers both 

permanent and temporary activities. It has also been noted that the nature of temporary 

activity does not mean that it is in any way less demanding in respect of skill. The gravity of 

the family demand in both is matched by the responsiveness of the child who is expected to 

rise up to the occasion. The general ethos of work found in the families is redolent of the 

mandatory atmosphere of these activities. In the pattern of distribution of work every 

member has to work strictly according to the set pattern. Just like adults, children pull their 

full weight wherever they have to perform an activity. Brannen (1995) has found that 

children have a better scope for voluntary participation in tasks of family care than in self

care work. This study also finds that sometimes children undertake unassigned housework 

too, which suggests that there is a scope for children to participate voluntarily in household 

jobs. 

Morrow (1996) has called for an analysis of children's economic activities within the home 

in order to reconsider the domestic division of labour. In this study children's domestic 

activities have been discussed to fmd out how, if at all, they are related to the domestic 

economy. It has been found that not only do children offer help or share in domestic 
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activities but that they also replace adults completely, so enabling the adults (mothers) to 

work in their family business which in turn results in higher economic returns. The intrinsic 

value of children adopting activities from their mothers is clearly cashed in by the spared 

member of the family. Their contribution to the reproduction of the domestic economy 

therefore stands out and cannot be played down by anyone. It is always forthcoming. This 

feature of children's activities is in conformity with the ingredient of work which is 

understood to have a return in terms of economic value. The question whether it is direct 

or indirect is immaterial. 

Despite slight differences in the extent of activities, or the time consumed in them, in 

Coventry and Lucknow it may be noted that there is largely no discrepancy in the typology 

of work for children in the two places. Only in some of the specific context of work, for 

example where the use of a vacuum cleaner or the availability of certain cooking 

equipment, it is different. This is also the case with the nature of these activities too. 

Finally, this chapter has conclusively argued that the domestic activities of children are not 

less than 'work'. according to the accepted definition of work. These activities also 

substantially contribute to the domestic economy. 
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CHAPTER 6 
The Meaning And Significance Of Children's Domestic Work 

6.1 Introduction 

It has been argued· in the previous chapter that children's domestic activities need serious 

consideration as work, especially given that they are not only significantly involved in them, 

but their activities have social and economical influence on the family. Children have been 

found to contribute to domestic work and are not simply objects who create work for 

others or who themselves are products of adults' reproductive domestic labour. One view 

is that children's work is a consequence of parents' strategies to involve them (Gill 1998) 

and the other view is that it is an instrument of their development (White and Brinkerhoff 

1981). Both the views are an outside imposition on the status of children's work. The 

argument developed in this study is, however, different. It is argued that children are not 

just a cog in the machine, but when placed in the family their work is socially meaningful in 

its own terms. It seems, therefore, vital that children's experiences and reactions to their 

domestic work be considered seriously. The key questions of this chapter, therefore, are: 

how do children experience their work and what meaning do they assign to it; and how is 

their work significant for themselves as well as for the whole family? On grounds of 

children's agency, it will be explored whether children turn out to be social actors who 

contribute to the construction of their childhood as well as to the maintenance of the family 

through their involvement in domestic work. 

It is children's experience of various routine household activities which justify them as their 

contribution to domestic work. Children articulate social meanings to their activities. The 

experience children have of various types of domestic work is a potent factor in influencing 

them while attributing the meaning it has for them. Children's experience of activities 
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involves their contextual complexities and their own predilections. All of these protean but 

potential factors play a paramount role in the transaction which forms an area of great 

interest during examination. The meanings of domestic work for children include the 

conditions which prompt them to work and the reasons for their justification. In this light, 

the first section of this chapter addresses specifically the desirability and utility of children's 

work, the qualitative features of children's work are on the same lines as that of adults and 

children's concern for the family as a source of their involvement. The meanings derived 

from cultural forces are subsequently addressed in order to get a complete picture of the 

meanings of children's domestic work. 

The overarching question to be answered in the second section is what significance do the 

meanings, which children ascribed to their domestic work, have and for whom? Two 

directions of inquiry are taken up: domestic work as an index of their responsibility and as a 

medium of their autonomy. In the last section I discuss how far children's domestic work is 

found to affect their childhood and the social order of the family. The main argument of this 

chapter is that domestic work paves the way for responsibility and autonomy which again 

help them to realise their distinct position in the family. Domestic work helps to redefine 

their childhood in a different way to whatever has been said about them so far. The 

domestic work is also seen as an instrument of children for structuring and re-structuring 

family life. 

SECTION -I 
The Meanings Of Children's Domestic Work: Children'S Perspectives 

Our discussion in the previous chapter clearly establishes the fact that children's domestic 

activities are an organised response to the demand for labour. It is also illustrated that they 
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are aware of their work-role. The moment when they begin to give importance to their 

activities particularly for the family, the activities become socially meaningful. Their 

involvement in various stages of the domestic work order makes them important members 

of the family. Their varied experience in these stages provides a base for constructing the 

meanings of various types of work. The way they construct these meanings depends on 

how they respond to the various work situations that arise. The factors that influence them 

are both internal and external. The primary factor is internal as their experience and 

reactions are ab initio subjective. The other factor which is external includes several causal 

conditions which either prompt or impede the reactions. These could be enumerated, in 

short, as the family's social order, its organised work pattern, and the child's subordinate 

position in the hierarchical order of the family. 

6.2.1 "Who else will do housework if we don't" : The Desirability Of Children's 
Work 

Consistent with Seymour's (1988) findings, children in both Coventry and Lucknow 

reported that they undertake different types of jobs as responsible members of co-operative 

and interdependent households. Their work is a desirable act for the maintenance of the 

family. This is tangibly explained by Roop (Coventry, 15, F) in her following conversation: 

Roop: We are working at home because everybody is working at home and if we don't 
work then who will do it? This is our house and we have to do the jobs. I don't 
mind in doing housework ...... I am the eldest In the family and if I help my parents 
with the housework then my sister will follow me. And after all we are working for 
ourselves so, nothing wrong in it. ..... 

VC: So, do you think that you are working at home because everybody is doing so? 

Roop: Yes, of course. In our Asian society we all are working at home and we share our 
responsibility of house work. House work is not only a parents duty. Like making 
our beds and washing and ironing our clothes Is our responsibility. Who else will 
do housework if we don't? Nobody. So, we have to do it all. Like cooking .... We 
have to eat our meals so we have to cook and that's why we cook. 

Roop's statement displays the two very important factors in children's assessments of 

housework: desirability and utility. She recognises her contribution to housework as both 
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necessary and useful for the whole family. For instance, she maintains that both cooking 

and ironing are reproductive work and are obvious. She recognises that home is a place 

where all have to work since every family members' work is necessary for the reproduction 

of the family. This is also strengthened by the nature of its continuity. If she takes over part 

of her parents housework her sister will also get involved. Sanjay (Lucknow, 15, M) 

commented on his contribution: 

Sanjay: I like shopping and that is why I always go to market to buy vegetables and other 
daily items for our home. 

VC: Do you always do the shopping? 

Sanjay: Yes. Most of the time I do it. 

VC: When do you do It? 

Sanjay: Whenever anything Is required in the kitchen or at home, then my mummy asks 
me to go to the shop and buy that. Sometimes when any guests come then my 
mummy also asks me to buy some refreshments or savouries from the nearby 
shops. 

VC: How long have you been doing this type of shopping? 

Sanjay: I think when I was nine or ten I started going to the shop. 

VC: Do you feel that this work Is necessary for the family? 

Sanjay: Yes. The family cannot run without shopping. 

VC: But why do you do it? 

Sanjay: My dad is busy In the shop and my mummy looks after the housework so I have 
to do it. 

Sanjay maintains that for the maintenance of the family shopping cannot be avoided and his 

family needs him to do shopping. It seems that he undertakes mainly those jobs for the 

family that are different to that of Roop above, although both the children undertake these 

jobs in similar ways. The desirability of their work is a common experience of both the 

children. Similarly children who are working as 'carers' for their siblings also emphasise the 

usefulness of caring jobs for the smooth functioning of the family. Rita (Coventry, 15, F) 

who reported her caring jobs (quoted in the previous chapter) gave the reason for them: 

Rita: I shared my mum's responsibility to look after my sister because there was no 

other option ..... We had to share it, .. when (my) mum had to work in the shop then 

I used to do housework and look after Sonia [younger sister] ........ I remember 
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those days when I was going to our friends house I had to take my sister with me, 

but she [friend] never brought her brother who was also little like Sonia to our 

house. Actually, her grandmother used to look after her brother. But in our family 

we had no support ... .It was all embarrassing for me to take Sonia everywhere, I 

had to. 

The above three quotes illustrate the conditions in which these children contribute to 

domestic work. Roop's house-maintenance activities, Sanjay's participation in outdoor jobs 

and Rita's caring for her younger sister all demonstrate a common feature. All these 

children undertake their respective routine domestic responsibilities because they 

themselves feel that their involvement is/was necessary for the maintenance of the family. 

Apart from routine housework children undertake occasional work too, particularly in 

contingent situations. This occasional work should not, however, be deemed unimportant 

or negligible because of its periodic existence. It is, at least, as significant as routine work 

because it requires considerable understanding from children in response to complex 

situations. Children's accounts show that they are able to assess the full implications of the 

meanings which they themselves assign to the occasional work in contingent/critical 

situations. This is evident in Kiran's (Coventry, 14, F) experiences. She has a small family 

consisting of a younger brother and a sister. She explained that six months back her father 

was hospitalised for two weeks on account of a kidney disorder. Her mother had therefore 

to look after her husband and also the family business. Kiran, as a result, had to do all the 

housework and even missed school to meet the crisis. She explains: 

Kiran: If I had been going to school those days then my Mum would have looked after 
my brother and sister and the house. And in that case she would have to close the 
shop and that was not possible because it is our only source of income. And if our 
income stops then you can't pay bills. 

VC: So, do you think that there was no option? 

Kiran: Yes. Of course. I am the eldest child in the family. I had to run the house and help 
my mum in the situation. It was hard time for all of us and there was no way out. 
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In almost similar circumstances Renu (Lucknow, 15, F) whose father had gone blind a few 

years back explained that she worked at home not only because she wanted to but because 

she recognised its need. She says: 

Renu: I work for the family. I am related to my family and since my family needs [work 
to be done], so I do It. If I work at home than it doesn't mean that I like the work. I 
work because I feel that my work is necessary for the family. 

VC: Don't you feel that you take care of your father and your younger brother because 
you like them? 

Renu: Yes I like them but that's not all. I work for them not just because I like them. It's 
work which has to be done. Without that [housework] we all suffer, so we do it. 

VC: Do you mean that your contribution is the most needed and valuable work in the 
family? 

Renu: Yes. Of course, I do. 

Both situations illustrate the awareness of these girls of their importance to the family 

during period of crisis. Their replies illustrate their awareness of the necessity and utility of 

their work. For them housework is obligatory, which must be done whether they like it or 

not. Besides the crisis situations children were found to be heavily involved in house-

maintenance work in certain occasions. The additional work during festivals represents an 

additional burden on every member in the Indian family, including children. They take up 

the jobs by recognising their need for the family. For instance, Ravi (Coventry, 12, M) says: 

Ravi: I like helping my dad decorating the house. 

VC: How often do you do it? 

Ravi: Not very often. Like last Christmas we changed the wall paper of this room. 
Before that this showcase was in that corner but we have changed its position and 
kept it here. I like organising the room. 

VC: Why did you do it? 

Ravi: If I did not do it then some outsider would have come to help my mum and dad . 
.•.•. .1 also like decorating so I could save unnecessary expenses. 

Similarly Rahul (Lucknow, 14, M) reported his increased house maintenance work during 

festival days: 

VC: When do you do more house work? 

Rahul: Especially during festival days I have to do a lot of work. 
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VC: What do you do then? 

Rahul: As you know before Diwal/ we have to whitewash and paint our house and clean it 
up. So I do it along with my parents and hired labour. I re-organise my whole 
house. 

VC: What are the other festivals when you have to do this much work? 

Rahul: On Holi as well. But on Holi we don't have white wash in the house so we simply 
clean our house as many relatives and friends used to come to our house to greet 
us. 

In both Coventry and Lucknow annual festivals require extra work for house-maintenance 

in the shape of a face-lift. This is a demand of the family to which children react positively. 

The palpable desirability and the deflnite utility of this added work are clear from their 

views. The clarity with which all the above quoted children recognise the importance of 

their work not only underlines their awareness of themselves and their work as crucial to 

the maintenance of the family, but also highlights their ability as active and responsive 

actors. Their contextualisation of the work, which they undertake in crisis situations or 

during festivals, is a strong example of how children give social meanings to their work. It 

is also important to note that children's contextualisation of their work with the needs of 

their families is common in Coventry and Lucknow. This suggests that desirability of 

children's work and children's subsequent response to those needs do not differ with the 

different locations of these Indian families. 

6.2.2 "My work is like their work" : Children's Attempt To Rationalise Their 
Work 

From an outside view it is regarded that children's domestic work resembles an adults 

work, as they copy adults. However, this study flnds that children as rational people have 

an understanding of their contribution to the maintenance of the family. They also have a 

sense of the importance of their contributions vis-a.-vis their parents. This is evident in 

Dinky's (Coventry, 14, F) contribution to her family. She recalled an incident when her 

father visited her grandfather in India for flve weeks during the previous year. Her mother 
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had to look after the family business in her father's absence and she had to look after all the 

domestic responsibilities, which meant she had to miss her studies for few days. She not 

only managed the housework but also contributed to the family business with the help of 

her mother. When asked how she felt about her housework, Dinky said: 

Dinky: I worked hard at that time. It was a very busy time for all of us. My mum was 
working at the shop and I was looking after the house which was quite heavy. I 
was making breakfast, preparing meals, washing dishes and hoovering. And 
yeahl I was cleaning the house. 

VC: But people say that children can't work like parents. What do you think about it? 

Dinky: No. If they say so, they are wrong. I don't agree with this view. It is wrong to 
underestimate us .•... See I did all the work which my mum normally did. Even 
now I am working as much as my parents. I am sure that my work is like their 
work. 

VC: How do your parents look at your contributions? 

Dinky: My mum and dad both appreciate it. 

VC: How? 

Dinky: They are happy to see me do all the work. Sometimes they praise me. 

It may be noted that it is not only Dinky who thinks that her work is as good as her parents, 

they also acknowledge this to be so. Their positive reaction adds to the significance of the 

meaning Dinky attaches to her work. Dinky's statement also underlines that the importance 

attached to their work is not only periodic but a routine feature of family life. The most 

important aspect in Dinky's statement is that she rationalises her contribution with her 

parents contribution. Similar views of rationalisation of their work is evident in Rita's 

(Coventry, 15, F) statements: 

VC: Don't you think that it's easy for your mum to cook food? 

Rita: No no .. it's not so. She takes the same time what I take. 

VC: May be she is cooking meals for ages, so she cooks better than you. 

Rita: No I don't agree with you. I believe that I do the same work that my mum does 
and we both have to spend the same energy and time in cooking food. 

VC: Except cooking what are the other works that you and your mum both do? 

Rita: We wash dishes, tidy up the rooms, clean and hoover and dusting. 

VC: Does your mum do any of this work quicker than you? 
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Rita: No I don't think so. I am as quick as my mum ...... Since I have been doing all this 
for the last couple of years It has come second nature and now I can do these 
more quickly and expertly. 

Both, the way these children argue the qualitative importance of their work and the 

evidence about the quantity of their work in their statements, suggest that whatever their 

position in the power relationship with their parents the value of their work is seen to be 

similar to their parents work. Lucknow' children reported similar views. For example, Sehar 

(Lucknow, 13, F) believes that her work is no less important than that of her mother. 

VC: Do you think that you can do all the work that your parents usually do at home? 

Saher: Yes. Why not? I can do everything. Some of them I do daily. 

VC: Have you ever felt that your work is in any way inferior to your parents? 

Saher: No. no no .... Never. Yes sometimes my mummy cooks food better than me but It 
doesn't mean that what I cook is inferior to my mummy's. I do cleaning and 
sometimes my mummy does. Both are equally good so in what respect is my 
work less than my mummy [work]. 

VC: Has anybody ever said that your work is not up to the mark? 

Saher: It may not be up to the mark sometimes, but only when I am not in a mood for 
some reason. But normally it is not so. It does not mean that my work is not as 
valuable as that of my parents. Basically we both work for the each other, so It 
[my work] has same value what their's [parents] work has. 

Neither is the child a scaled-down version of the adult, nor hislher work a scaled-down 

version of the adult's work, as is often argued. The evidence here shows that the children's 

work appears to be of equal value to that of their parents. Those exceptional circumstances 

in which it has been found to be below par are quite usual in the ordinary run of the 

domestic work. It only goes to strengthen the veracity of children's statements in general. 

6.2.3 Children's Concern or Social Relationships And Their Work 

In recounting their experience of domestic work children reveal several aspects of their 

capacities and competencies. An interesting and so far undisclosed aspect is seen in 

Pummy's case in Coventry which reveals her acute sensibility and daring in the event of 

crisis/emergency. Pummy's parents strictly follow the Indian tradition of taking their 
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children with them in social gatherings such as marriages and birthday parties. Child care is, 

therefore, not a normal issue except in the case of her parents' illness when Pummy has to 

manage it. Explaining how Pummy (Coventry, 13, F) does it she says: 

Pummy: (after thinking) .•. Oh. Yeahll can tell you an event. Last year my sister had 
chicken pox and didn't go to school for about fifteen days. On those days I was 
taking care of my younger brother as he was too little. My sister wasn't allowed to 
go around and she was at home. 

VC: Why did she have to stay at home? 

Pummy: Since she had chicken pox she could not go to school or out of the house as it 
was infectious. 

VC: How did you manage it then? 

Pummy: I had looked after her and others too. That was terribly difficult for me. I didn't go 
to my school for a week. I was looking after the kitchen and both (my) sister and 
brother. 

VC: Ok. Did you have no fear of infection? 

Pummy: I didn't care since I had to ....... I cared for her because I love her. 

VC: OK. Don't you feel over burdened at such a time? 

Pummy: Yes. I do. Sometime when I missed my school... ... But not always. 

VC: What are the other occasions when you missed your school? 

Pummy: I had to miss my school only when I felt that I had to take care of the sick and 
help my parents. For example my dad fell ill, my mother had to take over extra 
work in the shop and I had to do cooking and cleaning. 

Pummy's description brings out the limits of her concern for the family as well as the 

degree of her contribution to meet the crisis. Facing illness involves a premium on her duty 

to care followed by her love for her sister and mother. This order of expression is indicative 

of almost an adult-like sensibility and devotion. Missing school for caring purposes 

buttresses the argument. The following illustration gives another picture of children's 

serious concern for the maintenance of social relationship, particularly in caring work. Jyoti 

(Lucknow, 10, F) expresses: 

Jyoti: I like my dadl [Grandmother] and baba [Grandfather] too much but I didn't like 
their work. 

VC: What work? 

Jyoti: Giving medicine, taking them to the toilet when they are Ill, taking them out for a 
walk. I liked serving tea or whatever. I liked talking with them and I was talking too 
much. But I don't like to take them for an evening walk. 
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VC: Why didn't you like his evening walk? 

Jyoti: Because that was my play time and he wanted to go out and walk around. 

VC: How often were you taking him out for a walk? 

Jyoti: Sometime I was taking him out or sometimes my sister took him out. 

VC: Did you enjoy your grandparents' stay with you? 

Jyoti: Yes, we enjoyed it. 

VC: But you have said that you didn't like his evening walk. 

Jyoti: ...... Yeahl I didn't like his walk but I liked them very much. That's why I took him 
for a walk. 

The concern that Jyoti expresses for her grandparents has many interesting strands. She is 

prepared to take care of them, even escorting them to the toilet. This manifests a more 

serious concern than serving tea. However, her outspokenness makes her concede that she 

did not like taking her grandfather out for a walk in the evening because of its conflict with 

her play time. What deserves credit in this situation is that though she is hardly 10 she can 

overcome her desire to play when the social relationship in the family require her services 

for her grandfather. 

Children's concern for social relationship in the family in both Coventry and Lucknow gets 

reflected in their contributions to domestic work. This can be gathered from their alacrity to 

act, degree of exertion and perseverance in performance despite handicaps -- all of which 

show their work almost as significant as that of adults though it may not sound so in all 

terms. Despite the difference in cultural conditions in Coventry and Lucknow, there is little 

difference in children's reactions and meanings which they assign to working as carers. 

6.2.4 The Cultural Meanings Of Domestic Work 

Children are found to articulate the meanings of their work in cultural terms too. The 

specific cultural values of these Indian families have direct bearings on children's 
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understanding of their domestic work responsibilities. Children maintain their family norms 

through domestic work. The cultural traditions of India permeates the Indian families so 

deeply that it sets the norms for the domestic work in a number of different situations. For 

example, the tradition of hospitality is derived from the Indian culture and its classical 

literature which speaks not only of great respect for mother and father (in the saying 'matra 

devo bhav' and 'pitra devo bhav') but also of treating guests like Gods Catithi devo 

bhav'). The hospitality, which includes greeting, seating and serving guests, reflects the 

family'S prestige and status. As Seymour (1988) observed, Indian children normally carry 

out these tasks with full sense of responsibility to maintain their family's socio-cultural 

prestige. 

The feature of extended family among Indians is attributable to this phenomenon. The 

close-knit relationship which extends beyond a family is both the cause and effect of the 

continuance of this feature 'of these families. Just as Indian families do not allow their 

children to let the side down, and see to it that they keep up their prestige in the 

community, so they also ensure a careful compliance with a family's traditional values and 

norms. How children react and give meaning to this special type of work emerged as an 

interesting dimension to the research. 

Smiriti (Lucknow, 15, F) provides an illustration: 

Smiriti: ...... Once I was listening to music in my room when I heard my mummy. She was 
calling me to come downstairs. When I asked why 1 had to come down she said, 
"Look your Buaji [father's sister] has come", Then 1 went down and saw my Buaji 
in the sitting room. I sat with her for some time. Then my mummy asked me to 
bring something for her to drink. 1 called her in and then asked "why don't you?" 
Then she said ul am with Buaji". Then I went to the kitchen and served her tea. 
After some time she left and then 1 came back to my room ........... I didn't like 
being disturbed but 1 had to. 

VC: But why? 

Smiriti: Because if I wouldn't have come down and made tea for her then it would have 
sullied my mummy's name. 
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VC: How? 

Smiriti: They might think that my parents have not taught me good manners. That's why I 
have to do this work. 

VC: But your maid servant can serve tea or whatever? Why had you to serve? 

Smiriti: No, in my family if close relatives come then we serve food or tea to them. Maid 
servants can help us in making tea all right, but we are supposed to serve it 
ourselves. It doesn't look nice that we ask our servants to serve drinks to our 
guests especially relatives. 

VC: So what do you feel about this? 

Smiriti: ..... ( smiles) ... Ohll don't want to be disturbed but In these circumstances what 
can we do except to do it? We can't escape it. We have to do this work. It doesn't 
matter whether we like it or not. 

This illustration shows a degree of ambivalence. Smiriti understands the gravity of this 

special domestic work as is clear from her knowledge of family traditions. Failure to meet 

the general expectation of the family in cultural terms and not doing a task like this can cast 

a slur upon the family. The meaning which she ascribes to this specific work includes an 

understanding of its delicacy as well as its utility for herself as much as for the family. Her 

work meets two simultaneous demands: the first is the maintenance of the household and 

the second is the maintenance of cultural traditions. 

What obtains in Coventry families can be gathered from the version of Rita (Coventry, 15, 

F) which displays that though she herself likes English food she has to learn how to prepare 

Indian food because of the cultural requirements that demand an Indian girl to conduct 

herself in appropriate ways: 

Rita: I cook all Indian and English food. My mum and dad prefer to take Indian food but 
we prefer English. 

VC: What do you cook for your Indian meal? 

Rita: Curry, rice, chapati and all that. 

VC: Why do you cook Indian food when you prefer English? 

Rita: I cook Indian food because everyone else likes it. My mum tells me that I will be 
required to cook Indian food when I go to my in-laws? That's why I give more time 
to it. 

VC: How do you take It? 

Rita: I don't mind cooking Indian food, but I don't agree with my mum. I like to cook 
Indian dishes because most of my family take it at least once a day ..... To some 
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extent our food is our identity. You know many white people like Indian food. 
They come to our shop or to Indian restaurants just because of Indian dishes. I 
think every Indian should know how to cook Indian food. This will definitely bring a 
distinct identity to our families. 

VC: How do you feel that it will bring a distinct Identity to you or your family? 

Rita: Because we are Indians and most of the Indian people in Britain still prefer taking 
Indian food. And we eat Indian dishes we keep ourselves as Indians. 

VC: How long have you been cooking Indian food? 

Rita: Since I was 11 or 12. 

Rita's reaction to her mother's expectations regarding the cooking of Indian dishes 

explicitly tells us why she cooks Indian dishes. The general assumption is that Indian 

children cook Indian dishes because their parents want them to grow up as Indians, and 

while that is true in Rita's parents case too her comments present a different picture. Her 

explanation for cooking Indian meals is not a role-rehearsal or socialisation into cultural 

traditions. It is also about keeping the family's cultural values intact. 

Apart from some similarities among children in Coventry and Lucknow, differences in 

exercising agency, to gain independence, between Coventry and Lucknow children has 

been noted. The children of Coventry are able to exercise more independence than those at 

Lucknow. Probably this is on account of the interaction with British social conditions 

through education and life-style. This is evident from the conversation with Gur 

(Coventry, 14, F): 

Gur: I receive family guests when my parents are at home. I also offer them a seat, tea 
and snacks. 

VC: What happens when your parents are not at home? 

Gur: Normally I don't want to entertain guests of my parents in their absence. 

VC: Don't they ask you to entertain them when they are not at home? 

Gur: Yes. They did say so. Earlier I was taking care of guests but now I don't. I feel 
bored. They are not of my age. I have already told my mum that I won't sit with 
them whom I don't like. 

VC: What have your parents said then to you? 

Gur: She felt bad but she doesn't force me. 
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Rita's and Gur's comments show that the influence of Indian cultural tradition in these 

Coventry children has not entirely faded out. There is a degree of resistance and 

independence between the two sets of children. Those in Lucknow quietly give in to the 

traditional norms while this is not so with the children in Coventry. 

Children's view of the extra amount of domestic work in terms of entertaining guests, as 

noted above, is coloured by its cultural meaning. Children tailor their domestic work to suit 

this meaning. They institutionalise the cultural values through this work. 

SECTION· 11 
The Significance Of Children's Domestic Work 

As socially active people, children rationalise about what they do and also about what 

others in the family do. It is fairly clear by now that their domestic work is not a leisure 

time activity, but it is an organised response to labour demands of the family. Thus, their 

understanding about the needs of the family provides a basis for their contribution. They try 

to see sense in everything around them and do not go on household errands for fun. They 

do most of the work at home either because they feel it is necessary and useful or because 

they are asked to do it. Having established these points, I intend to examine the 

implications of their work for themselves in the following paragraphs. This attempt will 

highlight the significance of children's domestic work. 

6.3.1 Children's Domestic Work As An Index Of Responsibility 

If we were to sketch out how domestic work is assigned, it would be apparent that it is 

broadly divisible into the categories of pre-assigned, assigned, and unassigned work. The 

pre-assigned work (which we have earlier noted as routine work) is an acknowledgement 

of the child's competency and the unassigned is a challenge to both their sense of 
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responsibility and competence. Help in the kitchen belongs to the first category and the 

entertainment of expected guests in the presence of parents falls under the second. 

However, if guests drop in without notice in the absence of parents the case would be an 

example of unassigned work. Arrival of guests in the presence of parents is comparatively 

an easier situation because parents are available to provide instructions and guidance. In the 

latter case, however, the challenge to their sense of responsibility and competence is more 

demanding. The element of responsibility is to be found inherent in all conditions of 

domestic work starting from the pre-assigned to the unassigned in growing degrees. 

Children in both Coventry and Lucknow are found expressing their responsible behaviour 

in all such situations. They have fully met the challenge to their developing sense of 

actorship through their sense of responsibility. 

Nicky, a Coventry girl of 12, has two brothers, one younger and the other older than her. 

Because of some family problems her parents moved from Birmingham to Coventry about a 

year before our conversation. According to Nicky they are working hard to establish their 

new business and Nicky frees her mother from caring for her four year old brother so that 

she can concentrate on the shop. During the conversation Nicky reported that she 

undertakes the responsibility of looking after her brother, which includes partly assigned 

and partly unassigned work. She reported an incident of her unassigned work: 

Nicky: Yesterday Avl fell down when he was playing. He hit himself and his knee was 
cut. There was blood coming. I took him inside and wiped the knee with the 
tissue. When it was dry I put some cream and a plaster on it. When my mum 
came back then I told her about the accident. 

VC: What did she say? 

Nicky: She said "It's all righr. 

VC: Why did you do it? 

Nicky: Nobody was there and I was the eldest there. He was crying very badly and I 
couldn't wait for my mum. That's why. 
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Leena (Coventry, 13, F) discloses the unassigned jobs which she undertook: 

Leena: Last week my dad and mum had gone to the warehouse and me and my brother 
were at the shop. Then I saw my masi [mother's sister] with my cousins who 
came from Nottingham to visit us. I took them inside and offered drinks. My 
brother looked after the shop and I was sitting with them. After a while they left. 

VC: Then what happened? 

Leena: When my parents came back I told them who had come and what I did. They 
said O.k. 

VC: Do you always entertain guests? 

Leena: Yes. I normally entertain them but if there is nobody at home then I feel I must do 
it. ..... Normally. if any relative comes to our house then we are supposed to offer 
tea or drinks and sit with them. 

In both Nicky's and Leena's description the parents were absent and the children's 

competency and potential for responsibility were called into play. Both instances show that 

children's sense of responsibility appears equal to any adult members' of the family during a 

contingent situation. Their resolve and readiness to respond to the situation are matched by 

their competence to pick up the pieces as well as adult members. It may also be noted that 

by responsibly handling the situation they have performed two tasks at once. They have not 

only taken care of a member of the household but also made a tangible contribution to the 

maintenance of the family. This pattern of children's responsible behaviour is found 

common in both Coventry and Lucknow. 

6.3.2 Domestic Work As An Instrument For Gaining Autonomy 

Before staking out how children use their domestic work for gaining autonomy it will be 

imperative for us to know what its essential ingredients are. An autonomous action 

according to Dworkin (1989) and Bension (1991) is one which is done according to the 

free-will and the result of his/her own motive. It is not only regulated by himlher but is 

critically appraised too, and is redolent of responsibility. It is in this light that children's 

domestic work will be examined. 
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The autonomy of children is measurable in terms of the degree of independence. To assess 

what kind of independence exists and how it is achieved it is necessary to examine what 

domestic work children want to do; when they want to do it; and how they want to do it. 

This examination will exhibit the range of their agency as well as demonstrate what 

opportunity they get for the expression of their agency. Vijay (Lucknow, 15, M) reports: 

Vijay: I don't wash dishes. I also don't wash my clothes. 

VC: Then who does it? 

Vijay: My mummy and my sister do it. 

VC: Why don't you do It? 

Vijay: Because I do all the outdoor jobs for the house. 

VC: Has nobody asked you to do your own jobs at home? 

Vijay: Yes sometimes my mummy asks me to do it but I convince her as I undertake all 
the outdoor jobs for the house and also sit in the shop. . 

VC: Which outdoor jobs do you do? 

Vijay: I buy vegetables daily from the market... And I do all the other jobs like paying 
electricity bill, fetching a gas cylinder and doing the shopping. 

VC: So, Is it because of the outdoor jobs that you do no housework? 

Vijay: Yes. Of course. Since I am doing all that (the outdoor jobs) so my mummy and 
sisters should do the housework. 

VC: Do you get anything In return for your work? 

Vijay: Not exactly ....... 

VC: Do you get permission to go out whenever you want to? 

Vijay: Yes. Sometimes. Like last Sunday I did the shopping for my house and for the 
shop. I also sat In the shop for three hours. By the evening I was really tired and 
bored. I wanted to change so I asked mummy to allow me to visit my friends. She 
allowed me and I spent two hours with them. 

It may be noted that Vijay does outdoor work which is of his choice and also earns time in 

the company of his friends by undertaking most of his father's jobs in the family. It can be 

suggested that children like Vijay get freedom from housework whether partial or complete 

or gain time for leisure only after they discharge their work responsibilities. In another 

example Rita (Coventry, 15, F) says: 

Rita: Normally I cook in the evening but on Tuesdays and Sundays my favourite soaps 
come on telly from seven In the evening. I don't want to miss them so I have 
already told my mum that I won't work at that time. 
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VC: Then who cooks meals on Tuesdays and Sundays? 

Rita: Yeah, sometimes my mum cooks and I do my part before seven. 

VC: Does your mum allow you? 

Rita: Yes. Since I normally prepare meals before seven and that's what she expects. 

VC: Do you have the same freedom for other jobs too? 

Rita: It depends. Most of the time she allows me. She sometimes says that this should 
be done just now or at a particular time. Sometimes I do it as she wants but 
sometimes I convince her to do it later on or do it before. Actually as long as I do 
my jobs responsibility she allows me. What she expect Is [that] the work should 
be done properly. That I normally do. 

According to Rita her contribution as carer is appreciated by her parents and now in the 

above statements she illustrated how she exercises a degree of choice in the kitchen work. 

It is the fact that Rita has worked satisfactorily, both in terms of quality and the quantity of 

her work, which has resulted in her having freedom to do her chores when she wants to and 

the opportunity to negotiate this. It is to be noted that Rita in contrast to Vijay has 

succeeded in gaining freedom "most of the time". This is a positive gain over the last 

example. In another example Raju (Coventry, 14, M) describes how he could trade off the 

extra labour of car washing for the freedom to play cricket: 

Raju: On the last Saturday he [father] wanted me to stay at home to attend the shop 
and help my mum in cleaning the house. He wanted to take his car for a wash. 
On that day my cricket match was fixed and I had to go to play at ten. 

VC: Then what happened? Could you play cricket? 

Raju: Yes. I thought I should wash the car and also help mum in cleaning the house 
early In the morning so I did it. And then asked dad to let me go. 

VC: Were you allowed? 

Raju: Yes ... he was happy and let me go for the whole day. I came back in the evening. 

VC: Do you do it often? 

Raju: Yes, whenever I wish to have my way I take part of dad's or mum's work. Then 
they easily allow me. 

The case of Dinky (Coventry, 14, F) shows how she manages to have holidays of her 

choice in return for extra domestic work: 

Dinky: Last September my dad had gone to India for five weeks. In those days I worked 

a lot at home and also In the shop. Sometimes I also missed my school. When 
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my dad came back from India I asked him to give me £500 pounds so that I may 

also go for holidays for two weeks to Germany where my masi [mother's sister] 

and cousin lived. At first he was not ready for it. He had spent a lot on the trip. 

When my mum told him how much work I have done when he was away he 

agreed to give it to me after Christmas. I could visit my cousin in Germany. 

The traits common to all the instances are that a certain degree of freedom is achieved only 

on the basis of extra work and children are fully aware of the value of their work which 

they trade off to their advantage. It is not to infer from the above examples that children 

escape from parental control, but this is at least evident that they are engaged in negotiating 

some degree of freedom which helps them to redefine the boundaries of their childhood. 

The examples indicate growing degrees of freedom achieved starting from partial to a 

considerable amount. The path of negotiation shows that the degree to which additional 

work is deemed substantial and qualitatively as good as that of adults, determines the extent 

of autonomy which can be realised by children. 

Deconstructing the children's statements show that the path of negotiation is not straight 

forward but sinuous and attempts to exercise agency often come up against barriers. These 

limitations take the form of established cultural practices or power relationships in the 

hierarchical order in the family. This is particularly the case for children in the Indian 

families who find it hard or sometimes even impossible to cross the limits set by specific 

cultural norms. As Pinky (Lucknow, 14, F) demonstrates: 

Pinky: Yesterday I had to go to my friend's house in the evening. My mummy asked me 
not to go at the time but to sit with my chachi [father's brother's wife] who had 
come with my cousins. My papa and bhaiya [Brother] were in the shop. So I had 
no option but to stay at home and sit with my chachi . 

VC: How did you take your mummy's order? 

Pinky: I didn't like it but what could I do? 
VC: Why did your mother stop you? 

Pinky: My chachi was visiting us. And nobody was there to escort me. 

VC: Why can't you go alone? 
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Pinky: I can go but it was dark and I had to go a long distance to reach my friend's 
house. We are not allowed to go alone after sunset. 

VC: Didn't you go? 

Pinky: I did go with my bhaiya when he came back from the shop. 

The earlier illustration of Smiriti is an example of the limits to the freedom to listen to 

music, when relatives as guests turn up. The above example of Pinky also shows the limits 

imposed by cultural norms. According to Indian cultural traditions adolescent girls are not 

permitted to go out unescorted in the dark. Both the illustrations in this way, demonstrate 

how far cultural norms impede children's freedom. It is clear from both that the scope for 

children's agency is limited by the cultural demands of the family. On comparison with the 

experience of children in Coventry and Lucknow we find that the hold of cultural norms 

has been found to be more rigorous in Lucknow than in Coventry where a parent's position 

as head of the family often prevents children's efforts for freedom, but not for residual 

cultural practices. 

How parents' authority constrains children is self-evident from Ajay's (Coventry, 14, M) 

sore experience in the maintenance of the house. After arranging the lounge along with his 

dad some time back he had the audacity to rearrange some part according to his own 

wishes which was corrected by the father again. He explains: 

Ajay: After working with my dad and arranging the lounge I thought that the [position of 

the] telly and audio system should be changed. That would look better in my view. 

So I did It. When dad return in the evening he re-set both as he wanted. I became 

very upset and cried. He didn't listened to me. 

The limitations set by cultural norms and the power relationships between the adult and the 

child in this way constitute formidable obstacles to achieving freedom. However, despite 

these blocks children do negotiate some degree of consensus with their parents by making 
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strategic use of domestic work. Mayall (1994) also argues that a consensus between 

children and adults is achieved through an 'interactive negotiation' process regarding 

health-maintenance in the family. In our data there is evidence (e.g. the above quoted Rita's 

and Dinky's cases) where children as persons negotiate their domestic work responsibilities 

by exemplary use of the amount of work. The increased domestic work responsibilities of 

children changes the balance of responsibility between parents and children. The change in 

the responsibilities influence the power relationship between parents and children (Brannen 

et al 1994). The relative change in the balance of power results in an increment of relative 

independence and autonomy of children. The limitations in attaining freedom and 

autonomy, however, allow them only to approximate to autonomy and not to achieve it 

totally. 

SECTION. III 
Discussion And Conclusion 

6.4.1 Children's Domestic Work And Their Childhood 

From the very start it has been noticed that children involve themselves in domestic work as 

sensible, sensitive and responsible agents. Children's sharp observations of the functioning 

of their families precede and follow their participation in work. This experience of children 

is an extension and enunciation of Seymour's (1988) observation that children seem to be 

observant of adults behaviour and also appreciate when their help is needed. They not only 

respond to the call for help but eyen offer it unsolicited. This is exemplified in the statement 

of the ten year old Coventry girl who tells her mother to help her father in the shop while 

she cooks. Despite variations in the expression of reactions to a vast variety of tasks in 

variegated family systems children's manifestations of a deep sensitivity and responsiveness 

are found to be constantly present. For example, another ten year old girl in Coventry 

emphasises that she works because she knows its importance. Her interpretation is that 
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housework is essential for every family and everyone should contribute to it. Another 

Coventry girl, aged thirteen, explains that the family can run only with the joint efforts of all 

and says that 'in my family everybody is responsible for some or other work and that's why 

I have to carry out my responsibility'. Children's explanations of this sort explicitly 

demonstrate their sobriety and awareness in terms of how they contextualise their work. 

They have also shown their awareness of the possible implications of this contribution in 

terms of its desirability and utility for themselves as well as for the whole family. 

The data in this study also show that children are acutely conscious of the conditions and 

the context of their work. The rigors and restrictions of the power relationship with their 

parents is well known to them. But according to their age their effort to resist or dissent is 

perceptibly present. The young ones may submit but the elders, as they grow, do make their 

presence felt by raising their voice now and then. The degree may differ: for example 

Coventry children show a greater degree of self assertion than children in Lucknow. It has 

also been noted that children have not only given evidence of what is to be done and when, 

but they are also prepared to do their best. They are ready to face the situation and go into 

it with gusto. If not equipped already they take adequate and prompt action to do so. 

Their actual work displays fully how they have visualised their implications and shows their 

comprehension of evolving situations. Children revealed in the study how, if they did not 

help in the domestic work and relieve their parents, it could amount to a crisis particularly 

in the family's health or economic situations. Each ordeal is a ratification of their resilience. 

They are neither apathetic towards adults nor non-chalant in a novel situation. None 

appears to have let down their ailing parents or other members of the family. Even when 

they are suddenly called to stand in they usually rise to the challenge. Pushed into a family 
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predicament they usually picked up the pieces as ably as other family members. The 

appraisal of their work -- routine or in a crisis -- has never been found wanting in any 

respect. Parents of these children have come forward to accept children's work as full work 

as is evident through the statement of children themselves. Their involvement in domestic 

work has never been found to be blase. 

The manner in which children support their superiors in varying situations can not be 

understood in its true light except when seen through their eyes. Their perspectives show 

their approach to the event and their accounts reveal several aspects of their concerns such 

as attention and application to the work involved, which would not be possible otherwise 

by engaging an outside agency. The incident describing how a very young child takes her 

grandfather to the toilet is a case in point. 

In truth, the children's sense of responsibility, alacrity for action, almost 'adult concern' for 

the upkeep of family norms and traditions have been a stepping stone towards taking 

charge of more compelling but trying assignments. This is clear from the examination of 

assigned and unassigned housework. The greater the challenge the better is found the 

response in terms of responsibility. The case of a Lucknow girl whose father goes blind 

shows how, though young, she and her siblings take over on their own the responsible 

work of the household so that domestic work may not suffer. 

Admitting that responsibility is a nebulous concept with different meanings in different 

contexts, Morrow (1994: 132) has proposed that 'being responsible involves being 

accountable, answerable, capable, competent, dependent, reliable, trustworthy and so on'. 

We have applied the term responsibility to involve these qualities. We have already referred 
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above to the fact that in our data children have won the trust and confidence of elders 

through work in varying situations. What is common to Morrow's study and mine is that 

children have described a range of tasks which they undertook knowing fully their 

responsible nature. In her study only some adults 'appeared to acknowledge' that some 

responsibilities could be passed on to children. In this study we have found that on the basis 

of their performance children have been given responsible positions freely without any hitch 

and hesitation which, is a finding of significance. 

The implications of children's work has been discussed by Solberg (1990). Her study 

reveals that when children work along with their parents they use their work for 

negotiations of age and its meanings. On scanning children's version of their use of 

domestic work, and the meaning they assign to it, it would be apparent that they use 

domestic work strategically to gain their mediate and immediate ends. Domestic work 

provides an opportunity for children, as also suggested by Tatum and Tucker (1998), to 

gain status within the family. With this achieved status, they start negotiating the limits of 

childhood. Solberg suggests that the negotiation process provides an opportunity for 

children to socially 'grow'. Examples in this study show how children act as persons and 

exercise control over the organisation of their own lives. Children make use of their work 

for gaining the bargaining power which they skilfully use in negotiations. It secures them 

more and more responsible tasks and decision making opportunities such as what should be 

done and what should not be done. My argument here is that children not only socially 

'grow' through domestic work, but by the use of successful negotiations they establish 

themselves as persons in their own right. Children's positions as people is seemingly 

equivalent to the position of a worker in the labour market where he or she negotiates the 

value of his or her labour in terms of wages and conditions of work. The illustrations show 
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how they manoeuvre to get free time either in part or, as stated by one interviewee, 'most 

of the time' or to have choice regarding their work. Domestic work becomes an instrument 

of negotiation which secures them more and more responsible tasks and decision making 

opportunities such as what should be done and what should not be done. 

Negotiation becomes a powerful weapon in their hands and is used to define the limits of 

their freedom. How children have used domestic work to translate their independence and 

autonomy in practice has been found as a rewarding experience for children in this study. 

We find that children have seen independence as a function of their domestic work and 

made use of it to their full advantage. It is interesting to note that Coventry children have 

different social conditions from those in Lucknow and thus have greater room for 

independence in domestic work. 

The data in this study shows that children get an opportunity to negotiate independence 

through providing satisfaction both in respect of the quantity and the quality of work. 

However, it does not mean that the achievement of independence is a facile issue. In fact it 

implies resolving the conflict of interests between children and adults. This is resolved only 

when the interests of the two parties coalesce during negotiation. 

One strong factor of successful negotiation that has been noted in our study is extra hard 

work by children especially in the absence of parents. A Coventry girl has stated how she 

worked very hard for five weeks in the absence of her father, which ultimately became a 

good ground for negotiating for future use of leisure. This leads to an inference that the 

more children work the more they have chances to gain independence and widen the limits 
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of their autonomy. This probability of the relation between 'a lot of work' and 'autonomy' 

in the family as suggested by Solberg (1997) is found to be true in this study. 

The above discussion clearly brings out that children's initiative and responsible 

participation in domestic work gives an entirely new image which negates the general 

concept of the child as a completely impassive, week and recipient member of the family 

who is involved in domestic work by adults (e.g. Gill, 1998) for training and development 

purpose (e.g. White and Brinkerhoff, 1981). The picture of the child which emerges during 

the analysis of the data shows that slhe is a conscious, assertive, sensitive and sensible 

agent who takes initiative on hislher own agency. The child's responsible involvement in 

domestic work equips himlher with a persuasive power which secures the desired 

independence in the family settings. This study projects the picture of children shaping their 

own childhood through the expression of their agency which contravenes the conventional 

idea that it is parents as an agent of the adult society who construct the childhood for their 

children. Domestic work becomes a ground for expressing their forte for agency. It is this 

agency, which is palpably present, which helps in shaping their childhood. 

6.4.2 Children's Domestic Work and The Social Order of the Family 

Family is a very significant unit of society'S social order. It includes two phenomenon: 

firstly the existence of a number of persons with interwoven relationships and secondly a 

fixed pattern of work arrangements. The style of work is determined by the ethos of the 

family, which is created either by the hierarchical order or else in consequence of cultural 

obligations, as is specifically the case in Indian families. The distinctive environment of the 

family consists in the filial ties and the evolving family relationships. How children's 

domestic work affects the family relationships can be assessed from some examples in this 
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study. A Lucknow girl not only takes her grandfather on a stroll morning and evening but 

also escorts him to the toilet. This type of work cannot be evaluated without the context 

because it establishes the conventional family relationship between grandfather and 

granddaughter. In the example of the Lucknow girl who took care of her younger brother it 

came to light that she did so because she was the eldest sister in the family. The caring 

work reflects how cultural obligations determine the relationship between the elder sister 

and the siblings in terms of work. Brannen has also noted that in Asian families in Britain 

'seniority is an important criterion for privileged status' (1995:330). We find that in the 

Indian families in both Coventry and Lucknow the eldest girl works almost like the mother 

and the eldest boy like the father in the family. This type of domestic work not only defines 

the relationship in the family but also provides specific status to every child. 

The analysis of children's work also reveals that it is an indispensable part of the family's 

domestic work order. It has become clear from the account of children's experience of 

work, and the meaning it has for them, that everyone in the family has his/her allotted share 

in the broad pattern of work order, but their involvement in it essentially implies their own 

actorship. The pre-assigned, assigned, and unassigned categories are the result of children's 

own image of agency as much as of the parents' system of distribution. Not only that but 

children's bargaining power and negotiative acumen also determine the ultimate form and 

style of the work decided. The growing needs of the child along with new knowledge of 

group-dynamics and personal management and a desire to retain respect for themselves, 

drives parents to accommodate children in re-structuring of the work order of the family. 

This interplay of co-existing forces recasts the pre-set work order of the whole family. So 

far as one member's work relates to the work of another's in a family, children's accepted 

novelties transform the whole family set-up. As such children's domestic work brings about 
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re-structuring of their own as well as others' work. The process continues at times to the 

stage of refIning them too. Children's agency as fully-fledged actors gets a more conducive 

exposure in the case of children in Coventry than their counterparts in Lucknow. This is 

probably due to the different social settings in the two places, but the potential of agency 

does not vary on that account. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Children's Domestic Work: The Subtle Experience Of Gender And Age 

7.1 Introduction 

Once we theoretically accept that childhood is a permanent social structure it becomes 

necessary to consider its inter-relationship 'with other structural categories like class, 

gender and age groups' (Corsaro, 1997:293). Children's experiences of work, examined in 

previous chapters, reveal that gender, age and ethnicity are further structuring factors. It 

was noticed that children in both Coventry and Lucknow experienced 'gender' and 'age' in 

their domestic work. responsibilities. There was no opportunity, however, during this 

discussion to explore the significance of this in more detail. It is the purpose of this 

Chapter, therefore, to consider the relationship between children's work, gender and age in 

more detail. 

The concept of gender allows us to understand women's position in society. Prior to the 

development of a greater focus on gender, for Oakley (1994), both women and children 

were marginalised in sociological research. During the 1970' s and 1980' s feminists raised 

question's about women's role in society by developing the concept of gender as a social 

construction. Although, feminists succeeded in moving women from the margin to the 

centre of sociological writings, the question of children's position continued to be ignored. 

Feminists effort, as Alanen notes, 'has not disrupted the sociological inheritance of 

marginalising children; in discussing gender issues related to children, it has unfortunately. 

remained just as functionalist and adult-centred in its analyses as mainstreamlmalestream 

social science' (1994:34). The concept of gender has not directly been addressed to 

situation of children. Wherever children have figured in gender-related issues they have 

been seen primarily as objects of women's experience (Alanen, 1994). For instance, 
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children were referred to in the process of 'mothering' or 'caring' with emphasis on 

understanding women. Eventually, children were treated as objects with needs, translated 

into demands for care. Alanen (1994) aptly comments that feminist theory has made 

'children into women's "appendices". Therefore, in other words, children were used to 

understand 'gender' rather than 'gender' being a way to further understand the organisation 

of children's worlds. 

The new sociology of childhood raised the 'child's question' particularly in the context of 

gender and generation. Some authors have specifically pointed out the importance of the 

study of 'gender' and 'generation' in children's interaction with adults (Alanen, 1994; 

Mayall, 1998). Mayall (1996) has examined children's experience of gender and generation 

and demonstrates how children are actively involved in negotiating 'gender' and 'age' 

based status in generational relationships in the child-care process. She finds that it is 

children's needs which affect mother's child-care and shapes it as children want. As 

mothers perform child-caring which affects families' social relationships so do children 

affect these relationships through their mother. She also finds that children's experience of 

the child-care provided by parents and other health related issues significantly vary in terms 

of gender. 

Brannen's (1995) study attempts to include gender and the birth-order as factors affecting 

children's participation in housework. Her study of UK-origin and non-UK origin children 

(including children of Asian origin) in Britain, finds that gender and seniority-juniority 

(based on the birth order) among non-UK origin children is expressed in terms of more 

domestic work of girls and eldest children. She observes that 'in practice general norms of 

fairness were circumscribed by more specific guidelines or criteria such as young people's 
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gender, cultural values, age and birth-order' (Brannen, 1995: 326). Brannen's study 

indicates that children's gender interacts with structural factors such as ethnicity and birth 

order in their contribution to domestic work. Consistent with Brannen's findings, 

Nieuwenhuys' study of Indian children in Poomkara (Kerala, India) finds that 'within the 

domestic group hierarchical principles are organised, more or less strictly, on the basis of 

gender and seniority, with very young children and girls at the bottom and adult males at 

the top' (1994:199). These fmdings highlight the importance of children's experience of 

gender and age in its cultural context. The studies of Logan (1988) and Nesbitt (1993) on 

Hindu children in Britain have also found that gender is an important variable in the 

experience of socio-cultural and religious practices among Indian children. 

Looking at the importance of experience of 'gender' and 'age' for Indian children, this 

Chapter examines how and in what ways gender, age and their interplay organise children's 

work. To do so, this Chapter firstly, explores how gender and age define and determine 

domestic work patterns. This is also tend to enquire that do children experience domestic 

work as an instrument in the construction and re-construction of gender and age? Do 

children regard gender and age as constraints in their domestic work which are 

insurmountable? Lastly, does children's experience of gender and age illustrate their agency 

in any way? Section one deals with these inquiries in relation to 'gender', whereas the 

second section deals with 'age', 

SECTION· I 
Children's experience of gender in their domestic work 

The division of domestic work between men and women has been a long-standing feminist 

concern (Dex, 1985), Literature on the division of domestic work emphasises an unequal 

share of work between women and men; women undertake the major portion of housework 
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even when they work in full time employment (Berk, 1985; Coverman 1983; Geerken and 

Gove 1983; Gershuny et al 1986; Robinson 1980). Gender in this context has been 

addressed in two ways. One way regards gender as a cause of the social reproduction of 

inequality. It sees women's work, mainly domestic work, as unwaged work which is not on 

a par with men's productive and waged work. This lowers women's position in comparison 

to men's. The alternative conceptualisation attributes woman's lower social position to 

patriarchal society which leads to devaluation of domestic work. It emphasises caring, 

cooking and house maintenance as an integral part of women's identity. Women's activities 

of this type, therefore, lose their social and economic significance. However, both the 

approaches argue that 'gender' is essential in the organisation of domestic work. It is 

gender which plays an important role in the distribution of household tasks and the time 

spent on it (e.g. Berk & Berk 1978; Oakley 1974; Berk 1985; Delphy and Leonard 1992). 

Authors have defined domestic work as 'gender-segregated' and 'gender-neutral' (Gregson 

and Lowe, 1993). 'Gender-segregated' work is explained as 'feminine' and 'masculine'. 

Caring and cooking are generally associated with femininity (Poole and Issacs, 1997; FUrst, 

1997), while outdoor housework such as paying bills and repair and maintenance work is 

associated with masculinity. 'Gender-neutral' work is explained as work equally performed 

by both the genders. These gender-typed categories of housework are formulated on the 

basis of empirical evidence. 

On the basis of empirical evidence some authors have also identified separate categories of 

domestic work for children on the basis of gender ( Goodnow, 1988; Manke et al, 1994; 

White and Brinkerhoff, 1981). They find a similar trend existing in the case of children as in 

the case of husbands and wives. For example, girl's domestic work is found to be closer to 

their mother'S in terms of its extent and nature, while boy's domestic work is found closer 
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to their father's (Solberg, 1990). Authors attempted to list boy's and girl's domestic work 

and see a child's gender as an underlying condition for the variation of domestic work 

among children (Brannen 1995; Solberg 1990; Goodnow 1988; Manke et al 1994; White 

and Brinkerhoff 1981). Their major argument is that boy's and girl's gender-based 

domestic work is aimed at gender-role socialisation. 

However, studies focusing on gender-role socialisation fail to examine the interaction of 

children with gender in their performance of various household tasks. This is clear from 

Oakley's study (1996) of young people's attitude in Britain. In her study, she compares the 

1994 British Social Attitudes Survey with Fumham and Gunter's (1985) (Quoted in Oakley 

1996) survey of young people and finds that there is an increase in young people's share in 

feminine and masculine household tasks over the last ten years. She notes that tasks, 

especially like cooking, washing dishes, and ironing, are commonly shared between boys 

and girls. The change in young people's perception and practice of stereotyped gender

based housework is different from that of adults (Oakley, 1996). Young people are more 

inclined to share domestic work than adults. Interestingly. Morrow's (1996) study also 

brings out the fact that children complain about adult's gendered expectations of domestic 

work. These findings show that the adult's gender-based division of domestic work cannot 

be generalised to young people's experience and practices. If young people are found to 

have established new practices that contrast with parents, it becomes all the more essential 

to explore how this comes about. It is also important to note that the new sociology of 

childhood suggests that gender and generation alone cannot explain children's lives; it is 

their interaction that can explain children's lives in a fuller sense (Alanen 1994, Mayall 

1996). Accordingly, children's experience of gender, generation and their interaction in 

domestic work are explored in the following paragraphs. 
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7.2.1 The Gender Based Pattern Of Children's Domestic Work 

Consistent with the earlier studies on children's domestic work, the research here also fmds 

that girls do more housework than boys in both Lucknow and Coventry. With the 

exception of one girl in Coventry, all the girls reported a greater involvement than their 

brothers in the performance of housework. Girls not only undertake more household tasks 

but they· spent more time on them than their brothers. Their housework mainly includes 

cooking, caring and house-maintenance jobs. The variation in the extent of girl's and boy's 

contributions to domestic work is apparent in Rita's (Coventry, 15, F) statement, where she 

reported that she spent 20 to 23 hours per week doing domestic work; almost double that 

of her brother younger by only one year: 

Rita: Sanj doesn't do much ..•. He does little ..... (he) tidies up his room only and 
sometimes hoovers the lounge. Sometimes he fetches my younger sister from 
school. That's it. .... His work is less than half of mine. 

VC: How much time he spends every day for housework? 

Rita: ... About an hour. 

VC: What about yours? 

Rita: Must be double of him. 

VC: How? 

Rita: Because he doesn't do cooking. He very rarely looks after my sister. I have to do 
cooking. It takes about an hour. I mop and clean the toilet that he doesn't do. Like 
hoovering the lounge and sitting room is my job. He never does it. I have also got 
to look after my sister, but he never does it. So, my jobs are more than him. 

VC: Why doesn't he cook, clean the toilet and hoover or look after your sister like 
you? 

Rita: He is a boy. Even sometimes my mum asks him to do but he never gives any 
ear. Actually he never listens to anybody and also nobody forces him to do. 

VC: Are you forced to do housework by anyone? 

Rita: No not exactly. But my mum always tells me to cook and keep the house tidy, 
because it's must for girls in our families. That's the way our families works. 

In a separate interview Sanj, 14-year old younger brother of Rita, confirms that his share of 

housework to be less than his sister's: 

. Sanj: I don't do cooking. Yes I make tea whenever I want it, but most of the time Rita 
makes it or my mum ... 
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VC: What else do you do? 

Sanj: A bit of cleaning. Tidy up my room. That's it. 

VC: Who does the rest of the housework? 

Sanj: Rita or my mum. 

VC: Do they ever ask you to share? 

Sanj: Mostly they don't ....... but whenever I like I do. 

Vinni (Coventry, 15, F) explains how she has taken over her mother's household tasks. 

Vinni's family runs a very busy corner shop with a off-license to sell spirits. Previously her 

family's shop was only a small grocery store but two years ago they expanded into a larger 

store, selling a range of goods, especially Asian food. According to Vinni her mother and 

father both work in the shop and are extremely busy. Vinni reported that her mother's 

involvement in the shop has resulted in an increase in her involvement in housework. 

Because of her mother's increased involvement in the shop she has partly taken up her 

mother's pervious housework responsibilities. She explains: 

Vinni: My mum depends on me because I have taken over her housework. She thinks 
that I can do all jobs but my brother can't. She always made me feel responsible 
and that's why I took over the housework. She says, "he [Hari] is careless .. (and) 
you can do it better" (than him). 

VC: What did your dad feel about it? 

Vinni: My dad also used to tell me that you are the girl of the house and you should do 
this and that. I got really desperate. Sometimes I felt like running away for a bit. 
After some time I realised that it was all right.. .. (and) I get on with my housework. 

VC: Does your younger brother do the same? 

Vinni: He does but not much. He sometimes helps me in tidying up. He does a little bit. 

VC: Who does the most of the jobs in your family? 

Vinni: Of course me. (and) also my mum. But my dad doesn't do much. Hari also, 
doesn't do much. 

VC: Why is your share more than that of others? 

Vinni: Since mum and dad work in the shop so we have to do it. And my brother doesn't 
like to do much then who will do it? So, I have got to do. 

VC: What is the good of doing all the housework by you? 

Vinni: Now I have a say In family decisions. And my brother has started listening to me. 

Vinni's 12-year old brother, Hari, also provides a similar version but in his description the 
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gender based division of housework is much more clear. He says: 

Hari: Kitchen work is for mum or Vinni. My dad is not a good cook. Mum is really a 
good cook. Vinni also makes nice sabji (vegetable curry) and that's why she 
makes it. I think girls cook much better than boys. In my family mum and my 
sister always do cooking. Very rarely my dad cooks. He hasn't got time to work at 
home. He looks after the shop and does all other jobs (except kitchen work and 
cleaning). Mum and Vinni do housework. . 

These example from two families illustrate how gender plays a prominent role in the 

distribution of housework and how children experience it. Gender based distribution not 

only determines the type, number and hours of domestic work but also carries the force of 

family traditions behind it. Rita's family acts in a partisan way in assigning domestic work 

mostly to Rita. In Vinni's family the play of gender becomes apparent as his father does less 

domestic work than his mother and the children follow in their footsteps. It is not only the 

mother but also the father who impresses upon Vinni how she has to take up responsibility 

for the domestic work traditional for a girl in an Indian family. 

The gender perspective argues that the distribution of domestic work on gender lines is 

underpinned by culture. Cultural expectations lay down domestic work as the sole 

responsibility of women (Berk, 1985, Charles and Kerr, 1988). We also find that cultural 

-expectations of Indian families generate extra demands for housework particularly for girls. 

Girls in Coventry reported that they undertake their mother's housework because their 

family's cultural practices demanded it. For example Roop, (Coventry,15, F) reports: 

Roop: In our families [Indian families] boys can get away with a lot more than girls. It 
really depends on the parents. Like my parents are really strict. It's not a question 
of where we live because Indian parents favour boys everywhere. My brother, 
although he's only ten gets favours, I guarantee that by the time he's fifteen he'll 
have more freedom than me. He'll not be required to do housework. He'll go out 
to do jobs and that kind of things ......... There are already differences. My brother 
can tidy up and dust, but he doesn't. When I was ten I was doing all these jobs. 
My mum used to tell me what to do and what not to do, but for my brother she is 
not very strict. 

VC: Do you mean that you are doing more housework than your brother because your 
parents are favouring him? 
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Roop: .... Yes my parents do favour him. But I do more housework not only because of 
this. Since my mum Is not free she can't cope with housework. We haven't got 
any sister who will take her jobs so I am doing it. 

The evidence of Roop's experience displays the force of culture in determining her 

involvement in domestic work. She makes the point that the cultural expectations of Indian 

families determine children's domestic work along gender lines. Drury's (1991) study fmds 

that the majority of Sikh girls do housework when they stay at home, they help to entertain 

family friends, look after younger siblings and help their parents out with the domestic 

work. These girls willingly or unwillingly conform to the cultural expectations in 

performing housework just to maintain their ethnic culture. Drury's study further notes that 

girls are critical of the fact that Sikh males participate less in housework; they know that 

their brothers are not expected to do housework because of their family's cultural 

considerations. Consistent with Drury's (1991) findings, this study also finds that despite 

their desperation with the gender based division of domestic work, Coventry girls 

consciously and willingly take up most of the traditionally 'feminine' household tasks to 

ensure that their cultural identity remains intact. In this research, there are many instances 

of Coventry girls undertaking cooking and caring jobs as affirmation of their culture. This is 

evident in the following illustrations: Leena (Coventry, 13, F): 

Leena: I cook Indian meals because I feel that every Indian girl should know how to cook 
Indian dishes. 

VC: Why do you feel so? 

Leena: Since we are partly Indian and partly British so we should know how to cook 
Indian dishes. 

VC: Is this the only reason? 

Leena: Yeahl I cook food because we can't live on fish and chips. We eat Indian meals 
everyday. Indian dishes are our favourite and without that we can't live. 

VC: Why is it that only you work in the kitchen and not your brother? 

Leena: Yes, he should help us but he doesn't. My family let him free from the kitchen 
work, but they expect me to do it. If they find me not doing it there is trouble. 

VC: So, do you think it is justified? 

Leena: No I don't think so. Even sometimes I argue my mum and dad that everyone 
should share kitchen work. As I think, ... .1 should do cooking and other jobs. I 
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believe that this keeps our family together. If we don't care we'll certainly lose our 
identity. 

Roopal (Coventry, 15, F) explains why she looks after the family, particularly her siblings: 

Roopal: Yes, I stay at home and look after them because I think that it's our responsibility. 
I think that they need me. I don't want to ignore them like the English. We think, 
[that] this is our [the whole family's] responsibility to look after each other. 

VC: Do you mean that you care for your brother and sisters because it is a practice in 
your family? 

Roopal: Yes, I strongly believe this. You can see in any Indian family children are looked 
after always by their parents or relatives. I remember, when I was little I used to 
go to my Uncle's house. I used to stay there with my cousins. They were very kind 
to me. 

VC: Why were you going to your cousins? 

Roopal: In those days (my) mum was working in a factory and dad was busy in the shop. 
They used to send me there. 

Leena's and Roopal's explanation of cooking Indian food and taking care of siblings 

demonstrates that they perform these activities with the explicit purpose of keeping the 

Indian cultural values alive. Drury (1991) has also found that Sikh girls in Britain still 

believe that child-caring is the sole responsibility of mothers and outside aid for child-caring 

is· culturally unacceptable. Roopal's comment shows that she critically distinguishes her 

caring jobs for siblings in the wider context of the British society. It is apparent from her 

experience that she undertakes sibling care because it sustains Indian cultural practices. So, 

her dissatisfaction with the gender-based division of domestic work pales into insignificance 

in the face of socially venerated values of cultural continuity. She appears as a critically 

conscious agent of Indian culture in the domestic life in Coventry. 

Looking at the gender-based division of work among children in Lucknow, the study fmds 

that the areas of domestic work for boys and girls are much more distinct and demarcated 

than in Coventry. Boys in Lucknow report that they never do cleaning, mopping and 

cooking. In the case of contingency situations they have done such things but this is also 
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very rare. They undertake all jobs for the family which are done outside the house such as 

buying groceries, paying bills, going to the post-office, buying prescriptions, escorting 

sisters, entertaining strangers and receiving phone calls, while girls are involved in indoor 

chores such as cooking, caring and cleaning. The boundaries of their housework are clearly 

defined. The Lucknow girls state that they are doing housework as they are expected to do 

it. As far as their experience of housework is concerned they do admit to not liking the 

strict division of housework between boys and girls: 

Richa (Lucknow, 14, F) says: 

Richa: My bhaiya (brother) doesn't do housework like me. We do all cleaning work and 
kitchen work but he doesn't. 

VC: Why is he not doing the housework which you do? 

Richa: ...... (Iaughs) ..• nobody asks him and he never does. He does shopping and 
repairing only. That's it. 

VC: And what about you and your sister? 

Richa: We do all sorts of housework. 

VC: Do you think that it Is fair? 

Richa: No. I don't think so. In fact sometimes I get fed-up with it and I want him to do at 
least cleaning or tidying up. But I can't force him. Actually here nobody asks boys 
to do cooking and cleaning. 

VC: But why? 

Richa: This is the system here. Everybody says so. 

VC: How do you like your housework? 

Richa: Usually I like them ..•.•... (because) I think that we should do housework. After all 
we are girls and if we don't know cooking and house management then we'll face 
problems. It's our basic responsibility and that's why I like doing them. 

Anuradha (Lucknow, 15, F) explains why boys do not take part in housework: 

Anuradha: My brother feels shame in doing housework so he doesn't do it. Even my 
parents don't want him to do cooking. 

VC: Why is it so? 

Anuradha: You know, if boys cook meals and girls sit there and do not do anything in the 
kitchen then everybody will say "What a family isl girls are sitting and boys are 
cooking I". 

VC: But what do you feel? 
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Anuradha: I feel bad. I don't like this. What's wrong if boys share In housework? We all 
are equal and if we are cooking and cleaning then why should they be spared? 

Smiriti (Lucknow, 15, F) expresses her reactions to the distribution of housework on the 

basis of her gender: 

Smiriti: Last month my mummy was sick for about two weeks. I had to do a lot of 
housework in those days. I used to wash clothes of my mummy and sisters. I was 
sweeping and tidying up the rooms. I was not cooking much of the dishes. I used 
to make kithchidi [a dish made of rice] for everybody. I was terribly busy with the 
housework. 

VC: Did anybody help you at that time? 

Smiriti: Sometimes my papa was helping me in cooking. Our maid was coming for dish 
washing and mopping the floor. 

VC: What about your brother? Didn't he share the housework? 

Smiriti: No. He didn't. He was just doing outdoor jobs like buying vegetables and other 
grocery items. Actually he never did cooking only he was making tea. That's it. 

VC: How do you feel when your brother doesn't share in the housework? 

Smiriti: I don't feel good. I always want that he should do some of the housework. But my 
parents never give him any household tasks. Sometimes I ask my mummy why 
does she not ask him to share some of the jobs, but she is very soft on him. Even 
if she gives any kitchen work, like cutting vegetables, to him ..... he tries to avoid 
doing such work and goes away. My mummy never forces him to do anything, 
that I never like. 

VC: Could you please tell me what are the jobs which your Bhaiya [brother] does but 
you don't? 

Smiriti: He fetches (cooking) gas cylinder which I don't do. He shops vegetables, pays 
telephone bill and electricity bill that I normally don't. 

VC: Why are you not doing these jobs? 

Smiriti: I do but very rarely. I can do it but nobody gives me chance for it. My mummy 
and papa do not like me to do these jobs. 

VC: Why don't they? 

Smiriti: I think they believe that girls are not fit for these jobs. Girls can do these jobs but 
only when there is nobody in the family. 

VC: What do you think about your jobs? 

Smiriti: My jobs are okay. I think that its good for me to know all sorts of jobs as it is very 
basic for every girl. It helps us in running the house. 

The difference in the division of domestic work is confirmed by the Lucknow boys. For 

example, Rahul (Lucknow, 14, M) says: 

Rahul: I have never cooked food. This is not our job. 

VC: Why have you not done it? 

Rahul: In my family boys do not cook so I don't. 
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VC: Why don't boys cook? 

Rahul: Boys have a lot of other jobs to do. They do that. And girls cook food and serve it 
to all. This is our tradition. Take the example of my papa, he never does it. His 
responsibility is to bring money and for that he has to work outside. How can he 
do cooking then? And if he started cooking at home then who will run the shop, 
how will we earn money? So that's not possible. Normally our mother and sisters 
stay at home and we go out for earning money. 

VC: Do you feel that mothers and sisters can't earn money? Are they meant only for 
housework? 

Rahul: No they can earn money. Many women go out and work and earn money. But 
even though they are running their families. They can't avoid their responsibility. 
How can a mother ignore cooking and other household chores? 

The above quotes exemplify how Lucknow girls experience gender bias in the distribution 

of domestic work. Although these girls have expressed their dissatisfaction with gender-

bias, they did not report any instance of rejection or challenge, whereas Coventry girls, in 

some cases, do. The similarity in disagreeing with the distribution of domestic work on 

gender lines and dissimilarity in rejecting or attempting to reject the gender-based division 

of domestic work in Coventry and Lucknow, draws our attention towards the comparative 

importance of its socio-cultural context. Girls in both locations have similar experiences but 

due to the different socio-cultural context the reaction of these girls differs. 

Within the Indian household the girl child is generally ranked lowest in Lucknow. The 

distinction between boys and girls starts at birth. A boy's birth is an occasion of joyous 

celebration while a girl's birth has only muted reception (Kakar 1981). The qualities that 

girls are required to inculcate as feminine virtues are self sacrifice and self effacement. This 

means that they are required first to serve and last to eat in the family. The girls are trained 

to be docile, silent and required never to question their family's decision (Saini 1994). The 

Indian family structure and values function in such a way that a daughter grows up looking 

upon herself as an inferior and subservient person (Burra et al 1989). She is taught to be 

dependent on her father before marriage, on her husband after marriage and on her son 
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after her husband's death. Restrictions are placed on her mobility too. As a girl she is not 

allowed to go about. Traditionally parents try to instil patriarchal ideas into the minds of the 

girl child. The rural upper caste families restrain the girl child from making her appearance 

in the drawing and common rooms. Her interaction with male counterparts is viewed with 

suspicion and a positive relationship between the two sexes seems an impossibility (Vasant, 

1991). It is obvious from the way the girls are brought up in Indian families that they 

cannot think in terms of resentment, revolt or rejection of their roles in domestic work. 

Of course, there has been some evidence to show that girls in Lucknow have taken over 

boys work but it is very rare. However, there is no evidence of Lucknow boys performing 

domestic tasks earmarked for girls. In Coventry, there is more evidence of boys and girls 

sharing in each other's work. The perceptible reason for this difference between Coventry 

and Lucknow is that the Coventry Indian children are exposed to the British socio-cultural 

milieu. The socio-cultural context of Lucknow children's family is part of the wider Indian 

society in which gender is the most powerful structure for the determination of domestic 

work. The gender emphasis on the domestic work of children is, therefore more prominent 

and formidable, while the Coventry situation is different. For the Coventry children the 

family's socio-cultural values still bear the imprint of Indian society, but the social context 

in which they are living is different. Because of the different social context of these children 

the force of their family's socio-cultural values gets mitigated to some extent. 

7.2.2 Children's Agency And 'Gender' 

The above discussion shows that children perform domestic work along traditional gender 

lines in both "locations. The conventional view focuses upon children's gender-based 

domestic work as a 'gender-role socialisation' or gender reinforcement. With this approach 
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it is argued that gender inequalities are perpetuated by encouraging children to take-up 

gender-specific tasks such as caring and cooking (Thrall 1978, Gill 1998). This argument 

has been developed on the basis ofparenfs views. In the present study, however children's 

views on undertaking gender-specific tasks invalidate this argument. We find that it is not 

true in all circumstances. Particularly, Coventry children feel that they involve themselves in 

gender-specific tasks to keep their cultural ties intact and alive. For instance, Gur 

(Coventry, 14, F) reported that her parents do not allow her to go out in the evenings. 

Although she is not convinced by the reasons given for this she has to listen her parents. On 

this issue she accepts her parents will but on the issue of housework in the evening she 

attempts to negotiate the situation. As she reports: 

Gur: She [mother] says that going out in the evening is not safe for girls. I don't really 
feel that this is the only reason. Anyway, its not fair on her part. This is not only 
my parents do. I know all Asian parents do the same. They have a bit different 
rule for us. Boys can go alone and they don't mind where they go and with whom. 
Parents have got to have an equal treatment for boys and girls, but unfortunately 
they haven't. But I said to them [parents], if you won't allow me to go out I'll do 
whatever I wish to do. 

VC: Okay. Did they listen to you? 

Gur: Yes they have to. If they don't allow me to go they have to listen to me. I told 
them that whatever I'll like, I'll do ..... and I do whatever I want to. My dad 
understands me. He's a bit liberal, but my mum isn't. 

VC: Did your brother do the jobs which normally you do? 

Gur: Well he didn't want to, but he had to. I said to my dad, if I'm doing these jobs then 
why can't he, he should also clean the house. And now my dad ask him to do 
some jobs. Except washing dishes he does everything. But not always ..... (smile). 

Gur's example clarifies that she is not able to break the limits imposed by gender but she is 

quite able to negotiate around housework. Because of her protests her brother does some 

of the housework. In this way she attempts to confront the gender-based division of 

domestic work and to some extent she is successful. Like Gur, Nicky, age 12, also admits 

that in her family her brother receives concessions in housework but she describes how she 

negotiates her gender based household tasks: 

Nicky: My mum always thinks that because you are a girl you have to do housework. 
She was always favouring Ajay [elder brother]. She wasn't giving any jobs to him. 
She started depending on me for housework. I also get on with the jobs. What 
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annoys me when I find, •.. he hasn't got responsibility of any job, whereas I've got 
to do everything. This is really terrible ...... . 

VC: Have you not complained for this? 

Nicky: Yeahl.. .. One day I told my parents that I'm not going to do all this. I'm not getting 
time for myself, so I won't do [housework] any more ..... Then my parents realised 
that he [Ajay] should also do some of the jobs ....... Actually my dad is very 
sensible, he asked my mum to give some of the jobs to him. Now he does a bit. 

VC: So do you feel comfortable now? 

Nicky: Yes I do. I wouldn't feel comfortable if I kept silent. Now I'm happy because he 
does at least something. My dad is of the opinion that everyone should do his 
jobs ..... and that's why everybody has some share in the housework in ourfamily. 

Dinky (Coventry, 14, F) also reports her experience: 

Dinky: Me and my mum look after all of them [younger brother and Sister]. 

VC: Have your family ever took the services of child-minder? 

Dinky: Humm ... no I don't think so. I remember, once my mum was about to caU baby
sitter but I didn't like the idea. I advised her not to call baby-sitter and I looked 
after them. 

VC: Why didn't you like the idea of engaging baby-sitter? 

Dinky: Because I believe that caring is our job .... I mean, if there is mother or sister in 
the family they should look after the children first. And I did it.. ...... We can take 
services of an outsider for our shop, but we shouldn't caU childminder for baby 
care. Ultimately this our responsibility and we should carry out. In case if we can't 
then we can call, but If we can we shouldn't. .... 

The above examples explain how Coventry girls are aware of their gender and how they 

react to assigned gender-based housework. Instances also show that they try to redefine the 

distribution of housework. Gurpreet accepted that her parents treat them differently on the 

question of going out in the evenings, but her contribution to domestic work makes her an 

active and assertive member of the family. And through these qualities she deconstructs the 

stereo-type image of gender. Nicky's example demonstrates that the moment she took over 

the housework she also began to question her treatment. And to some degree she 

succeeded in her efforts. She did not deny that her family practices are gender biased; 

nevertheless her active involvement in domestic work reduces it to some extent. Dinky's 

example is further interesting evidence of how she advocates the female's responsibility of 

caring for children in her family. Identifying herself with femininity she undertook the job of 
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caring for siblings. This is not a case of submission to gender-based work, but of the 

reconstruction of gender through domestic work. What is common to these girls is that 

they are actively involved in the deconstruction and reconstruction of gender through 

domestic work. It is a different matter whether they are fully successful in the negotiation 

of gender roles or whether they are only partially successful. They have expressed their 

discontent and dissatisfaction against their parent's expectations of domestic work on 

gender lines. This is a proof of interaction between children's agency and structural factors 

related to gender. Thus, domestic work provides an opportunity for children to exploit their 

agency in optimum terms and to interact with social structures. 

Gender is also prominent in the experience of Coventry boys. We have already seen in the 

above section that boys and girls adopt their father's and mother's domestic roles. Here it is 

interesting to note that similar to girls, boys in Coventry have not simply accepted this 

. gendered division of work, but the interactions between their 'gender identities' and the 

'nature of work' reflects their personhood. Taj (Coventry, 13, M) justifies his work: 

Taj: I do all that what my dad does. My sister does all that what my mum does in the 
kitchen. 

VC: Why do you do your dad's jobs and why can't she [sister]? 

Tal: I think I can do them better than her. Actually people say (that) boys are like 
fathers and girls are like mothers, and I'm a boy so I help my dad ...... She can't do 
heavy lifting or so. I think it's me who have to do these jobs after dad. The kitchen 
work is necessary for her, she must know all that. ..... 

Raju (Coventry, 14, M) says: 

Raju: I don't think it's only me who gets favour. My sister Leena also gets favours. 
Whatever she wants she gets. My parents always say "She is doing a lot for us. 
She has taken over the responsibility of kitchen". My mum feels my jobs are less 
important to my sister. But I feel mine Is equally. I did the paint in two bedrooms 
in last week. I help my dad in every task. Even I take them to hospital whenever 
needed. My work Is mine. 

VC: How do your parents take your work? 

Raju: It depends. Sometimes they appreciate and sometimes they take it very casual. 
Mum always take side of Leena. But my dad is neutral. He treats us in the same 
manner. I think I'm a boy so I have to help my dad and she is· a girl so she has to 
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do kitchen work. Why herwork is more important than mine. Both of us do 
equally important jobs. So why's my jobs are less than her's. No matter what I do 
and what she does. 

Ravi (Coventry, 12, M) describes: 

Ravi: My mum wants me to stay over here (home); I'd like to go to the shop. My mum 
says I've got to tidy all the rooms up. She says I ain't going nowhere until I've 
finished the cleaning. 

VC: What do you feel then? 

Ravi: .... 1 didn't like her. She kept saying: "You know what you should do, you know 
what you shouldn't do'. But after some time I felt all right. And now I do whatever 
she told me. I feel that it's my turn to look after the house. She's is fed up of 
keeping us all the time. 

VC: Don't you think that your sister should do these tasks? 

Ravi: Yes she should. She sometimes helps us. You know my family Is different. In 
some families only girls and mums do housework but in my family everyone does 
it. My parents are not like others who give more freedom to boys. My friends don't 
do much housework but I'm all right. 

Coventry boy's experience of gender is as different as that of Coventry girls. Raju opines 

that everyone's job in terms of gender is equally important at home. Ravi's earlier feeling 

was anti housework but as he grew he started realising his role as a member of the family. 

He does anything that is required irrespective of its gendered specificity. In sum, the 

experience of the two boys quoted above varies with the different set-up of the family. 

Their reaction a subtle understanding of and interaction with gender. 

As far as Lucknow children's experience of gender is concerned the study finds interesting 

and informative instances in which children react to and interact with gender. For example, 

Richa has stated earlier that in her family boys do not do cleaning, tidying up or cooking 

because of the tradition which prescribes such type of work to be done only by girls. Her 

reaction is limited to the feeling of being 'fed-up'. The rigid framework of 'tradition' did 

not offer her opportunity to give vent to her desire for involving boys in doing housework. 

The critique of Anuradha, another 15 year-old Lucknow girl, is more extensive as she 

specifically mentions the social inhibition. In· comparison to Richa she is more 
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argumentative for she says "what's wrong if boys share in housework? We all are equal 

and ifwe are cooking or cleaning then why should they be spared". Smiriti has earlier said 

. that her parents believe in the division of tasks on gendered lines. They do not like her 

doing the outdoor jobs done by her brother although she does it whenever she gets a 

chance. 

Smiriti: No. I'm not. But I can't go away. In every family kitchen goes to girls and outside 

jobs go to boys. For me, every child can do all type of jobs. Look, whenever my 

papa is out or mummy is sick we all are doing all type of jobs. So, that's not the 

matter that girls can't do outdoor jobs and boys can't do indoor jobs. All this 

depends on the family. 

Smiriti's initiative confronts the gender distinction in situations where parents are not 

available to guide or restrict her. It indicates that gender does not affect her work in special 

circumstances. However, Namita, another 13-year old Lucknow girl, negotiates when to do 

and how to do these gender-specific jobs in the presence of her parents. She says: 

Namita: I didn't say no to my mum but I did say that I would do the work the way I like. 

VC: Could you explain it a bit more? 

Namita: ........ Welllike my mummy has given me the job of cooking in the evening. I said 
to my mummy that I will do it but I will not serve it whenever everybody wants. I 
will prepare the meal and put it on the table. Suppose my Bhaiya [brother] wants 
to eat any other time then I won't warm it up and serve it to him. If he has to eat 
he will take by his own. My mummy agreed and now I'm cooking but when to cook 
and how to cook is my wish. 

VC: And how about what to cook? 

Namita: .. Well my mummy tells me sometimes what to cook. But it entirely depends on 
my convenience. Say ... If I have to do other jobs also or I'm tired then I cook 
dishes which take less time. But If I am free I cook what I am asked to. 

Saher (Lucknow, 13, F) describes how she negotiated the order of gender-specific tasks: 

VC: Who does cleaning In your house? 

Saher: Normally I do sweeping and dusting. I didn't like mopping so I asked my mummy 
to arrange a maid servant for this job. My mummy said Okay. 

VC: So you don't do mopping .. 

Saher: Yes. I don't do it. 

VC: When do you do sweeping and dusting? 
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Saher: I normally do it in the evening. In the morning I don't get time. I go to school. 

VC: Have you never been asked to do it at particular time? 

Saher: No. I have already said to her that I will do it only in the evening. 

The latter two examples of Namita and Saher refer to routine domestic work specifying 

how in normal situations too, they seek to impose their will. Namita has her own way of 

when, how and what to cook; Saher excuses herself from what she does not want to do 

(e.g. mopping) and has her own way even in the order of time when to do her work 

(sweeping and dusting). 

In the above sequence of examining girl's reactions to gender, the most interesting instance 

of gender has come to light in 14-year old Lucknow girl Pooja's experience of collecting 

the sugar ration every month. Under the State's Public Distribution system for essential 

goods, the Indian government runs ration shops which provide essential items on controlled 

prices according to a fixed scale of quota. It is common that queues of males are much 

longer than that for females. This is the context of Pooja's statement: 

Pooja: I go to ration shop to bring sugar every month. 

VC: But why only you go to the ration shop? 

Pooja: You know that the queue of males in ration shops is always very long. Women 
have a shorter queue and therefore it takes less time in getting sugar. So I do this 
job. 

The above example illustrates that it is not a question of gender being a help or a constraint 

for children but really speaking it is the manner in which they react to it that brings out their 

character as such. Poona offers to do a job that squarely lies in the masculine category of 

work and does it as well as anyone. 
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The interaction of Lucknow boys with gender also demonstrates that they have used their 

gender identity to keep their area distinct from girls. Akshay (Lucknow, 13, M) narrates his 

experience: 

Akshay: I have told my mummy that I won't do cleaning. I am dOing my jobs in which she 
[sister] is not helping me out. Whenever I say that today I don't want to go for 
shopping then mummy says that you have to go for it as she [sister] can't. So if 
she can't do shopping then why should I do her job. 

VC: What did happen then? 

Akshay: I did not have to do cleaning. They had nothing to say and had to do it. 

Like Akshay, most of the boys in Lucknow insisted on not changing the area of their 

gender-specific work. This is the nonnal position of boys in Lucknow. However, in 

situations of contingency one 13-year old boy, Ramesh admitted that he did relent a little. 

He describes: 

Ramesh: Normally I don't do much work I go to buy vegetables and to the flour mill to get 
flour. But whenever my amma [Mother] goes to the village for long periods then I 
have to do a bit more. 

VC: What do you do then? 

Ramesh: I make tea, attend to the guests and help my papa in the shop. 

VC: Don't you feel then that you are doing sister's work? 

Ramesh: I do feel it is sister's work but when my mother is away and guests turn up I feel 
I should help her a bit. .. so I make tea. 

Ramesh's case is exceptional, however~ Apart from what has been noted as a distinctive 

feature in the reactions experienced by children in the gendered division of domestic work, 

it would be interesting to describe the discriminatory features discovered in the two places. 

The evidence recorded shows that. Coventry girls display both deconstruction and 

construction of gender through their domestic work. The line of demarcation between boys 

and girls has to some extent disappeared through the negotiation process adopted by 

Coventry girls. They have been able to object to and resist disparity in their work with the 

result that boys were compelled at times to participate. In Lucknow, girls show a low level 

but latent discontent and dissatisfaction against the gender-based work pattern without 
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actually questioning these roles. The reason why it can be so fully appreciated when we 

refer to the Indian social and cultural context of children's housework, which is already 

expounded earlier in this chapter. It shows how family becomes an enforcing unit of 

cultural norms and children are beset with double handicaps that is of the family and the 

wider society. The socio-cultural inhibitions of wider society are so strong that they do not 

readily permit an attempt to bypass them. What has come out as a piece of greater interest 

is that although Lucknow girls are placed in such a situation they still give evidence of their 

social agency which drives them to negotiate the terms and conditions of gender-based 

tasks. They have negotiated the time and order when to perform a task to suit their 

convenience. The impression of submission and want of initiative does not hold good for 

them. 

The insight and initiative reflected in the handling of gender can be gathered from the 

example of Dinky in Coventry and Pooja in Lucknow. Dinky uses her gender by choosing 

for herself child-care. Pooja has made use of her gender for doing boy's work. Both the 

illustrations show that they have utilised their gender to realise their wishes and do not give 

up hope easily in the face of conflict of interest between them and parents but with their 

feet on the ground forged ahead and used all their skills of manoeuvring the adults. The 

result is that they mostly succeed in exercising a degree of agency. 

SECTION·II 
Children's Experience Of Age In Their Domestic Work 

Children's experience of domestic work varies with their position in the age hierarchy. 

Brannen has remarked that 'seniority is an important criterion for privileged status' in 

children of Asian households (1995: 330). The general assumption that tasks are distributed 

according to age is based on the idea that responsibility goes with age. The elders should, 
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therefore, share in more tasks than the younger. Brrumen remarks that seniority has 

particular relevance for Indian families where the concept of seniority weighs more than 

age. wins who can be considered as the same age are also distinguished according to the 

order of birth. The first born, by whatever margin, remains senior throughout their life. 

The significance of birth order can be gathered from the fact that the eldest child commands 

as much power as the parents in domestic work, particularly when parents are absent. The 

evidence in this study demonstrates that the seniority of children does not remain 

unchallenged. For instance, TejaI (Coventry, 12, F) describes: 

Tejal: I got really angry when my sister asked me to make tea and wash the dishes 
when my auntycame round to our house. I wanted to spend time with my aunty 
but I couldn't. 

YC: Why did she ask you to make tea? 

Tejal: Actually my mum was away and Roopal was sitting with my aunty. So she asked 
me. 

YC: Does it always happen? 

Tejal: Yes my sister always give me jobs. Say, whenever anybody visits us in the 
absence of my mum she always asks me to do kitchen jobs and she herself sits 
with them. 

YC: Why does she do so? 

Tejal: She thinks that being elder she is more responsible and so she behaves like 
mum. She tries to drive me. 

YC: So, do you accept her? 

Tejal: Sometimes I do but sometimes I don't. When I don't want to follow her I refuse 
her. I say that I'll do whatever I'm doing. I won't do extra work. 

On exploring similar issues with Tejal's eldest sister RoopaI (Coventry, 15, F), she says: 

Roopal: I think the eldest child have more responsibility in the family. My parents expect 
me to get on with the responsibility of the eldest child, do all the tasks, the 
cooking, the look after the house and that's it. ..... Suppose mum or dad is away 
then who will be responsible. Only I ... as I am the eldest one after them. 

YC: Do you get advantage of being elder? 

Roopal: Yes sometimes I have got it. But I have paid for it. Like my mum always made 
me responsible for leaving mess around. She says that you are the big sister so 
you have to be more sensible for all the house jobs. My younger sister is favourite 
of my dad and she always get favour from him too. So most of the responsibility 
Is mine. She gets concessions. Sometimes she leaves jobs and thinks that I will 
do it. So this is the cost I pay of being eldest. 
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VC: Do you ask her to do jobs at home? 

Roopal: Sometimes I ask her to tidy up the room. I give her some work in the kitchen too. 

Roop (Coventry, IS, F) who has a brother Viv, 5 years younger, says: 

Roop: For me it's a bit different. I wouldn't be worried if I've got anyone elder than me. 

I've a cousin who has got an elder sister and she's more free than me. In our 

families biggest child has got more responsibility. Whether I want to do house 

jobs or not, but I have to do them b'cos I am the eldest. .... Like if I have to tidy up 

the lounge whether I want or not. But Viv has no compulsion. If he doesn't like to 

do that he can leave it. My parents aren't strict for him but for me they always 

expect that I shouldn't leave the jobs undone. 

On asking separately what her brother Viv feels about this situation, he comments: 

Viv: Yes there could be trouble if she doesn't do the house jobs. But it's all right. She's 

just after my mum so she looks after the house. She does all the jobs. It's good 

for me. 

VC: Does she asks you what to do and what not to do? 

Viv: Yes she does. Sometimes she tells me what to do. I help her in cleaning the 

house. I don't like to be shouted at so I do whatever she says to me. My mum 

also listen to her so I haven't got any excuse except to follow her. 

Vinni (Coventry, 15, F) says: 

Vinni: Now I don't get so much time to do housework because I've got more 
commitments at school. I've got to give more time in studies. I've asked my 
brother to share cleaning. I asked him to do hoover, dust and tidy up the rooms. 

VC: Did he listen you? 

Vinni: He has to. Although sometimes he didn't but now he does. After all I'm elder to 
him. 

Vinni's three year younger brother Hari expresses interesting views on the sharing of 

domestic work between the senior and the junior child: 

Hari: She ask me to clear the mess, wash the dishes and hoover the rooms. I don't like 
this. She always says that "I am the elder than you and if you don't listen me I'll 
shout at you". "You are supposed to follow me" I think that's not fair. Okay she is 
bigger than me but it doesn't mean that she can transfer the jobs whatever she 
wants. 

VC: What do you do then? 

Hari: I don't get on with her. I have massive arguments with her. She shouldn't just tell 
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me what I have to do. Even if she has to give me some jobs then she should give 
me choice of what to do and what not to do. I don't like hoovering as it takes too 
much time. I complained my dad that she is forcing me to do hoover which I don't 
want. He asked me to do whatever you want. So I did dusting only. 

Another 10- year old Coventry girl Rajni who has a brother two years older than her, 

explains how she attempts to confront the barriers of seniority-juniority: 

Rajni: I think that in one sense it Is true that eldest child get more power than younger 
Whatever he wants he does and nobody says anything to him. I think it's 
ridiculous. 

VC: Have you accepted this? 

Rajni: No I didn't. 

VC: How? 

Rajni: Well today some guests were coming and he asked me to tidy up the lounge and 
I refused him. Since I went to help my mum In the kitchen and then said to him 
that "you are not helping mum and you are elder too, so why don't you do it. I'll be 
in kitchen only. I won't do this. That's it". My mum said it's all right and asked him 
to get it done. 

The above quotes illustrate how seniority gives a privileged status to children in Coventry, 

through their ability to issue commands to juniors and allocate work to them. It also 

displays the reaction of junior children to this traditional pattern. They do not simply accept 

commands but express their criticism and resentment too. If seniority be gets superiority it is 

assumed that it is good. Roopal's experience demonstrates the fact that she has earned the 

status to command her siblings to take on extra responsibility for domestic work. This is a 

corrective to the general assumption. The senior's position is challenged in several ways. 

Vinni's and Hari's experiences show that although the senior is unrelenting the junior is 

quite argumentative and demands choice in the transfer of tasks. This assertiveness and 

opposition to a senior's authority becomes more evident in the case of Rajni. Her example 

is not only one of refusal to tidy up the lounge but an interesting illustration of the failure of 

a senior's attempt to transfer jobs. The point to be noted here is that these children have 

come forward as persons in their own right wherever they get an opportunity and perform 
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domestic work. Secondly, the domestic work also gives them an opportunity to challenge 

the age-based structure within the family. They negotiate their age through their 

contributions. The process of negotiation evinces not only a change in the shape of 

domestic work but also in their social relationships. Seniors on the pretext of responsibility 

transfer jobs to juniors; the same point is argued by juniors as a justification for sharing 

greater work by seniors and not getting rid of it. This evidence goes to show how junior 

children are able to express their views and assert themselves to modify the pattern of the 

commands of senior children in domestic work. The experience of Coventry children in this 

way demonstrates the weakening hold of seniority in the field of domestic work. 

Children's contribution to and exemption from housework in Lucknow. in comparison, 

depends more' on their birth-order. The age-based hierarchy is more expressive in Indian 

families in Lucknow. It is the position of a member as senior or junior which commands 

respect, authority, power and privileges (Shah 1988). Parents are at the top while younger 

children are at the bottom. Elder children occupy the position just next to their parents. The 

eldest girl being close to her mother takes over the roles of her mother in absentia; the 

eldest son who is close to his father takes over his roles likewise. The relationships among 

children is such that younger have to pay great respect to elders who exercise their power 

on younger. The Indian family also expects different behaviour from children below 5, 

those between 5 and 15, and those who are above 15. They are also treated differently 

(Dube, 1988). In this power relationship the notion of seniority-juniority of children is 

formed purely on their birth-order, and age becomes immaterial. The importance of this 

relationship is reflected in the tradition of accosting each other. The younger child calls the 

elder one not by his/her name but by a socially laid down epithet -- dada or bhaiya (for 

brother) or didi (for sister). This custom is not seen in Coventry because of the influence of 
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the host society. The following instances go to show how Lucknow children have reacted 

to and interacted with the relationship under the stated circumstances. 

Renu, a 15 years old girl, tells of how she takes the responsibility for the housework which 

was earlier carried out by her elder sister. Her elder sister Mona, 17 years, is now a part-

time wage-earner and studying in a college in Lucknow. Renu says: 

Renu: Now it's my turn. Didi [Mona] is going out. She doesn't have time to do sweeping 
in the morning ........ Mummy says that now you are grown up and it's your 
responsibility to look after the house. 

VC: Does it mean that your didi is not doing housework? 

Renu: No no. It isn't. She cooks evening meals. In the weekends she does some 
cleaning too. 

VC: Do you give some housework to your younger brother or sister? 

Renu: Yes I give them some jobs to do. 

VC: Do they accept them? 

Renu: Yes they do. How can they reject them? I'm also listening to my didi so they also 
have to listen me. 

VC: Who divides the jobs between you and your younger Sister? 

Renu: Sometimes mummy and sometimes me. 

Renu strongly feels that the transfer of domestic work from elder to younger is fair. 

However, her younger sister Sona, aged 10, is not happy with the transfer of domestic 

work just because she is her junior. She is ready to challenge her sister's views. She says: 

Son a: Yes they are big but why can't they carry on their jobs. It's not fair. I'm younger 
than them but it doesn't mean that they always let me down. My didi always ask 
me to serve the meals and water [drinks] to everybody. She undertake all the 
good jobs and gives me the boring one. 

VC: What do you mean by boring one? 

Sona: Like she asks me to throwaway the vegetable peelings which I don't like. Like she 
asks me to wash dishes. Like that. 

VC: Do you do these jobs? 

Son a: I have to. 

Similar experience has been expressed by Jyoti, another 10 year old Lucknow girl. She says 
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that her elder sister Pooja, who is 15, gives her menial jobs at home. Because of her junior 

position she has to do as directed and can not reject it. But unlike Sona, she strongly puts 

forward her views and says that she should be convinced why she is given menial work 

before she does it. 

Jyoti: I am prepared to compromise if diditells me a good reason for doing the jobs I 
don't like. 

VC: Could she [Jyoti's elder sister Pooja] satisfy you? 

Jyoti: She wants me to help In everything. Sometimes I do but sometimes I don't want. 
So I refuse her. She says "I'm elder so you should follow me in all conditions". It 
didn't appeal to me. 

VC: Did you take it up with your parents? 

Jyoti: Yes I often did but they say you have to follow your did; because she is elder. 
They also say that it is good to listen to elders and to get to know housework 
which will help you later on. 

VC: How do you take it? 

Jyoti: I don't like their saying that I have to do something because I am junior and it Is 
going to help me. I may do the same jobs if I like but if I am forced to do I 
certainly dislike it. 

In another family in Lucknow, Vivek is two years older than his sister Rekha who is 13. 

Rekha's experience of age becomes more interesting as her gender is clubbed with 

juniority. Her case is of double disparity, one of age and the other of gender. She describes 

it as follows: 

Rekha: I always cry when my mummy favours my bhaiya [elder brother, Vivek]. 

VC: Why does she favour him? 

Rekha: Bhaiya shows off as if he's too much elder. He makes me run about the house for 
his work when he very well can help himself. Everyone is expected to do his work. 
Not hel For he likes making me run ...... like bring his cup of tea then take away 
the cup to kitchen while he puts his feet upl I don't like it at all. 

VC: Did you tell it to your parents? 

Rekha: Yes I did. My father Is lenient to Bhaiya. But my mother who favours me also told 
me to follow him. 

VC: Why did they do so? 
, 

Rekha: Mummy says leave him. You are junior to him and you need to know etiquette 
because this will help you in future. 

In the case where a child is both junior and a girl what happens is obvious from Rekha's 
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interaction with elder brother. The interesting point is to know how this interaction changes 

in cases the boy is junior and the girl is senior in the family. This is perceptible in the 

following case of Akshay who is 13 but junior to his sister Anu by two years. On asking 

Akshay whether he complied with sister's direction, he says: 

Akshay: Not always. Sometimes I do what I like ....•..... like yesterday some guests were 
expected and my sister said "lay the table for the guests and serve them". I said 
no. I would rather tidy up the sitting room. 

VC: Then what happened? 

Akshay: She [sister] was cross and told my mother. My mummy asked me "what 
happened? Why are you not listening to her?". Then I told my mummy that I won't 
do that. Instead I would tidy up the room for them. She said it's okay but go 
and do it now. 

Akshay's sister Anu when separately asked about the issue explained: 

Anu: My mummy always takes his side and lets him do as he likes. Like yesterday she 
allowed him for tidy up the room and not to help us. She says that he is too 
young. You should understand that he will be all right later on. 

VC: What did you do then? 

Anu: I felt sad but could do nothing. 

The interplay of seniority and juniority in the children of Lucknow presents a different 

picture. Senior's commands are found to be irrefutable. In the experience of Renu we find 

how the burden of seniority passes on from one to another in the hierarchy of age. It also 

mirrors the spirit of obedience of juniors in general. Of course, Sona as junior resents 

transfer of selective tasks to her but ultimately she submits to it. In Coventry, there is 

evidence not only of refusal in such a case but also of junior's negotiation of the choice of 

their tasks. The attempt of seniors in Lucknow to enlist constant sharing in tasks by juniors 

is not always successful. Besides the selective transfer of tasks to juniors is opposed. 

luniority does not mean abject compliance and transfer of selective tasks produces strong 

resentment. This situation is common to both Coventry and Lucknow but children in 

Coventry are able to negotiate their age whilst children in Lucknow are not able. Agency 

and the power to negotiate is present in children at both the places. However, because of 
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socio-cultural constraints it has not been possible for the children to find a way for its 

expression in Lucknow, in the same way as children in Coventry attempt to negotiate their 

age. 

What happens when age and gender intersect can be understood in two different situations. 

In the one it is the male child who is senior and in the other it is the female child who 

occupies the senior position. When the male child is senior he delegates at will~ his seniority 

appears oppressive. The junior who is critical of the work delegated has to do it because he 

has no option. The junior is not only junior in status by birth order but also by gender. In 

other words she is doubly minor. In the other case the female child is senior but in that case 

the junior carries the day and age succumbs to gender. Akshay, in the above illustration, is 

junior to Anu, but still he does not carry out her instructions for housework and gets away 

with it. Brannen's (1995) study also finds that gender relationships predominates over age 

(seniority- juniority) in children's housework when both sexes co-exist. This supports the 

fact that the 'eldest girl child ... is likely to have to bear the brunt of the domestic grind' 

(Balakrishnan, 1994: 37). 

The above quotes shed a new light on the prevalent notions of seniority in the Indian 

families at Coventry and Lucknow. The image of seniority does not remain a singularly 

glorified concept. Seniors see it not as a privileged status coveted by all but not 

approachable. They do not find it as a natural consequence of birth order. They realise it as 

a pay-off of their efforts required in the family. Juniors have no compUlsion to share. The 

reactions and interactions of junior children also display that they, too, covet the privileges 

attached to seniority. If they fmd seniority bearing down upon them too heavily, if they feel 

it makes them restive, they lose no opportunity to speak out against it. Not only that but 
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they use their interpersonal relationship and personal skill to either reject the order or do 

something else. 

In short, the children's experience of seniority as reflected in their reactions and interactions 

gives out an entirely different story. It gives a new dimension to their actual way of 

contribution to the social order. The claims of one factor, seniority, are disrupted by the 

logistical factor of agency of juniors who make timely use of it in differing situations. 

SECTION· III 
Discussion And Conclusion 

Gender and age are seen by children as crucial to their domestic work. The experience of 

children both in Coventry and Lucknow confirms that the allocation of domestic work is 

based on gender lines. The concepts of gender and seniority-juniority have been pushed 

forward to them by their parents through the domestic work. The more important issue, for 

us, is how children have received and reacted to these notions in their domestic work in the 

daily life. As far as Lucknow children are concerned we have noticed that they have more 

or less accepted the prevailing notions while children in Coventry have been more critical 

and assertive in receiving them. In Lucknow, the activities of children are set by parents on 

the grounds of their gender. Sons and daughters take after their father and mother 

respectively. Like their fathers, sons normally have to do outdoor tasks which they also opt 

for and can have the pick of the indoor tasks if and when they like. However, the socio-

cultural norms do not permit girls to enjoy this privilege. The prevailing cultural norms in 

Lucknow steel it as evident from Anuradha's statement -- "What a family! Girls sitting and 

boys are cooking" whereas, the experience of Coventry girls in this regard is slightly 

different. When gender is pushed to them through gender-specific domestic work they do 

not mutely accept it. They have challenged and rejected it. In this way, we can conclude 
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that gender shapes children's domestic work more in Lucknow than in Coventry because of 

the difference in socio-cultural contexts. 

Goodnow's ambivalence in respect of gender -- 'whether the push for gender comes from 

the parents or from the children' (1988: 15) -- is ascertained in the present study. The push 

comes from both parents and children alike. Gill's (1998) view that it is parents who 

perpetuate gender, stands modified to this extent in this study. 

Nieuwenhuys' (1994) observation of social and cultural meanings of age in Indian children 

is confirmed from children's account in this study. Children's account reveals that the 

extent and nature of their domestic work is also set by the notion of senioirity-juniority. 

The senior child is found more responsible in domestic work in both places. Children 

undertake housework according to their position laid down in the hierarchy of seniority

juniority. Our evidence bears out that age by itself is not all important because a child of 13 

who is senior in its family gets different experience of domestic work while another child of 

the same age who is junior in another family has different experience in terms of 

responsibility. The seniority-juniority based on the birth order, therefore, provides a 

privileged status of seniority and also confers authority to command. It is the birth-order of 

the children, not their age, which steals the lime light. 

Looking at the comparative position of Lucknow and Coventry, the study finds that 

Lucknow children are more inclined towards the division of domestic work on the basis of 

their status in the birth order than the Coventry children. This, too, is perhaps on account of 

their socio-cultural contexts. 
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The study also throws light on children's participation In the construction and 

reconstruction of gender and age. My claim here is that children experience domestic work 

as an instrument in the construction of gender and age. They are found as active 

participants in the process more than as mere passive recipients of gender and age. The 

simmering dissatisfaction of Lucknow girls and outright challenge of Coventry girls against 

gender specific housework gives tone to their effort to construct or re-construct gender 

whenever they have an opportunity for it. For example, in Lucknow Richa and Srnriti both 

have identified their gender through housework by accepting their gender role in the family. 

By way of justifying their domestic work these children effectively legitimise their gender 

identity. In Coventry, Dinky's preference for looking after her siblings instead of working in 

the shop explicitly demonstrates her involvement in the construction of gender identity on 

cultural grounds. 

These children have gone ahead in this process. They have used their negotiation power in 

setting and re-setting their work roles. For instance, Smiriti, a Lucknow girl, undertook her 

brother's outdoor tasks. Her experience leads her to opine that every child can do all type 

of work. For her, gender should not be a limiting factor. The success of Namita and Saher 

in Lucknow in modifying allotted domestic work are examples of their negotiation. Namita 

changes the manner and Saher alters the time of doing domestic work. These evidence 

amount to the reconstruction of gender by their contribution to domestic work. 

However, children's usage of domestic work in this process is more perceptible in 

Coventry. Girls in Coventry are more successful in negotiating their gender boundaries than 

their counterparts in Lucknow. Becau·se of the substantive involvement in both indoor and 

outdoor household tasks, Coventry girls negotiate their gender and age more than the 
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Lucknow girls. 

Children's negotiation process becomes very interesting in situations when gender and age 

interact with each other. Boys in Lucknow make the most of the opportunity by pressing 

into service their actorship and flaunting their superiority further on the grounds of age. 

They opt for outdoor jobs nonnally and have the pick of domestic ones if and when they 

feel like it. Girls in comparison do not find themselves in the same position because of the 

social and family obligations' stricter hold on them on grounds of gender. This holds good 

for Lucknow girls. The picture in Coventry is different. Both boys and girls are able to 

negotiate for themselves what they want more easily in the changed family ethos of 

Coventry. The Coventry girls have a distinct advantage over their counter parts in 

Lucknow both in indoor and outdoor tasks. The division of domestic work is not made 

inflexible and the advantage of age to boys does not hold. In Lucknow if gender and age 

intersect then a boy of younger age is found to exercise more power over a girl elder to him 

in outdoor tasks. Giving the same gender it is age which determines who does what, the 

priority being with the senior. 

Children's experience of gender and age and their power of negotiation highlights their 

agency through out the examination. It works in and through the constraints of gender and 

age and their interaction in the domestic work. We find that amongst children of one family 

a junior is able to cross over the barrier of seniority through hislher agency. This is a 

striking point. We have seen that a child can equally well negotiate hislher age in the case 

of parents too with reference to domestic work. Solberg's (1990) study of Norwegian 

children has already shown such a possibility turning into a fact. What remains is to explore 

other areas of children's interaction in the light of their negotiation of age with adults. 
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Finally, our argument is that gender and age are not the limiting factors of domestic work. 

They neither include nor exclude' an area of work but help in showing how the innate 

agency of children finds ways and means to express itself through them. This characteristic 

has been examined in two settings of Lucknow and Coventry. The result is that its immance 

is perceived all through the structural constraints of gender and age in different socio

cultural surroundings. In fact the measure of constraints including the cultural handicaps 

seen in social inhibitions all reinforce the key idea of agency asserting itself against all odds. 

In this way, Niewenhuys' (1994) observation that the existing inequalities of gender have 

failed to stifle children's will to act on their own and contain the agency which enables them 

to construct their own childhood, has been strengthened in this study. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Children's Contribution To Family Business 

8.1 Introduction 

So far, the discussion in previous chapters has focused on children's work within the 

family, whereas this chapter specifically plans to deal with children's work/or the family. 

The family business, which is run within or nearby the precincts of their house, is an area 

where children directly contribute to their family. Children's contribution to family 

businesses in western countries does not have such a high profile as 'children's paid work' 

outside the family (Lavalette 1994, Pond and Sealre 1990). The assumption is that children, 

who work in their family businesses, are subject to a different power structure from those 

who work for wages for a 'third employing party' (Lavalette 1994). In cases where 

children work for their families, they are not being made to sell their labour. Thus, 

'prohibiting children who are under the legal age from helping out on the family farm or in 

the shop while under the watchful eye of parents is seen as an unreasonable interference by 

the state in family life' (MacLennan 1985:31). The recent research on children's work in 

Britain also largely ignored children's work in family businesses as an important. economic 

contribution. Song's (1996) study is an exception in this context as she researched Chinese 

children's labour participation in take-away businesses. She regarded children's work as 

'helping out' activities. However, her focus of analysis is ethnicity and she analysed 

children's contribution in the context of labour mobilisation in ethnic businesses and the 

cultural specificity of ethnic families and their businesses. While I do not dispute that 

children's contribution to family business is in the form of 'helping out' activities, as Song 

(1995) argued, I would like to address this subject as an area of children's work which 

ensures them a distinctive place in the division of labour both within the family and in 
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society. I intend to do this by assessing the value of children's contribution to the domestic 

economy through their own eyes. 

Children have for long been viewed as 'consumers' and 'liabilities' of the domestic 

economy. Recent research has however recognised them as 'helpers' in the production of 

the domestic economy (Morrow 1996). The view of children's dependence, incompetence 

and non-productiveness has veered in their favour and they have been recognised as 

competent producers in their own right (Leonard 1990. Morrow 1992). As a result of this 

children are being looked upon as contributors to the domestic economy. In this light, 

children's specific contribution to family businesses needs to be addressed. In addition to 

this children's contribution to family business must be seen as an interaction between 

children's agency as contributors and the labour demand imposed upon them. Furthermore. 

Indian children's work in the family business, as the subject chosen for this study, needs to 

be studied in the context of families' ethnic features. This chapter is devoted to this. 

Since the key issue for this chapter is to locate children's work in Indian family businesses 

in Coventry and Lucknow. it is important to understand the characteristics of small-scale 

Indian retailing businesses in Britain and India. The chapter begins to describe the trend in 

the growth of self-employment among British Indians and the specific context in which 

Indians are involved in retailing business in Coventry. In the first section children's own 

accounts are explored to determine the extent and nature of their work in the family 

businesses. Their experience of shop-work is probed further in the second section with a 

view to finding out what the reasons and motivations for their work are and how they 

conceive their shop-work. I examine how they draw meaning from their contribution and 

arrive at its significance both for themselves and for the family. Lastly the chapter 
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concludes with the argument that the family businesses give them an opportunity to act as 

economically meaningful agents. If they contribute to the maintenance of domestic 

economy as economic agents they also define the boundaries of their childhood and 

relationships through negotiation. 

8.2 British Indians In Small-Scale Retailing Businesses 

The last few decades have seen a significant growth is self-employment among British 

Indians. In 1991. the number of self-employed British Indians rose to more than sixty seven 

thousand which is 11.4 percent of the total Indians in Britain (OPCS 1993) . These self-

employed Indians are of two types: self-employed with employees and self-employed 

without employees. The majority of self-employed Indians are in retailing and restaurant 

business with no employees. Their small 'corner shops' of mainly grocery and off-licence 

are spread all over England and in some parts of Scotland. In 1992. the magazine Asian 

Business reported that in London. 'Asians' (which includes Indian. Pakistani and 

Bangladeshi settlers) own 90 percent of such outlets. The Ethnic Minority Business Service 

Newsletter (1992) also reported that out of 43.700 grocery shops more than 30.000 were 

owned by Asian businessmen. In another estimate Aziz (1995) reported that over 50 per 

cent of independent retail outlets in Britain are owned by Asians (quoted in Barrett et al 

1996). Recently. Metcalf et al noted: 

'The Asian groups may indeed have increased their share In small-scale 

retail sector: the confectioner, Mars. estimated that by the end of the 

1980s Asians owned 65 percent of the independent retail outlets in the 

country. including 95 percent of outlets in London. They have. however. 

also diversified into other sectors, so that by 1994. only half of Asian self

employment was in retail'. (Metcalf et al 1997:10) 
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The growth of Asian owned small-scale retailing businesses in Britain is explained by the 

'push' and 'pull' theory. Some researchers believe that the increase in self-employment 

among South Asians is because of their disadvantaged position in the British labour market 

(Cater and Jones 1978, Jones 1982, Mullins 1979, McEvoy and Aldrich 1986, Jones et al 

1994). These researchers argue that the structural factors such as high unemployment, 

under-employment, job-dissatisfaction, racial discrimination and lack of opportunities 

'push' South Asian minorities into self-employment. However, the 'push' theory has come 

under criticism. It is claimed that 'most Asians were not 'pushed' into self-employment by 

job market constraints, but pulled by the positive self-elected goals of financial gain and 

independence' (Soni et al 1987, quoted in Barrett et al 1996, p-788). This theoretical 

approach claims that the cultural traits of South Asians (such as self-sacrifice, hard-work 

for long hours, saving, family loyalty) are more critical for their involvement in self

employment activities. Werbner's (1990) study is instructive in this respect. Werbner's 

(1990) study of Pakistanis' self-employment in the clothing trade in Manchester, argues 

that the Pakistani community'S cultural heritage of thrift, deferred gratification, 

industriousness and self-reliance 'pulled' them into the business and that the cultural 

resources of this community became the vehicle for their success. Although Werbner's 

cultural heritage theory was specific to the Pakistani community it has been applied to other 

South Asians communities such as Indians (Metcalf et al 1997). The claim, put forward by 

Barrett et al (1996), that Indians are 'pulled' rather than 'pushed' into self-employment is 

corroborated in the latest study by Borooah and Hart (1999). 

Apart from many other 'pull' factors, the cultural resource theory argues that family labour 

plays a critical role in the South Asians small-scale retailing businesses. The empirical 

studies of ethnic entrepreneurs find that South Asian shop-keepers rely heavily on the 
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unpaid or under-paid labour of spouses and children in the family (Glence 1983. Willson 

1983. Sanders and Nee 1996. Srinivasan 1995. Willson and Stanworth 1988). In her study 

of 94 South Asian owned small businesses in Oxford, Srinivasan (1995) finds that 72 % 

shopkeepers had their spouses actively working in the shop while 42 % shopkeepers had 

their children actively helping in the shop. Since one of the objectives of the research on 

ethnic minority businesses was to highlight the reasons for the differential growth rate of 

various ethnic minority and white entrepreneurs and their relative success and failure, the 

specific contribution of children and other family members has not been explored in detail. 

Even where research focuses upon the family labour in particular, women's (spouses') 

contribution to ethnic businesses has been regarded as supplementary labour (Phizacklea 

1988). Song's (1996, 1997) study is, perhaps the only study, which addresses the issue of 

children's labour in Chinese take-away businesses in Britain. Her study revealed that 

Chinese take-away businesses rely heavily upon children's labour in many ways. Morrow's 

study of children's contribution to the domestic economy also reported that 10 percent of 

the total 730 children studied in Cambridgeshire had had experience of work in their family 

businesses. 

8.3 Situating The Corner-Shops In Coventry And Lucknow 

To understand the experience of children's work in corner shops owned by their parents, it 

is necessary to contextualise their corner shops. The corner shops in Britain are mostly 

located in inner city locations because they are dependent on local customers of both ethnic 

and non-ethnic backgrounds (Luthra 1997, Barrett et a1 1996). These shops cater for the 

needs of the local population, particularly the needs of elderly. of single parents, council 

tenants and ethnic minority residents who have no private cars and are least likely to do 

bulk buying. The important feature of these corner shops is that most of the retailers have 
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accommodation with their shops or next to the shops. This makes it easier for their families 

to respond to the call for work at any time and to continue working late. Evidently, the 

availability of children's labour to shop-work during unsocial hours gives them a major 

competitive edge in their business. 

In this study Coventry families running corner shops consist of only two generations: 

parents and children. All the children in these families were born in Britain and have been 

growing in the British socio-economic environment. In other words, these immigrant 

families have moved into their second generation and beyond. Grandparents in these 

families either live on the same road or in the same city but not with the family of these 

retailers. However, the study finds that a close tie exists between grandparents and the 

family and they visit each other very frequently. The close ties of kinship, family solidarity 

and loyalty plus the spirit of sacrifice for the family are observable in all the families studied. 

The call of Indian family values in British surroundings keeps the members of the family 

together so that problems of labour shortage, safety and security may be faced squarely. In 

my sample, out of 10 families there were three families in which grandparents still live in 

India. Parents in these families still retain live ties with their family in India. Mothers in 

these families are employed in their corner shops on a full time basis along with fathers. For 

technical reasons it was not possible for me to ascertain whether the formal owner of these 

shops was the mother or the father, but it was evident that both parents were involved in 

shop-work. Only in one family did a child report that apart from the shop-work her mother 

undertook some piece work too on a casual basis from outside. 

In Lucknow, like Coventry, the corner shops are located in inner city localities and they too 

cater for the needs of local residents. Since there is no competition comparable to that 
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between the supermarkets and the corner shops in Coventry, all sections of the local 

community use these shops for their daily consumable goods. The opening hours of shops 

in Lucknow are also relatively less than those of Coventry corner shops. As is the case in 

Coventry, corner shop-owners in Lucknow also live above or behind their shops. However, 

whereas the Coventry shops sell a wide range of items including spirits as well as groceries, 

the Lucknow shops do not sell spirits and groceries. Another feature of the Lucknow shops 

is that inside the shop customers have much less access to merchandise: instead of serving 

themselves, as in the Coventry shops, the Lucknow customers usually ask the shopkeeper 

for the goods and the shopkeeper (or his attendant) then gets the goods for customers. 

However, in Coventry the shopkeeper is normally at the counter and customers have access 

to the whole shop and help themselves in selecting goods. Another feature of the families in 

Lucknow is that they are composed of parents, grandparents and children. The kin-group is 

fairly large in size while in Coventry it is smaller. As far as the management of the shop is 

concerned, fathers play the role of the shopkeepers and have overall managerial powers in 

the shop. Mothers very rarely work in the shop -- only when their husbands are absent. 

Although these structural differences are slight they are important in determining how much 

labour children contribute. 

SECTION -I 
The Nature and Extent of Children's Contribution to Family Businesses 

The accounts of children's experience of working in their family shop reveal that they 

contribute to family businesses mainly in three different ways. Firstly, their experience of 

work is as a shop assistant who carries out all sorts of jobs to assist in the smooth running 

of the business. They serve behind the ,counters, help the customers to find goods, besides 

stacking, cleaning and tidying up the shop, like a shop assistant does in any retail shop. This 

type of job is quite common and children carry it out almost every day as their routine. 
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Secondly, children are crisis shooters: they resolve the crisis situations, particularly those 

related to an urgent demand for labour in the shop. For example, whenever there is an 

urgent demand for labour to deal with problematic customers, when there are too many 

customers to serve at once or when parents are sick or have gone away, children step in 

immediately to help in the shop. Children's experience of work in such situation is not 

routine. Nevertheless, it is an important aspect of their contribution to family businesses. 

Thirdly, children contribute to family businesses as shop watchers. This contribution is very 

significant, particularly in Coventry, as the ethnic businesses increasingly face the risk of 

pernicious racial harassment and attacks, vandalism and burglary. Whether children are in 

the shop or in the house whenever there is a call from the serving counter they rush in to 

keep an eye on customers in untoward situations. They keep coming in and around to act 

as shop watchers. These three distinctive ways of contribution are substantial, particularly 

in Coventry. 

8.4.1 Children As Assistants In The Family Business 

Although children's work as assistants in their shops is a common routine in both Coven'try 

and Lucknow, the amount of work differs significantly in the two places. The Coventry 

children worked more intensively than the Lucknow children. The majority of children in 

the ten Indian families studied in Coventry reported that they undertook all the jobs in their 

shops which they are required to. According to these children every morning their parents 

make a list of items that have run out. Therefore, they must go two or three times a week 

to wholesale markets for these items. The most common job for children is to stack goods 

and serve customers. Some children also reported their they helped their parents to clean 

and tidy up the shop. They normally do these jobs after school or at the weekend. Some 
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children reported that they helped their parents to stack in the morning before going to 

school. For example, Ajay (Coventry, 14, M) reported: 

Ajay: On Friday afternoon we go to warehouse to bring run out items. In the evening we 
arrange them in the shop. Sometimes we do it on Saturday morning too. Friday 
evening and Saturday whole day our shop is busy so we stay in the shop. 

VC: What do you do In the shop? 
Ajay: There is lot to do. Sometimes I serve the counter. Sometimes I arrange the shop 

and do a bit of stacking. Otherwise I'm around. 

VC: What about weekdays? 

Ajay: On weekdays, In the morning I open the shop with my dad and then I do a bit 
of stacking. Then I go to the college. In the evening I serve the counter for a 
while. I put the (beer) cans In the refrigerator. That's it. 

VC: How long do you stay In the shop? 

Ajay: On Saturday normally the whole day I spend in the shop. On Sunday, I stay 
almost half of the day and weekdays about three to four hours. Actually if I'm not 
doing anything at home (then) I'm in the shop. 

VC: For how long have you been doing this job? 

Ajay: [for the last] two-three years. 

Roopal (Coventry, 15, F) reported: 

Roopal: I do everything. I serve, I do stacking, I help the customers in getting the things . 
........ Normally I stay here [shop] for couple of hours ...... L1ke whenever my dad 
needs a break for tea, (then) I serve the counter. When he goes outside or do 
unloading the goods from the van then I serve the customers. It's like that. There 
is no fixed hours but whenever he needs me I help him out. In the evenings I'm 
usually in the shop and do whatever is needed. 

VC: Who goes to the warehouse? 

Roopal: Usually my dad goes[to the warehouse], but sometimes my mum goes with 
him. Sometimes I go with my dad. 

VC: Is your shop busy everyday? 

Roopal: ... No. Normally Fridays and weekends are more busy [than other days]. 

VC: Then there must be more work on weekends than other days. 

Roopal: Yeahl To some extent yes. 

VC: Does it mean that you help your parents more on weekends than weekdays? 

Roopal: Usually yes. 

VC: How long you have been helping your parents In the shop-work? 

Roopal: [for the last] three or four years. 

VC: In your normal routine how many hours do you give to your shop? 

Roopal: It's not fixed. But usually If I'm not doing anything at home I come to the shop. If 
I've to do something in the kitchen then only I stay there, .... otherwise I come to 
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shop ..... usually In the evening I'm here for two-three hours .•.... yeahl On 
weekends I spend some more time In the shop. 

VC: About how much time? 

Roopal: ..... About four to five [hours] in all day. 

From the above quotes it is evident that both Ajay and Roopal are helping out their parents 

on a regular basis in all sorts of work in the shop. Although their work increased at 

weekends the average weekly work was about 20 to 25 hours/week which is quite 

substantial. It is interesting to note that children undertake responsibility for shop work a 

few hours to relieve their parents for breaks. In these situations their contribution is no less 

important than that of an assistant in a big retail store. Indeed it is more valuable than a 

shop assistants contribution because these children reported that they are always ready to 

help their parents in the shop. Children's readiness to help at all times, particularly at 

unsocial hours and on weekends, increases the importance of their work. 

Like the Coventry children, the Lucknow children were also involved in shop-work, but 

they were less involved than the Coventry children. The most apparent reasons are: fIrstly, 

Coventry shops sell a wider range of items such as groceries, food stuffs (including semi-

processed food), spirits, tobacco etc. As a result these shops are very busy, whereas the 

Lucknow corner shops do not sell spirits or groceries and do less business; secondly, the 

opening hours are longer in Coventry than in Lucknow. In Coventry these corner shops 

open at about 7 o'clock in the morning and remain open till 10 o'clock in the night while in 

Lucknow shops open at 9 o'clock in the morning and close for lunch for one hour in the 

afternoon, then reopen till 8 o'clock in the evening. Because the corner shops in Coventry 

are so busy and remain open for long hours they demand more labour from children than 

those in Lucknow do. Because of the greater demand for labour the children's contribution 
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to family businesses was greater in Coventry than in Lucknow. It is evident in the following 

quotes of Lucknow children: Vivek (Lucknow, 15, M) reported: 

Vivek: I help my papa in the evening. At four o'clock he goes for tea break and I sit in his 
place. For about half an hour I serve the counter. 

VC: Wh~t do you do then? 

Vivek: I stay in the shop for a while and do whatever he asks me to do. 

VC: What does he ask you to do? 

Vivek: He asks me to help in serving ..... I serve people. Sometimes I stack the goods. 
This is all I do. 

VC: Do you do the same on Sundays? 

Vivek: Yes I stay in the shop on Sundays for a longer period. I normally come here about 
ten (morning) and stay here till 1 o'clock. From 1 o'clock to 2 o'clock we close our 
shop for lunch and then my papa again opens it. In the evening usually I don't 
come to the shop until there Is a need. 

VC: Who does shopping for the shop? 

Vivek: Normally the salesmen come to our shop and supply things. But some items 
we have to arrange from the wholesale market. My papa goes to bring those 
items every Tuesday. 

VC: Have you ever helped your papa In shopping? 

Vivek: Normally he doesn't need my help, but whenever he needs it, I go with him. But 
that's very rare. 

Akshay (Lucknow, 13, M) revealed: 

Akshay: My papa only calls me for help. Like when he needs to go to tea or to the toilet I 
look after the shop and serve the customers. Normally I help him In the evenings. 

VC: What is your routine in the shop on Sundays? 

Akshay: On Sunday I come to the shop in the afternoon. I sit here [shop] till evening. 

VC: What do you do then? 

Akshay: I serve the counter. When I am in the shop I do everything that Is required. 

VC: Suppose your papa Is not well or he goes out then who looks after the shop? 

Akshay: Sometimes my mummy and sometimes me. Actually he goes out very rarely. 
Only when he doesn't feel good or he becomes tired then we look after the shop. 
In such situations I generally sit in the shop, particularly in the evenings, and my 
mummy sits in the shop during the day time. We all share the jobs of the shop in 
such situations. 

Vivek's and Akshay's accounts reveal that they contribute in the shop as shop-assistants. 

They look after the business when their fathers are either unavailable in the shop because of 

being sick or because they are having lunch or a tea break. 
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8.4.2 Children's Contribution To Shop Work As 'Crisis-Shooters' 

Children's contribution to family business is evident in their role of 'crisis-shooters'. In 

Coventry, children reported that they undertake their parents' jobs in the shop when there 

was any emergency. For example, Dinky (Coventry, 14, F) reported that she worked in the 

shop for about five weeks in place of her father as he was away. On recalling her 

experience, she said: 

Dinky: I was doing all the jobs. We used to open the shop at about 8 In the morning. We 
had to put everything properly. We had to put the vegetable boxes on the table in 
front of the shop. We were doing all this by half past eight and then after my mum 
was looking after the shop. I was going to the college at about half past nine. I 
was finishing my college at about 2 o'clock (in the afternoon). I was straight away 
coming to the shop and was staying here [shop] till eight in the evening. 

VC: O.k. So you have worked hard in those days, but what about now when your dad 
is here? 

Dinky: Oh. Yeahll still help In the shop, but not that much. I was terribly busy In those 
days. I couldn't take a day off from the shop. I had to keep going all the time. I 
was giving my full time to the shop, but now I work for only few hours. Now my 
dad Is there to look after the shop. 

VC: What are the other circumstances in which you have to work hard? 

Dinky: Usually when my dad or mum fell ill I have to take up all the jobs In the shop. 
Whenever they have to go out I give more time to the shop. 

Raju (Coventry,14, M) explained how his involvement had suddenly increased in the shop 

for the previous few months: 

VC: How long you have been doing the shop work? 

Raju: I'm helping in the shop for the last couple of years, but from the last two months 
I'm extremely busy In the shop. 

VC: Why? 

Raju: Because my dad is not well for the last two months. Earlier he used to do most of 
the jobs in the shop but now he can't do that much so I have to take care of some 
of his jobs. 

VC: What exactly do you do? 

Raju: I do nearly everything. I open the shop, serve the counter and go to the 
warehouse. 

VC: Do you manage the whole shop on your own? 

Raju: No .... no. My mum Is there. She looks after the shop when I'm in the college. 
When I come back we both do the shop-work. 

VC: Do you think that you will keep working like this? 
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Raju: No. When my dad will be all right I will not be that busy. This is only because he 
is not well and we can't shut off our shop. We've to run it. 

The circumstances referred to by the children in the above quotes clearly show that the 

extent of their involvement in shop work has increased substantially in situations when their 

family faced a crisis. For example, Dinky's family faced the crisis of a shortage of labour 

when her father was away and her contribution was necessary for the smooth functioning of 

the business. Similarly, in Raju's case, his father's illness created a crisis and to sustain the 

business he provided extra labour for the family shop. On asking why his family could not 

employ an outsider to meet the labour shortage, Raju explained: 

Raju: It's not good to employ outsiders in the shop. We have a private and a small 
business and we can't afford to hire an employee. Actually you can't get reliable 
people who work in this shop. Even If you get anybody you have to pay for it, and 
if we start paying to outsiders then what will we earn? Even it's not wise to have 
an outsider employee for the short period. 

VC: Can't you engage an employee for the long period? 

Raju: No. When my dad is there we don't need anybody else. Actually both my dad 
and mum work together and they manage the shop very well. And I'm also there 
to help them in every moment so I don't think they need anybody else. 

VC: Do you get payment for your contribution? 

Raju: No not exactly. All is ours, so what's the point of taking payment. 

Raju's answers suggest that the extent of his contribution to the famiJy business. 

particularly in a crisis situation, increased mainJy because his family does not want to afford 

an outsider as employee for two reasons: flrstly, his family does not want to share their 

income with an employee and secondly, the unreliability of the employee. However, in 

Lucknow the situation is different. In a crisis or in a situation when the shop demands extra 

labour the shopkeeper depends on either hislher family members and kin. or hires cheap 

labour from outside. This is not to say that children do not take extra responsibility in such 

situations but the extent of their involvement does not increase as much as is the case in the 

Coventry families. The extra responsibilities of children are shared by their relatives or hired 

labour. For example, Pooja (Lucknow, 14, F) reported that on the sudden demise of her 
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grandmother her parents had to go to the village and in the absence of her parents her uncle 

(father's brother) looked after the shop with assistance from Pooja and her sister Jyoti. 

Pooja said: 

Pooja: My chacha [father's brother] was here for about three weeks. He was looking after 
the shop in place of my papa. 

VC: Was your workload In the shop increased in those days? 

Pooja: No. It wasn't too much. Yes, this is right that my duties were increased because I 
had to look after both the house and the shop. In fact chacha was not familiar with 
the local customers who buy things from our shops on credit and I knew most of 
them so I was sitting with chacha and helping him in selling the things on credit. 
Actually, if you see, in one way my responsibilities were increased but there was 
my chacha who was helping us. 

VC: Do you think that it's good to have support from relatives in such circumstances? 

Pooja: Yes. You've got to have a trusting relationship with your relatives who can support 
you in business at least at the time of crisis. 

VC: Does your family has support of this sort from your relatives? 

Pooja: Yes we have. 

In another example, Anu a 15 year old girl reported that her father had employed a worker 

for about three months when her mother was ill. She said: 

Anu: We all used to help my papa in the shop. Mummy had an ulcer and had an 
operation. Doctors advised her not to work any more. I had to do all the jobs 
which usually my mummy does so I wasn't getting enough time to support my 
papa in the shop. All my time was spent in the housework and in the school. Then 
my papa had employed somebody to work in the shop. He was working from 10 in 
the morning to 6 In the evening. 

VC: How long did he work in your shop? 

Anu: He worked for about three months. 

VC: Why didn't he continue to work? 

Anu: Actually when my mummy recovered we didn't want any more help. 

Both Anu's and Pooja's statement show that the extent of their shop work increased in the 

situations referred to but it was shared by others too. It suggests that in the crisis situations 

children's work in the shop increases in both places but that the degree of increase differs 

because of the different socio-economic contexts of the families. For instance, there is 

ample evidence in both Coventry and Lucknow where children reported that their families 
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have close relationship with relatives and kin group. But the kin group's labour 

participation in the family business is negligible in Coventry while in Lucknow there are 

some situations in which relatives have supported the family business by contributing their 

labour. As far as the support from paid labour is concerned children in Coventry revealed 

that their families are very reluctant to seek labour from outside. This is mainly for two 

reasons: ftrstly, the security and the privacy of the family and secondly, to hire paid labour 

is not economically viable for the family business. Besides the variation in the extent of 

children's contribution to family business in emergency situations the study finds that 

children in both places come forward as crisis shooters to participate in the family 

businesses whenever they are required to. It suggests that their work in the family business 

is vital in terms of both its nature and extent. 

8.4.3 Children's Work As Shop-Watchers 

The situational analysis of children's contribution to the family's shop in Coventry brings 

out an additional dimension of children's work. The corner shops in Coventry, as noted 

above, are mostly located in the home. All the shops have a call bell fixed below the sales 

counter which is used to summon family members in case of an emergency. Coventry 

children reported the situations in which undesirable individuals from the locality, who keep 

roaming about, had sneaked into their shops. These undesirable elements are shoplifters 

too, who try to pilfer articles by taking advantage of the presence of other customers and 

hoodwinking the sales person. In such circumstances the person at the counter sends a 

signal via the bell for instant help from family members. Children immediately rush to the 

shop and tackle the situation. Sometimes they simply stay around and keep an eye on 

customers to prevent shoplifting. Their presence reduces the chances of any other mischief. 
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Their being on hand saves many ugly situations from developing and promotes smooth 

working. Taj (Coventry,13, M) reported his role of watcher in the shop: 

Taj: Sometimes I do nothing but only stay in the shop. 

VC: Why do you stay in the shop without any purpose? 

Taj: Well, if there are loads of customers come at one time some of them are good, 
but some of them are not. Some of them pick the things and put in their pocket. 
They hide the things to steal. If we are around they can't do such things. We keep 
an eye on them. It's always be good to be in the shop. 

VC: Does your dad call you for keeping an eye on the customers? 

Taj: Yes. Sometimes he does. 

VC: When? 

Taj: Whenever there is a crowd of customers in the shop. Sometimes they come in a 
group and some of them stand at the counter and try to keep busy my dad while 
one or two go inside and try to hide things. In such times my dad calls us. Then 
we come and watch them. 

VC: How does your dad call you? 

Taj: He rings the bell which Is there (underneath the serving counter). When we 
hear the bell we leave all the jobs and pop in immediately. 

Pummy (Coventry. 15. F) reveals: 

Pummy: Last week we had a problem in the shop. Two guys came and had a case of beer 
and few other things. They just started talking with my mum. My mum was alone 
in the shop at that time. In the mean time the other man entered in the shop who 
was with them. He also took a case of beer and went outside. When my mum 
guessed something wrong and she called me. I was in the kitchen I left the dishes 
and came outside. She asked me to stop that man and to ask about the payment. 
I went outside and said: "did you pay for the case" he said yeah. I came inside 
and told to mum that he Is saying that he had paid. Then my mum said, "no, he 
hasn't". Then my mum called him and asked when did you pay. He started telling 
lie he was saying that his friend had already paid for the case. There were heated 
exchange and at the end they had to pay the cases. 

VC: Does it happen often? 

Pummy: Normally not, but some customers always try to cheat. In that case if we have at 
least two people in the shop we can check them. One serves the counter and 
other watches on customers. If you are alone they try to cheat you. 

VC: Do you always help your parents in such circumstances? 

Pummy: Yes, they always call us for the assistance. If I'm at the counter I call them if 
something happens wrong. 

Pummy's experience reveals that though she may seem to be at home engaged either in a 

housework or just doing her personal work she is always at the beck and call of her parents 
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in the shop. Taj' s opinion shows that he is keenly aware that it is as good if he is inside the 

shop itself. Both of them are at hand in any emergency in the shop. The description of these 

children is remarkable in the sense that to the naked eye their contribution to the shop may 

not be visible but, their role of vigilant watchers in the shop at all times is of great 

significance. They are on their toes to assist in the shop at any time. Children's 

contributions of this kind substantially expands the extent of their involvement in shop 

work. 

Beside the above quoted statements, there is evidence in the present study where children 

reported that they sometimes help their parents in communications problems too. 

Sometimes drunken customers come and engage in non-serious conversation. In such 

circumstances these children were called to cope with the eccentricities of the drunken 

customers and to get rid of them in due course. Children's role of keeping watch on 

shoplifters, dealing with drunken customers, and often taking to the non-serious customers 

out of the shop is of significant value for running the family businesses. 

SECTION-II 
The Meaning And Significance Of Children's Work In The Family Businesses 

Children's work in advanced economies, as pointed out in earlier chapters, is tended to be 

seen negatively because of children's unproductive and vulnerable images. Within this 

general assumption, children's work in ethnic businesses is considered detrimental for their 

development (see lackson and Gravey 1974). Ethnicity is seen as one of the important 

factors for children's work in family businesses. Looking at the racial context, Song (1996) 

most succinctly observed: 
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'One reason why children's work in ethnic businesses may be negatively 

singled out in Britain, as in other western societies, is that children's work 

in Chinese take-aways, for instance, is performed in a racialized work 

niche associated with derogatory notions of being Chinese; work in a take 

-away business does not evoke the wholesome images of children 

helping out on the family farm.' (1996:103) 

Morrow (1994) has opposed the general assumption that children work in their family 

business because of their ethnic background. Her study finds that children of non-ethnic 

background also contribute to family businesses in Britain, particularly in rural areas. 

Therefore, it is wrong to address ethnicity as a sole reason for the involvement of children 

in family business. While I do not dispute that the ethnic businesses have a characteristic 

feature of labour mobilisation of family members on the grounds of particular cultural traits 

(Metcalf et al 1997) and children contribute to family business as a support mechanism, I 

would argue that we need to asses the children's resource structure through which children 

respond to such need. In this light, Children are to be seen not only as the victims of the 

specific needs of ethnic businesses and lor vehicles of cultural resources of these families, 

but as potential 'agents'. In the following paragraphs I intend to examine how far children's 

resource structures (i.e., the ideas, negotiation skills, and responsiveness, etc.) respond to 

the labour demands in ethnic businesses. 

8.5.1 "Working in the shop is a great experience": Family Business Provides An 

Opportunity For Children To Realise Their Labour Power 

Children were asked a question about the reason for their involvement in shop-work. Their 

answers in the majority of cases were that they work because they like working in their 

shops. They are of the opinion that they contribute to family business because if they don't 

work in their shops, they will be 'bored' and 'doing nothing interesting at home'. If not 
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working, they would lead a monotonous life of an idle person and to avoid this they prefer 

to work in the shop. Besides this, the shop provides an exciting place of work where they 

can meet different people, they can talk and also they can do whatever they want to. In this 

way, children's views show that working in their own shop is a great experience of fonnal 

'work', which they greatly enjoy. These views are consistent in both Coventry and 

Lucknow. For example, Sanj (Coventry, 14, M) explained the reason why he works in the 

shop: 

Sanj: I work because I need to. 

VC: Why do you need to? 

Sanj: Because if you are at home doing nothing, you feel bored, .•• (then) it's better to do 
some work. I think that the shop is the best place where we can start working. 

VC: Do you think it is good for children to work in the shop? 

Sanj: Yes. Why not? Working is nothing to be ashamed of. A child of my age should 
work. Sitting idle makes you useless. I think working in the shop is a great 
experience. 

VC: What kind of experience you are talking about? 

Sanj: Look, if you are In the shop you have chance to meet so many people. You have 
to deal with so many people .... (and) also you can contribute to the Income of 
your shop. 

Roopal (Coventry, 15, F) said: 

Roopal: Our shop is a good time pass. Here we work and pass our time nicely ..... we chat 
with customers while we serve. It's a good way to refresh yourself. 

VC: Do you mean that you work in the shop because you like working? 

Roopal: Yes, partly yes. We enjoy working. But that's not the only reason for working In 
the shop. I believe that If I can work, then why not? It's no harm In working ...... 
anyway, if paper boy can deliver the newspaper, then why can't I work in the 
shop? 

VC: Do you ever feel that your shop-work Is essential for the business? 

Roopal: Yeahl it Is true that sometimes the shop needs me, but I think most of the time 
I'm there because I feel it's better to sit In the shop rather than to sit Idle at home 
or do housework .......... Although my mum and dad are working in the shop, but I 
think (that) if I'm able to look after the shop then I must do it. .... my work pleases 
me really ..... and at the same time I help my parents too by undertaking their job 
responsibilities. 
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Both Sanjay and Roopal gave personal pleasure and satisfaction as their primary reason for 

working in the shop. The importance of personal satisfaction is reinforced by Roopal's 

statement who did contribute most of the time not because her work is required for the 

business, but she did shop-work because she just enjoyed sitting in the shop. Consistent to 

similar views, Vivek (Lucknow, 15, M) expressed: 

VC: Has somebody asked you to work in the shop? 

Vivek: Not really .. I like to be In the shop rather than to be in the house. Especially in the 
evenings I hate sitting in the house and that's why I come to the shop and do 
whatever is required ....•... Well, this makes me happy too, because I find myself 
useful for the family. 

In order to know the experience of chlldren's shop-work, they were asked whether they 

enjoyed the work. As referred above, most of the children reported that they enjoyed their 

shop-work as they kept themselves occupied with it. Apart from getting an opportunity to 

meet various people and remove their boredom, children are able to express their labour 

power. In the case of Sanj it is quite clear that he works with a feeling that his work makes 

him economically a useful member of the family. In the case of Roopal, she undertakes 

shop-work to express her faculty of 'work' together with the motive to help her family 

business. If working in the shop gives them pleasure, it also provides an opportunity to 

realise their power as a 'worker' and in this sense children's shop-work is a 'great 

experience' . 

It would be wrong to infer that children contribute to shop-work because they always enjoy 

working in the shop. There are few circumstances where childfen reported that they have 

contributed to shop-work because it was indispensable for them. Their family business had 

a shortage of labour and they were asked to contribute for its smooth running. However, 

even in such situations children expressed their experience as 'responsible'. In such 
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situations they particularly felt that their labour had been used for the sustenance of the 

family business. For example, Vijay (Lucknow, 15, M) said: 

Vijay: ...... My papa was in viral fever and nobody was there to look after the shop except 
me and my mummy. Mummy had to do lots of housework, so I was looking after 
the shop in those days. 

VC: How did you experience that work? 

Vijay: It was good because I got responsibility of being a shopkeeper. I felt myself 
useful. 

Dinky's (Coventry, 14, F) quote in earlier section revealed that she was extremely involved 

in shop-work when her father was out of city. On asking how she experienced the shop-

work in that period, she reported: 

Dinky: It was Ok. I didn't do It for anybody else, I did It for my family because I find it 
necessary ...... .In one way I was feeling more responsible for the family .... It was 
a good feeling. I used to spend most of the time In the shop and I became aware 
of What's going on around the shop. I had lots of experience in those days. 

VC: What's the most memorable experience? 

Dinky: I think that by working independently I felt more reliable. 

Children whose views are expressed above highlight at least one common point, that is 

children's work in the shop provides an opportunity for all of them to translate their labour 

power. Their reasons for undertaking shop-work and the experience of being a responsible 

worker shows that the opportunity structure, which is provided by ethnic businesses in 

Britain and small-scale retailing businesses in Lucknow, interacts with the capabilities and 

responsiveness of children. Thus, children's work in corner shops is of great importance for 

themselves too. 
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8.5.2 Children's Shop-Work And The Negotiation Process 

Questions were asked as to know how children's shop-work fits into their own daily lives. 

Children's accounts revealed that sometimes they manipulate the events in their lives 

through the expedient use of their labour contribution. There is evidence where they have 

reported how they negotiated work-role responsibilities with their parents and how they 

achieved a certain degree of independence. For instance, they negotiated time off from 

work which they didn't like; they negotiated the hours of work when they wanted to go out 

with their friends. For example, Ratan (Coventry, 13, M) described: 

Ratan: I wasn't allowed to go out with my friends, but now I can go. 

VC: How did you manage it? 

Ratan: Since I'm helping out my parents in the shop most of the time so they [parents] 
think that I'm a responsible person so now they have started allowing me to go 
out with my friends. 

VC: So, now you have freedom to go out whenever you want. 

Ratan: No, no. It's not always. Whenever they are convinced that I have done my jobs 
responsibly they allow me. Otherwise they say 'no'. 

There is more evidence where Our (Coventry, 14 F) negotiated her domestic work 

responsibilities in relation to shop-work. She revealed: 

Gur: Sometimes I get bored with housework. 

VC: Then what do you do? 

Gur: I ask my mum that I'll sit in the shop and you do the housework. And she says 
yes ..... (because) she knows that I can look after the shop well ...... 1 like sitting in 
the shop rather than to work in the house. So sometimes I swap my work with 
mum. 

The above quotes illustrate that children negotiate their work-role responsibilities. In 

Ratan's case, since he contributes to shop-work, he manages to get the image of a 

responsible 'adult' that helps him . in negotiating the boundaries of freedom and 

independence in his childhood. Our's (Gurpreet) statement sets a fine example of how a 

child gains power to get the 'work' of her/his own choice. 
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The experience of children in Lucknow is also similar to that of Coventry. The contribution 

of Lucknow boys to shop-work, as noted in an earlier section, is much greater than that of 

girls. Because of this difference in the amount of shop-work, boys have more opportunities 

for negotiation of work-role responsibilities than girls. The following quotes demonstrate 

the process of negotiation of Lucknow children: 

Amit (Lucknow, 15, M) said: 

Amit: Last week my cousins came to visit us and we decided to go to a film. My papa 

didn't allow me to go to film because the refurbishment of my shop was going on 

and a lot of rearrangement was to be done. My papa wanted me to help him in 

the task. I said to him that if he allows me to go to film I'll do the job in the 

evening. First he wasn't convinced but later on he accepted my offer. Then we all 

went to film and after coming back I did help him in the shop. He was happy with 

my help and so was I. 

Vijay (Lucknow, 15, M) reported: 

Vijay: Whenever I have to go to play (cricket) match I need a day off. So I work in the 

shop for the whole day a day before and in the evening I ask my papa for a day 

off. My papa then allows me to go for match ..... I usually play match on Sundays 

and for that I work on Saturday. 

Both Amit and Vijay illustrated how they succeeded in achieving their wish by negotiating 

the hours of work from with parents. Thus, shop-work becomes an instrument for both of 

them to gain their independence to a certain extent and fulfil their hobbies. 

Thus, the evidence in both Coventry and Lucknow successfully demonstrated that shop-

work has provided opportunities for children to gain the power of negotiation. The 

argument is that if family businesses exploit children's labour, they also exploit the 

opportunities of shop-work to realise their ends. Although they do not claim wages in 

return to their contribution, but they claim certain degree of freedom and independence 

which they negotiate in the process. 
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8.5.3 "This is our shop": Children's Sense Of Ownership In The Family Business 

Children were also asked about what they feel about their shop and how they explained 

their relationship to the family shop. A majority of children expressed the view that the 

family business belongs to the whole family. According to them every member of the family 

gains by it in some way. Since the family shop is a sole source of their family's economic 

maintenance, they are aware of the after-effects of profit and loss of the shop and the 

labour demand of the family business. For them, it is a joint social and economic enterprise. 

Family business is not the concern of their parents only but their's too. They feel they are 

its owner, workers and beneficiaries. This is exemplified in the following quotes: 

Ajay (Coventry, 14, M) said: 

Ajay: I work here, because this is our shop. If we won't work then who else will work? 

VC: But this is your dad's shop, so how can you say that it is yours? 

Ajay: (laughs) ..... Well my dad runs it but we all are the part of it. 

VC: I can't understand your claim. Could you please explain In detail? 

Ajay: Look I'll tell you. If we go out, our friends Identify me as a shop owner because 
they believe that this is our family shop. So Isn't this our shop? Since we all share 
the jobs, we all own it. That's what I mean. 

VC: Ok. So this shop belongs to all of you. But how do you distribute the income of 
the shop? 

Ajay: The income of our shop is also ours. We all share it. 

VC: How do you share it? 

Ajay: Whatever we want we get from our parents. See, the Income of the shop is spent 
on our food, our dress and whatever we need. That's the way we share our 
income. 

VC: Don't you feel like getting wages from your shop? 

Ajay: No I don't think so. We are getting everything. Sometimes we get cash to spend 
the way we want, so what's the point of expecting wages. 

Kiran (Coventry, 14, F) said: 

Kiran: Our shop is our Identity. We are known as shop owners among our friends. It's a 

different matter that my father owns the shop. But we all believe that this Is ours. 

That's why we all work together in It. 
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Dinky (Coventry, 14, F) said: 

Dinky: This is our shop. 

VC: But you have just told me that your dad owns this shop? So how can this be 
yours? 

Dinky: Yes, this is true that my dad and mum are the owners of this shop and the shop 
gives employment to them, but we all are related to the shop. 

VC: How? 

Dinky: Because we all share the jobs in the shop and we also share the income. 

VC: How do you share the income? 

Dinky: Say, whatever we spend it comes from the shop. So this is ours. 

These statements bring out two important issues: firstly, children locate their identity as a 

shop owner and secondly, they feel there is a fair distribution of economic returns from the 

family business among all members of the family. These two characteristics justify their 

argument that they own their family shop. The interesting point for us here is that through 

their contribution to the shop, children prove that their family and their family shop are both 

a social and an economic unit. Although the principal responsibility of running the business 

falls on the shoulders of their parents, they share some of the responsibilities for the smooth 

functioning of their shops. Children and parents together constitute the economic resource 

and the labour for their family business. Because of the joint responsibilities children claim 

joint ownership of the shop. Through this claim they establish themlielves as economically 

active members of a productive unit, the family and the family shop. Children in Lucknow 

expressed views similar to those of Coventry children on the ownership of the shop. 

SECTION· III 
Discussion And Conclusion 

Although some studies have noted that children contribute in the family business (Pond and 

Searle 1990, Morrow 1994, and Song 1996), they fail to explore the way children 

contribute (an exception Song's 1996 study). The present study has not only explored the 

unprecedented aspects of the nature of children's work as 'assistants'. crisis-shooters' and 
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'watchers', but presents situations through which we can assess the degree of their 

involvement in shop-work. In combination with exercising the practical tasks of shop 

keeping such as stacking, arranging goods and serving the counter, children worked as 

supervisors by watching the customers. Their experience revealed that even when they are 

at home and seen as playing or resting they are always on their toes to rush up to the shop 

to meet an emergency. This state of their mental and physical involvement in the shop gives 

an insight into the nature and extent of their work. It far exceeded my expectation, 

particularly in Coventry. Children continue working in the shop even in unsocial hours; they 

assist frequently during peak businesses days and hours. 

Another significant issue to emerge during the examination of the reasons for their 

involvement is that children's experiences revealed that their work is not only in response 

to labour demand in ethnic businesses, but is also an index of interplay of their agency as a 

worker. I do not dispute that children's contribution to ethnic family businesses is desirable 

because of the structural need, but I argue that children's work is feasible with their visible 

agency. The family shop is the best place where they exercise their economic agency. Their 

families work as a social and economic unit in which they not only claim their share in the 

resources but discharge their responsibilities to maintain the unit. Children's shop-work 

responsibilities are a powerful example for this argument. Their sense of profit and loss, 

employment and unemployment and owner and worker demonstrate how they rationalise 

their role as producers. They relate themselves with wider economic issues. Children's 

interaction with day-to-day economic aspects of the businesses, such as individual or joint 

ownership and distributive principles of economic returns, converts them into economic 

agents rather than merely subjects of economic forces. 
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Apart from its sheer economic value (for the domestic economy), children's work in the 

family businesses provided an irresistible opportunity for shaping the boundaries of their 

childhood. Children's experience of 'shop-work' sheds another ray of light on how childrt:n 

construct and reconstruct their childhood. The data revealed that children in many instances 

negotiated their work-role responsibilities. This negotiation is not only limited to their 

work-roles (e.g. swapping of housework with shop-work), but they negotiate their leisure 

and the choice of work. Amit's and Vijay's example in Lucknow is a case in point. In 

Coventry, Dinky's example also shows how she negotiated her holidays on account of extra 

work in the shop, in the absence of her father. In this way, children's childhood is not that 

which is given by their parents, but it is what they themselves negotiate. By arguing this, I 

do not mean that children are to be seen a par with their parents, but that they are not what 

they are generally assumed to be. Thus, family business, in the nonnat run, provides 

children ample opportunities for redefining the boundaries of childhood and refining family 

relationships. 
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CHAPTER 9 
Summary And Conclusion 

9.1 The General Approach 

The focus of this study has been children's work in and for the family among Indian 

families in Coventry (Britain) and Lucknow (India). However, before an attempt is made to 

draw together some conclusions, it is necessary to stress two important points. First is that 

both from the point of view of the locations themselves and the social, cultural and 

economic environment of its inhabitants, Coventry and Lucknow should not be regarded as 

a case study for comparison. Thus the study does not claim any comparative conclusions 

for its generalisation. However, children of Lucknow were compared with Coventry 

children to explore the research questions in greater depth. In this attempt some similarities 

and dissimilarities between Coventry and Lucknow children were noted and explained in 

their respective socio-economic contexts. The second point is that the size and nature of 

sample in this study was confined to a particular set of children. As the main aim was to 

explore a more qualitative dimension to children's lives, the conclusions drawn from this 

project cannot be generalised. Nevertheless, the conclusions are useful for understanding 

particular aspects of children's work. Once this is understood, the question of typicality 

need not affect the weight to be given to the findings and conclusions. It is hoped that this 

small study of Indian children may provide a detailed examination of the place of children's 

work in the division of labour in families running small-scale retailing businesses. 

This leads to the further caveat that since this study is fundamentally focusing on a very 

specific group of children it only provides an insights into the recently raised theoretical 
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questions about children's position in agency-structure paradigm within the new sociology 

of childhood. It is also to be noted that no small-scale study of such children can establish a 

general truth, but it can challenge or refute generalities, and this purpose is served by this 

thesis. 

9.2 Summary 

The thesis began by highlighting the importance of reconsidering children's work in 

Chapter 1. To determine the social and economic meaning of children's work in the family 

it was necessary to locate the issue in the debate of both child labour and domestic labour. 

The discussion made it clear that neither the child labour debate nor the domestic labour 

debate accredits children's domestic activities as 'real' work; and therefore, children's work 

in the family does not fmd any significant place in debate. This gap in the understanding of 

children's work called for a reconsideration of the concept of 'the child' and the definition 

of work. The importance of children's perspectives and of the comparison has been drawn 

to explore the full meanings of children's work in the family in its wider social, economic 

and cultural contexts. In Chapter 2 a critical review of the literature on children's domestic 

work was undertaken. This review drew attention to three principal issues: the meanings of 

children's work, the sources of information on their work and the reasons and motivations 

for it. The Chapter highlighted the ways in which debate draws upon in the developed and 

developing countries and how it ignored children's own meanings to their work. The 

literature review also noted the factors affecting children's work such as maternal 

employment, ethnic background, children's age and birth-order, and their gender. However, 

the critique of this literature drew attention to the fact that the meaning of children's work 

in the family was not confined to their own development but had a meaning and significance 
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for the family too. It was noted that the 'new' sociology of childhood has initiated the latest 

debate where children's work is considered socially and economically meaningful for both 

the family and the children themselves. In this way, the Chapter concludes by stressing the 

need to look at children's work as socially meaningful and so sought to develop an 

evaluation of their position within the division of labour. 

Chapter 3 presented an overview of theoretical position of the child in sociology. 

Socialisation theory, which has long prevailed, was critically discussed. More later 

approaches to children and childhood were seen as a consequence of a critical engagement 

of socialisation theory. The position of 'the child' from 'pre-sociological' to 'sociological' 

child was discussed in order to consider children as actors who were not mere beneficiaries 

but contributors to societal resources as well. Since there was found to be no definition of 

work which sees children's domestic activities as meaningful. an attempt was made to 

evolve an operative definition of work to cover different aspects of children's activities. To 

draw the full meanings and significance of children's work the structure-agency approach 

of the new sociology of childhood and the enlarged definition of work were undertaken. 

During the discussion the concepts of responsibility, obligation, independence and 

autonomy were developed as tools necessary for the examination of the meaning and 

significance of children's work. 

Chapter 4 went on to describe the research settings: Coventry and Lucknow. After 

explaining the reasons for selection of these two cities for exploring the nature and extent 

of children's work in family corner-shops, the Chapter described the pilot interview in 

Coventry. The methods and methodological tools were also discussed in greater detail in 
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order to suit the demands of the study: qualitative interviews among a small size of sample 

in both cities. This Chapter also discussed the ethical considerations involved in doing the 

research. 

With the theoretical and methodological background established, Chapter 5 examined 

through the data, the fundamental and substantive issue of whether children's domestic 

activities ,constitute (or maintain) the domestic work order. Beginning with self

provisioning activities, it assesses them in the light of the enlarged definition of work. The 

aim. was to see whether some of the characteristics of children's domestic activities 

resemble 'work'. The data revealed that five different categories of children's activities -

self-provisioning, house-maintenance, kitchen work, caring and miscellaneous - fall under 

the definition of work. The extent of children's involvement in these household activities 

was substantial and amounted to a significant contribution to the family's social order. The 

examination of children's activities also revealed that they involve a direct transfer of tasks 

(from mothers to children); that they reduce parent's responsibility for family care and 

particularly child care; and that they free parents to undertake other economically useful 

jobs. In this way, children's domestic activities were argued to be 'children's work' which 

constitute an organised response of children to the demands placed on them by the family. 

Chapter 6 then moved on to explore evidence for the central claim of this thesis: that 

children's domestic work is meaningful work for both themselves and their family. It is 

further contended that the children use their domestic work for two main purposes: firstly, 

they define and refine the boundaries of their childhood by the conscious use of their work; 

and secondly, their domestic work contributed to the maintenance of the family's social 
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order. It appeared that by undertaking certain domestic responsibilities children negotiate 

their positions and find opportunities to assert their independence and freedom. 

It was noted in Chapters 5 and 6 that 'gender' and 'age' are structures which interact with 

children's agency during their work. Chapter 7 was devoted to the detailed examination of 

these two structural factors in children's work and children were seen to be negotiating 

their gender as well as gender-based roles in both cities. However, the difference between 

Coventry and Lucknow is noted in terms of the degree of negotiation. Coventry children 

were found to be more successful in negotiating the gender roles than Lucknow children. 

This was explained on the grounds of the respective socio-cultural contexts of these two 

sets of children. 

Chapter 8 addressed the extended scope of children's work by looking at their contribution 

to the family business. It was assumed that children's contribution to family businesses is 

important work/or the family. Children's work in the family businesses was unpaid work 

and it was not accounted for in terms of any official purposes. It was also noted that 

children contributed to family businesses in three main ways: as shop assistants, as shop 

watchers, and as crisis shooters. 

9.3 Conclusions 

The more general conclusion of this thesis, in many ways, has been pre-empted by the 

conclusions at the end of each chapters. It is however, worth providing an overall synthesis 

of the more general conclusions. In view of the fact that this study adheres to the 

methodology suggested by the 'new' sociology of childhood and the need to study children 
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in terms of the 'inter-relationship between the agency and structures' (Mayall 1996: 1). 

Although the debate in contemporary sociology posits the concept of 'structure' and 

'agency' in opposition to each other, there have been a few attempts to examine both 

structure and agency together for the understanding of social relationships. James and 

Prout (1997) argues that in the case of studying children and childhood, if we see children 

as active agents we have to see 'childhood as a social institution that exists beyond the 

activity of any particular child or adult'. They further emphasise that the construction and 

re-construction of childhood is to be understood with children's activities within or upon 

the institutional constraints that it creates. Setting the agenda for future research on 

children's work James et al (1998) have recently underlined the need for research which 

focuses children's work on a structural framework and at the same time draw upon the 

meanings of work. Through this they try to advance the argument that 'children are social 

actors who are not only shaped by their circumstances but also, and most importantly, help 

shape them' (James et al1998: 123). 

Against this theoretical backdrop, the present study concludes that there is ample evidence 

that children in these Indian families are found to be acting in their own right. The data 

shows that these children's lives are largely shaped in terms of the help or assistance they 

give to their parents in housework or in the family business and the privileges they receive 

in return for this help. Children are found to be meaning-makers. In this attempt their 

agency finds varying expressions in varying settings. This is a significant pointer to 

children's burgeoning faculties as workers, an awareness that prompts social interaction. 

Children's involvement in domestic work establishes social relationships. Although the 

study noted the difference in the agency of children in Coventry and Lucknow, this is not to 
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say that children in Coventry do not have limitations in the expression of the agency. 

However, there is a degree of latitude which has probably always been apparent through 

out the examination. The relative difference in the expression of agency between Coventry 

and Lucknow children is because of structural factors. 

From a structural point of view what is of primary importance is the organisation of 

children's activities in the family. This perspective tends to focus on how children deal with 

the structures imposed on them by adults. The study noted that during the performance of 

work these children also encountered other social structures, particularly gender, age and 

ethnicity (in case of Coventry Children). Their interactions with the structures help them in 

reconstructing their social relationships. What is interesting to note here is that the study 

finds instances where children by their work not only find new paths for themselves, giving 

a new shape to their childhood, but also provide new relationships. This also helps in 

maintaining the social order of the family. This is apparent to a greater extent in Coventry 

than in Lucknow, where there is a more conducive atmosphere for realisation of children's 

agency. 

The dialectical relationship between childhood as a 'structure' and children as 'agents' can 

be found in the children's accounts. Rather than postulating children's work in the family as 

something against a family's needs, I have shown that the social construction of childhood 

through their work reflects a different view of what a child, an adult and their relationship 

is. It has also been demonstrated that children's work in the family is not the result of a 

particular pattern of family's needs, but is the result of an interaction of children's agency in 

response to the family's need and the demand for labour imposed by the family on children. 
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The analysis of children's work explored the ways in which the construction of the 

boundaries of childhood are entwined and submerged within the specific socio-cultural 

ideas of Indian families. Revelations of children's negotiation in undertaking the domestic 

work break with the pattern of work provided by adults and leads to a reconstruction of the 

boundaries of childhood. 

Children's abilities, particularly as crisis-shooters or shop watchers and as independent 

managers of household responsibilities in a time of crisis, are beyond their 'developmental' 

capabilities and are located within what we can term 'social meaning' systems. In this way, 

children's domestic activities are substantial contributions to households in the same way as 

adults make sense of their social worlds. Thus, the argument is that if children's work 

positioned them in the structural constraints of frunily and other social structures (e.g. 

gender, age, and ethnicity) it also creates a space within these structures that cannot always 

be anticipated without knowing the meanings of children's work from themselves. 
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APPENDIX-I 

THE INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Part One: Socio-Personal Profile of the Respondents 

Name: Age: 
Religion: 
No. of Children in the family: Order of Birth: 
No. of members in the family (living together): 
No. of disabled members in the family, if any: 

Occupational status of parents: a) Both parents work in the shop: 
b) Only father work in the shop: 
c) Only mother work in the shop: 
d) One of the parents work outside the shop for wages 

and the other works in the shop: 

Number of wage earners in the Family: 

• The length of business 
• The support of relatives or the immediate kin-group in the shop work/domestic 

work/caring 

Part Two: Respondent's (Children's) Contribution to Domestic Work 

Types of Household Tasks: 

• Caring 
• Cleaning (e.g. dusting, vacuum cleaning, sweeping, mopping etc.) 
• House-maintenance (tidying up the house, arranging the household goods etc.) 
• Washing and ironing the clothes 
• Small repairing job in the house 
• Cooking, helping in the cooking, cleaning the dishes, setting the table, etc. 
• Shopping for the house 
• Car washing 
• Maintaining garden 
• Attending guests, receiving telephone calls, etc. 
• Running errands 
• Doing 'odd Jobs' 
• Any other tasks 

The Nature of Children's Household lobs: 

• The frequency of undertaking the jobs: Daily routine I occasionally I only on specific 
conditions. 
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• Time spend in household tasks. 
• Independent undertaking of the jobs I Sharing the jobs with others. 

Part Three: Meanings and significance of Children's Household Jobs: 

For Themselves: 

• Children's feeling/experience about their household tasks 
• The awareness of children about the importance of their contribution 
• Chance to discuss the issues related to domestic work with parents 
• Domestic work and their freedom of expression 
• Efforts to achieve independence/freedom by mentioning (or valuing) the contributions 

to domestic work 
• The relationship between household tasks and the studies 
• The relationship between household tasks and the leisure (or play) 
• Contributions to household tasks and children's sense of responsibility 

For The Family: 

• Arrangement of domestic work pattern and children's share in it. 
• The relationship between children's domestic work and parent's shop work. 
• The relationship between children's household tasks and the conventional pattern of the 

family's work order. 
• Children's role in emergencies/contingencies in the family. 

Part Four: Experience of Age and Gender 

• Variation in the extent of domestic work based on gender 
• Variation in the extent of domestic work based on age and birth order 
• Relationship of child's gender and the nature of household responsibilities 
• Relationship of child's position in the birth order and the extent and nature of 

household responsibilities. 
• Child's awareness of gender 'identity' and its co-relation with his/her role in the family. 
• Interaction of 'age' and 'gender' in context of allocation (and expectation) of domestic 

work. 
• Conflicts among siblings for allocation of the household responsibilities. 
• Role of 'age' and 'gender' in conflicts among children in one family. 
• Positive and negative feelings against 'age' and 'gender' based distribution of 

household responsibilities. 

Part Five: Children's Experiences of Shop Work 

• The extent of children's involvement in shop work: Average number of hours spend in 
the shop daily or weekly. 
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• The Nature of children's work in the shop: Type of work; paid/unpaid; casuaV 
emergencies. 

• The experience of shop work: Enjoyable/Boredom; Skilled worklUnskilled work; 
Responsible! Casual; Independent worker! Assistant 

• Any other exciting experience of shop work 
• The relationship between shop-work and the leisure 
• The relationship between shop-work and studies 
• The relationship between shop-work and freedom/independence. 
• Major personal benefits of shop-work. 
• Major disadvantages of shop-work. 
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